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Calmodulin is a ubiquitous, bilobal, predominently a-helical protein 
that is involved in the activation of over thirty different enzymes. In this 
work, biophysical and biochemical methods have been used to assess the 
effects of substituting fluorinated aromatic and aliphatic amino acid 
analogues into this Ca2+-binding protein for the very first time. Using an 
E. coli expression system, rn-fluorotyrosine, o-fluorotyrosine, p-, rn- and o- 

fluorophenylalanine and 5, 5, 5-trifluoromethyl-leucine have been 
biosynthetically incorporated into the protein to levels ranging from -45- 
95%. Biochemical assays and spectroscopie experiments indicated that no 
significant changes had taken place in the each of the proteins' overaU 
structure and function. Moreover, the fluorinated residues acted as 

sensitive probes of the important tyrosine, phenylalanine and leucine 
residues of the protein. The techniques outlined here significantly 
extended the scope of l9F NMR studies of proteins and have widespread 
applications in the study of other biological macromolecules as well. 
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Calcium in Biology 

The bioinorganic chemistry of life is an intriguing subject often 
overshadowed by organic biochemistry. Undoubtedly, of all the metal ions 
in the periodic table, calcium plays one of the most important roles in life 
processes. This bulk biological element is not only an essential component 
of many biominerals which play critical structural roles in the formation 
of bones, teeth and shells, but it also acts as a charge carrier and is an 
important intracelldar messenger in the body. As such, calcium plays 
vital roles in processes like photosynthesis, oxidative phosphorylation, 
muscle contraction, ce11 proliferation, ce11 metabolism and protein 
phosphorylation/dephosphorylation. (Frausto da Silva & Williams, 1991; 
Lippard & Berg, 1994; Vogel, 1994). 

In a resting cell, the intracellular Cas+ concentration is -10-7 M, 
while at the same time, the ion's extracellula. concentration is much 
higher (-10-3 M; see Figure 1.1). This large concentration gradient is 
actively maintained by Ca2+-ATPases as  well as Na+, Ca2+ exchange 
proteins, which operate in conjuntion with Na+, K+-ATPases, to expel Ca2+ 
fkom the cell (Frausto da Silva & Williams, 1991; Vogel, 1994). Overall, 
the concentration of Ca2+ is strictly regulated. Such controls a re  
necessary in order to prevent anomalies in mineral precipitation within 
the ce11 or inadvertant ce11 death due to activation of interna1 proteases 
under circumstances when the free intracellular Ca2+ concentration rises 
above 10-5 M (Frak to  da Silva & Williams, 1991). 

When a ce11 becomes activated, either through the action of a 
chemical or nerve stimulus, Ca2+ enters the ce11 through specialized Ca2+ 
channels from its surrounding environment or is released from 

intracellular Ca2+ stores by the action of secondary messengers. These 
messengers include inositol triphosphate, calcium (Ca2+-induced calcium 



Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram illustrating the free calcium ion 
concentrations inside and outside a resting and activated cell (adapted 
&om Vogel, 1994). 

release) o r  cyclic adenosine diphosphate ribose. Intracellular Ca2+ stores 
usually consist of organelles such as the endoplasmie reticula 
(sarcoplasmic reticula in muscle cells) or the mitochondria. In an 
activated state, the intracellular Gaz+ concentration increases to 
approximately 10-5 to  10-6 M. Further increases beyond this level are 
prevented by Ca2+ butTering proteins or feedback mechanisms which close 
Ca2+ channels or activate Ca2+-ATPases . 

Ca2+ is an ideally suited intracellular trigger because of its large 
clifferences in intra- and extracellular concefitrations and because of its 
ability to exchange water at a fast rate of 109 s-1; a rate which approaches 
the rate of collisional diffusion (-1010 s-1). By cornparison, Mg2+ 
exchanges its water at a much slower rate of 106 s-1. This rate would be 
too slow for quick intracellular signalling cascades (Frausto da Silva & 
Williams, 1991). 

Any modest increase in intracellular Ca2+ concentration can 
ultimately give Bse to a host of biological processes. Many of a cell's Ca2+- 

dependent activities are orchestrated through the action of an ideally 
suited Ca2+-binding protein called calmodulin. As we shall see, this 
second messenger protein is able to translate changes in Ca2+ 
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concentration into a physiological response through the activation of 
specific target proteins. This process involves a Ca2+ dependent 
conformational change of calmodulin which allows it to bind to and 
activate its target. In subsequent discussions, it will become readily 
apparent how and why this protein is idedy suited for its role in nature. 

Introduction to Calmodulin 

Calmodulin (CaM) is a ubiquitous calcium binding regulatory 
protein that plays a pivotal role in the function of al1 eukaryotic cells. It 
belongs to  a family of EF-hand Ca2+ binding proteins (CaBPs) which 
include Ca2+ sensors such as troponin C, recoverin, calcineurin B and 
Ca2+ buffers, calbindin and calcyclin (2A9, CACY, PRA, S100A6). In 
addition, it is also found as a part of larger proteins such as calcium- 
dependent protein kinases and calpains. CaM was originally referred to 
as the Ca2+-dependent protein modulator over twenty years ago because of 
its initial discovery as an activator of cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase 
in rat brain (Cheung, 1970, 1971) and bovine heart (Kakiuchi et al., 1970; 
Teo & Wang, 1973). The underestimation of the signincance of this 
discovery has become apparent over the years as CaM has been 
implicated in the activation of well over thirty different target enzymes 
(For a review see O'Neil & DeGrado, 1990; Means et al., 1991; Vogel, 1994; 
Crivici & Ikura, 1995; James et al., 1995; Vogel & Zhang, 1995; k a ,  

1996). Table 1.1, lists some CaM-dependent enzymes. In essence, CaM 
can be associated with protein kinases and phosphatases, second-message 
generation and the regdation of cytoskeletal elements (Crivici & k a ,  
1995). The Est of CaM-dependent enzymes and proteins is by no means 
comprehensive as new discoveries are being made everyday. Moreover, 

many functional aspects of a large number of CaM-dependent targets 
remain to be fidy understood. 

Structure of Ca2+-Calmodulin 

Calmodulin is a small, 148 amino acid, acidic protein that is highly 
consemed among many life foms (Klee & Vanaman, 1982). It has 



Table 1.1 Examples of Some CaM Target Proteins Grouped by Function 

Smooth muscle contraction 
Myosin light chah kinase 
Caldesmon 
Calponin 

Cyclic nucleotide metabolism 
Adenylate cyclase 
C yclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase 

Protein Phosphorylation and Dephosphorylation 
CaM-activated kinases 
Phosphorglase kinase 
Calcineusin (Protein phosphatase IIB 

Calcium Metabolism 
Calcium channel (Ryanodine receptor) 
Inositul triphosphate recep tor 
Calcium ATPase 
Phospholamban (Cardiac Ca2+-ATPase) 

Various Activities 
Nitric oxide synthases 
Various ion channels 
Glutamate decarboxylase (plants, protozoa) 
Dystrophin (cytoskeletal proteins) 
Basic helix-loop-helix transcription factors 
Multidrug resistance P-glycoprotein 
Gprotein 
B50, GAP-43, Neuromodulin 
Neurogranin, BICKS, RC3 

Exogenous Activities 
HIVISIV 
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undergone extensive structural analysis by X-ray crystallography, 
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy as well as by circular 
dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, ultraviolet-visible (W-Vis) spectroscopy 
and Fourier transformed infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. The three 
dimensional crystal structure of CaM r e h e d  at 2.2 A (Figure 1.2) reveals 
a bilobal, dumbbell shaped protein where the N-terminal globular domain 
is connected to the C-terminal domain by a long a-helical linker (Babu e t  
al., 1988). Subsequent groups have refhed the structure of Ca2+-CaM at 
higher resolutions (Chattopadhyaya e t  al., 1992; Rao et  al., 1993). This 
dumbbell shaped molecule, whieh has an overall length of 65 is capable 
of binding 4 Ca2+ ions (2 Ca2+ ions per lobe) using characteristic EF-hand 
(helix-loop-helix) structures fïrst descnbed in the Ca2+-binding protein 
parvalbumin (Kretsinger & Nockholds, 1973). The same helix-loop helix 
motif is  found in an entire family of intracellular Ca2+ binding proteins. 
In Gaz+-CaM, a single EF-band motif consista of two helices connected by 
a 12 residue loop where the latter is responsible for coordination of one 
calcium ion (which has a coordination number of 7) in a pentagonal 
bipyramidal fashion. The relative orientation of the two helices in each 
EF-hand of Ca2+-CaM is approximately 90" with respect to each other 
(Figure 1.3). Moreover, the Ca2+ ligands are always found at the highly 
conserved first, third, fifth, seventh, ninth and twelfih positions of the 
calcium binding loop of each EF-hand of the protein (Babu et ai., 1988). 
Ca2+, which has an ionic radius of 0.95 A, is a hard, divalent cation and 
according to the Hard-Soft Acid-Base Theory prefers hard ligands like 
oxygen (Frausto da Silva & Williams, 1991; Lippard & Berg, 1994). In 
support of this, three of the seven Ca2+ ligands corne from side chain 
oxygens at the positions 1, 3 and 5 of the Ca2+-binding loop, while residue 
7 coordinates to Ca2+ using its carbonyl oxygen. In addition, the glutamic 
acid residue at the twelfth position binds in a bidentate manner using its 
carboxyl group. The seventh and final Ca2+ ligand is always a water 
molecule. It is indirectly coordinated to residues at position three and 
nine of Ca2+ binding loops 2, 3 and 4 of CaM via a hydrogen bond. The 
e s t  calcium binding loop is distinct fkom the other three loops in  that 
there is no hydrogen bond between the water molecule and the ninth 
residue of the loop; a hydmgen bond exists only between the water 



Figure 1.2 Ribbon diagram based on the X-ray crystal structure of Ca2+ 

calmodulin. Grey circles represent Ca2+ ions (Lippard & Berg, 1994). 



Reproàuced by permission. 

Figure 1.3 a) Ebbon diagram of the relative positions of two EF-hands 
in one domain of Ca2+-CaM. Note the short segment of antiparallel fi- 
sheet. b) Cartoon diagram illustrating the similarities between an EF- 
hand and a human hand. Helices E and F are analogous to the index 
fuiger and thumb, respectively, while the Ca2+-binding loop, which binds 
to the Ca2+ ion, is depicted by the remaining digits (Lippard & Berg, 1994). 
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molecule and residue 3 (Babu et al., 1988, Waltersson et al., 1993). In all 
subsequent discussions, the four EF-hands of C d  will be referred to as 
EF-1, EF-2, EF-3, and EF-4, where numbering commences at the N- 
terminus. Essentid features of CaM's EF-han& are shown in Figure 1.4. 

The ligands used by CaM to bind to Ca2+ effectively minirnizes 
CaM's binding to other divalent cations such a s  Mg2+, which is typically 
found at much higher concentrations within a cell. Mg2+, with a 
coordination number of 6, prefers to coordinate t o  small areas of high 
negative charge with regular symmetry while Ca2+, with its higher 
coordination number in the case of CaM, is able to bind to neutral donors 
like carbonyls. Binding of cations such as Pb2+, Zn2+, Cd2+ and Mn2+ to 
CaM has been reported but this is relatively insignificant owing to the 
low intracellular fkee ion concentration of these metal ions under 
physiological conditions. Nevertheless, many of these cations have 
proven useful in characterizing the Ca2+-binding sites of CaM and other  
similar proteins because they have usefid spectroscopie properties Wogel 
& Forsén, 1987; Zhang et al., 199513; Arsmini et al., 1996). 

The size of the homologous N- and C-terminal domains of Ca2+-CaM 
are approximately 25 x 20 x 20 A. Furthemore, each bowl-shaped lobe 
embodies a hydrophobie cleft (10 x 12.5 x 9.5 A in depth) at its center 
which is surrounded by a collection of negatively charged residues. These 
features are critical in Ca2+-CaM's interaction with target enzymes and 
proteins. Other structural highlights of CaM include posttranslational 
modifications which are found in many organisms; the most common 
permutations being the E-trimethylation of lysine 115 by the enzyme S- 
adenosyl-L-methionine: lysine N-methyltransferase (Zhang et al., 1994a) 
and the acetylation of the N-terminal residue (Klee & Vanaman, 1982). 
When CaM is expressed in E. coli these posttranslationd modifications do 
not occur. 

Overall, Ca2+-CaM comprises a total of 7 a-helices which span 
residues 5-19, 29-38, 45-55, 65-92, 102-111, 118-128 and 138-147 
according to the crystal structure refiaed at 2.2 A resolution (Babu et al., 



a) 

Hel& Loop Helix 

El?-1 F S L F  D K D G D G T I  T T K E  L G T V 

EF-2 1 N E V  D A D G N G T I D F P E  F L T M  

EF-3 F R V F  D K D G N G Y I S A A E  L R H V  

EF-4 1 R E A D I  D G D G Q V N Y E E  F V Q M 

1 3 5 7 9  12 

x y z -y -x -2 

Figure 1.4 a) Partial amino  acid sequence alignment of the four EF- 
hands in CaM. Ca2+ ligands are outluied in bold type, while the position of 
each residue in the C d +  binding loop is numbered below. b) Schematic 
diagram of the pentagonal bipyramidal coordination sphere of the Ca2+ 
ion in a CaM EF-hand. The numbers in b) correspond to the same 
residues in a). 
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1988). This accounts for 668 of the protein's secondary structure. 

However, two shod segments of antiparallel, double stranded $-sheet are 
also evident between adjacent EF-hands in each domain of the protein. 
Figure 1.5 is a diagram which depicts the types of secondary structure 
found in Ca2+-CaM as a function of amino acid sequence. In the same 2.2 
A X-ray structure, the central helix of Gaz+-CaM reveals peculiar 
distortions fiom ideal a-helical geometry between residues 78-81. This 
observation may have been an d a c t  of crystal packing or, dternatively, 
an indication of greater conformational flexibilïty in this region of the 
protein (Babu et al., 1988). The central helix of Ca2+-CaM r e k e d  at 1.7 
however, exhibited a more idealized geometry in this same region 
(Chattopadhyaya et al., 1992). Indeed, structural determinations of Ca2+- 
CaM using heteronuclear multidimensional NMR have revealed that the 
region spanning residues Asp-78 to Ser-81 actually adopts a nonhelical 
conformation in solution (Ikura et al., 1991a; Barbato et al., 1992). In 
addition, molecular dynamics calculations (van der Spoel et al., 1996) as 
well as NMR exchange and dynamics measurements (Spera et al., 1991) 
have also revealed flexibiliw at the centre of this helix. These findings 
divide the central helix into 2 separate helices. Moreover, the central 
helix actually unwinds when Gaz+-CaM binds to target enzymes and 
proteins (Ikura et al., 1991b, 1992; Meador et al., 1992, 1993). The 
plasticity of the central helix makes Gaz+-CaM very accomodating to an 
array of target sizes and this characteristic will be discussed in greater 
detail in a subsequent section of this chapter. The flexible central helix is 
also the site of proteolytic cleavage between residues 77 and 78 by the 
enzyme trypsin to produce an N-terminal fragment, TRiC (residues 1-77) 

and a C-terminal fi-agment, TRzC (residues 78-148) (Walsh et al., 1977). 

Structure of Apo-Calmodulin 

To date, no crystal structure of apo-calmodulin has been 
determined because of difficulties in obtaining suitable crystals. 
Consequently, most structural information on Gaz+-fkee CaM has been 
extrapolated from other mode1 proteins like troponin C (Hertzberg & 
James, 1988; Strynadka & James; 1988; Gagné et al., 1995) or calbindin 
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D ~ K  (Skelton et al., 1994). Troponin C (TnC) is a highly homologous (5 1% 

sequence similarity to CaM) Ca2+-binding protein that is involved in 
muscle contraction (Gagné et  al., 1995). It is part of the troponin 
regulatory complex which includes 2 other subunits, troponin 1 (Td) and 
troponin T (TnT). Troponin T binds to another regulatory protein, 
tropomyosin, while troponin 1 binds to actin thin filaments and also 
inhibits actomyosin ATPase (Campbell et al., 1991). Binding of Ca2+ to 
TnC relieves the inhibitory activity of TnI thereby allowing the myosin 
heavy c h a h  to bind to actin. This ultimately gives rise to muscle 
contraction (Gap6 et al., 1995). The crystal structure of TnC contains a 
Ca2+-saturated C-terminal domain but a Ca2+-fkee N-terminal domain 
(Herzberg & James, 1988). Evidently, by comparing the structural 
differences between the N- and C-terminal domains in this highly 
homologous Ca2+ binding protein, one can create models of Ca2+-induced 
conformational changes in CaM. The major differences between the N- 
and C-terminal domains in the crystal structure of TnC is the relative 
positions of the four a-helices. In the Ca2+-bound domain, the helices are 
positioned at such an angle that a large hydrophobic cleR is formed on the 
surface (Herzberg & James, 1988). On the other hand, this hydrophobic 
pocket is not evident in the apo-N-terminal domain of TnC. The exposure 
of this large hydrophobic surface is what is believed to occur upon Gaz+ 

binding to CaM. This property makes it possible to purify CaM and TnC 
conveniently by Ca2+-dependent hydrophobic chromatography on Phenyl- 
Sepharose (Vogel et al., 1983; Thulin & Vogel, 1988). Strynadka and 
James (1988) have used the crystal structure of TnC as a template to 
develop structural modeIs of Ca2+- and apo-CaM using molecular 
modeling. 

The only other member of the calmodulin superfamily that has been 
studied extensively in the Ca2+- and apo-form is calbindin D ~ K  (Skelton et 

al, 1994). This protein shows little rearrangements of its a-helices upon 
Ca2+ binding in solution by NMR. However, the applicability of this work 
to CaM is debatable since calbindin plays more of a Ca2+-buffering or 
transport role rather than a Ca2+-dependent regulatory role of proteins 
(Chazin, 1995). Recently, three structural NMR studies of apo-CaM or its 
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TRzC fragment have been published which examine Ca2+-induced 

conformational changes in CaM in solution (Finn et al., 1995; Kuboniwa 
et al., 1995; Zhang et al., 1995a). The salient features of these and other 
models have been reviewed by Chazin (1995) and have also been 
summarized below. 

Overall, apo-CaM is slightly shorter than Ca2+-CaM in length. 
Qualitatively though, the dumbbell structure of apo-CaM is quite similar 
to both crystal and solution structures of Ca2+-CaM (Finn et al., 1995; 
Kuboniwa et al., 1995; Zhang et al., 1995a). Firstly, the amount of 
secondary structure remains the same in apo-CaM (Figure 1.6). This is 
somewhat unexpected since it has been observed previously by CD 
spectroscopy that there is a 13% decrease in the amount of a-helicity upon 
calcium extraction of Gaz+-CaM to form apo-CaM (Martin & Bayley, 1986; 
Hennessey et al., 1987). This phenornenon may be explained by changes 
in the relative orientations of the a-helices in apo-CaM compared to Ca2+- 

CaM (Slupsky et al., 1995a; 1995b). Altematively, it has also been 
rationalized by the observation that a l l  helices in apo-CaM appear to be 
either less stable andor more mobile than in Ca2+-CaM (Zhang et al., 
1995a) or that there are changes in the hydrogen-bonding properties in 
the a-helices (Fabian et al., 1996). 

Apo-CaM contains eight a-helicies (Helix A, B, C ,  D, E, F, Gy and H) 
where the fourth and fifth helices (helices D and E) form the so c d e d  
"central helix" that is divided at its center by a flexible linker. This 
flexible linker, which usually encompasses residues Met76 to Ser81, 
adopts a transient helical structure for up to one-third of any defined 
period of time (Kuboniwa et al., 1995). In contrast, this temporary pattern 
of secondary structure in the flexible M e r  was not observed in the NMR 
structure of Ca2+-CaM (Barbato et al., 1992). As in Gaz+ saturated CaM, 
helices A and B make up EF-hand 1 (EF-1). helices C and D form EF-2, 
helices E and F fom EF-3 and helices G and H form EF-4. Moreover, EF-1 
and 2 are in the N-terminal domain while EF-3 and 4 are in the C- 
terminal domain. Again, like in Ca2+-CaM, these two domains do not 
contact each other and tumble fkeely and independently in solution. The 
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presence of short segments of $-sheet, present in CaM's Ca2+-saturated 
counterpart are dso evident in apo-CaM, although the pair of B-sheets in 
the C-terminal domain are more twisted relative to one another than in 
the N-terminal domain (Finn et al., 1995; Kuboniwa et al., 1995; Zhang et 
al., 1995a). Helix B also has a minor kink in it which is not evident in 

Caz+CaM. AU of these characteristics can be seen in Figure 1.6. 

Many regions of apo-CaM are poorly defined by NMR because of 
high mobility (Finn et al., 1995; Kuboniwa et al., 1995; Zhang et al., 
1995a). These areas include the fïrst and last few residues of the protein, 
the first six residues of each Ca2+-binding loop and the linkers between 
the pairs of EF-hands in each lobe. Some of these findings are different to 
Caz+CaM's traits where, for example, the Ca2+-binding loops are more 
rigidly defined. Another unusual trait of apo-CaM is that the C-terminal 
domain may exist as a combination of a major (-90%) and short-lived 
minor (-540%) conformations that have a lifetime of severd hundred 
microseconds. In any case, the C-terminal domain of apo-CaM is 
significantly less stable than the N-terminal domain (Finn et al., 1995; 
Kuboniwa et al., 1995; Tjandra et al., 1995; Zhang et al., 1995a). 

The most important structural characteristic of apo-CaM is the 
absence of the two large hydrophobic pockets which are such a prominent 
feature of Ca2+-CaM and are used to bind to most target proteins. The 
Cal+-induced conformational switch of CaM exposes the hydrophobie 
cavity of CaM by changing the relative orientation of the helices in each 
EF-hand (Finn et al., 1995; Kuboniwa et al., 1995; Zhang et al., 1995a). At 
the same time, the orientation of pairs of helices in neighbouring EF- 
hands in each lobe undergo minimal change in relative position. For 
instance, helices A and D of EF-1 and EF-2 respectively, do not change 
positions with respect to one another while the helices in the same EF- 
hand (that is helix A and B or C and D) undergo shifts from an almost 
antiparallel orientation (angle of - 128-137") to an almost perpendicular 
orientation (angle of -86-101"). A similar situation is observed with 
helices B and C. (The angles and distances between these two segments 
change only minutely, while the orientation of helices C and D change 



Figure 1.6 Ribbon diagram of apo-CaM as determined by Kuboniwa, et 
al. (1995) using multidimensional, heteronuclear NMR spectroscopy. 
Notice that the overall secondary structure of the protein has not 
changed significantly. However, the relative orientation of pairs of 
helices in each EF-hand have changed orientation compared to Ca2+-CaM, 
reflecting a more closed conformation of the 2 domains. (Prepared using 
Molscript (Kraulis, 1991) from atomic coordinates deposited in the 
Brookhaven Protein Data Bank: structure 1CFD). 
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dramatically. See Figure 1.6.) These same Ca2+-dep e ndent  
conformational changes apply to  the C-terminal domain of CaM. Taken 
together, each domain in apo-CaM, upon binding Ca2+, changes fkom a 
tightly packed, twisted and closed bundle of antiparallel a-helices to an 
open lobe with a prominent hydrophobic cavity (Finn et al., 1995; 
Kuboniwa et al., 1995; Zhang et al., 1995a). 

The Ca2+-Induced CoILformational Transition of CaM 

Binding of Ca2+ to C d  is positively cooperative in adjacent Ca2+- 

binding loops in the absence of a target peptide (that is, a synthetic 
peptide corresponding to the CaM-binding domain of a target protein). 
This event begins with binding of metd ion to the higher affinity (-106 M- 
l) sites in the C-terminal domain followed by binding to  the lower affinity 
(-105 M-1) loci in the N-terminal domain. In the presence of a target 
peptide, however, all four sites of CaM become positively cooperative. This 
means that binding of metal ion occurs simultaneously at all four sites. 
Note that the above Ca2+-binding aflinities allow CaM to fiuiction idedy 
within the same narrow boundaries of intracellular Gaz+ concentration 
that are found in an activated cell. The recent work with apo-CaM has 
produced the notion that cooperativity in nearby EF-hand motifs may be 
connected to a close association through the p-sheets in two neighbouring 
Ca2+-binding loops or  through the pairing of helices between abutting EF- 
hands (that is pairing between helices A/D, B/C, FE, and Em). Since 
these helin pairs change very little in their relative positions in going 
from Ca2+- to apo-CaM, it is likely that information in one Gaz+-binding 
site can be transmitted to a neighbouring site through these paired 
structures (Finn et al., 1995; Kuboniwa et al., 1995; Zhang et al., 1995a). 
The association of Ca2+ to CaM apparently neutralizes a strong 

concentration of negative charge arising fkom residues within the C d +  
binding loops. This event minimizes the repulsive forces found in these 
areas and permits reorientation of the two helices of each EF-hand which 
expose the large hydrophobic surfaces characteristic of Ca2+-CaM. In this 
way, CaM is able to  translate changes in the concentration of 

in tracellular Ca2+ into various cellular activities . The Ca2+ dependent 



conformational switch of CaM is a switch that unveils large hydrophobic 
pockets of the protein which play an essential part in the protein's 
interactions with its targets. 

Ca2+-CalVPs Recognition and Interaction with Target Proteins 

Gaz+-CaM is capable of interacting specincally, and with very high 
affinity, to its target enzymes and proteins. The presence of a target 

peptide can increase the Cao+ binding afftnity of Ca2+-CaM considerably. 
Additionally, the binding constants for CaM targets ranges fkom between 
10-7 to 10-11 M. It is intriguing that Ca2+-CaM is able to bind so tightly to 
such a wide variety of macromolecules that do not share any obvious 
amino acid homology. The only trait common to most of the CaM bindùig 
sites is the abundance of basic or hydrophobic residues, the absence of 
acidic residues and a propensity to form amphiphilic a-helices . 
Nevertheless, there are exceptions to this generalization. For instance, 
the CaM-binding domains of plant glutamate decarboxylase contains four 
glutamic acid residues (Arazi et al., 1995). 

Upon binding, both Ca2+-CaM and its targets undergo changes 
which aUow the targets t o  become activated (Crivici & Ikura, 1995). Most 
CaM dependent interactions are Ca2+-dependent. However, a number of 
studies have identified three types of Ca2+-independent interactions 
between CaM and a target. The f i s t  type involves, binding between apo- 
CaM and the neuronal phosphoproteins, neuromodulinlB-50/GAP43 and 
neurogranidRC3BICKS (Alexander et  al., 1988; Zhang et al., 199413; 

Gerendasy et al., 1995; Urbauer et al., 1995) These studies suggest that 
the C-terminal domain of apo-CaM binds to neuromodulin's "IQ motif" 
(IQLIXKRGd) through hydrogen bonds (Urbauer et al., 1995; Swindells 
& Ikura, 1996). To explain these observations, it has been proposed by 
Swindells & Ikura (1996) that the C-tenninal lobe of apo-CaM exists in a 
"semi-open" conformation. This can be thought of as an intermediate 
state between Ca2+-CaM and the N-terminal lobe of apo-CaM. It has been 
stated earlier that the a-helices of Ca2+-CaM have a perpendicular 
orientation which produce large hydrophobic cavities in each lobe of the 
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protein. This conformation is 'open". In contrast, the N-terminal lobe of 

apo-CaM exists in a "closed" conformation with buried hydrophobic 
residues and the a-helices having an almost antipardel orientation. 

Two other categories of apo-CaM/target interactions are given by 
investigations with phosphoqdase kinase ( P m  (Dasgupta et al., 19891, 
and Brush border myosin-1 (BBMI) (Swanljung-Collins & Collins, 1991). 
In the case of PhK, CaM is an essential component of this multimeric 
enzyme, while BBMI (a myosine-1-type protein) is a complex that is made 
up of a single myosin heavy chain and three or four associated CaM 
molecules (the light chains) that have low Gaz+ affiniw. Each of the fou.  
molecules have unique Gaz+-binding and temperature dependent 
affinities for the myosin heavy chain subunit (Swanljung-Collins & 
Collins, 1991). However, their exact role in the protein complex is 
unclear. Another example where there are multiple binding sites for apo- 
CaM on a target is given by the Ryanodine receptors (Yang et al., 1994). 

Cas+-CaM's interaction with skeletal and smooth muscle myosin 
light chain kinases and calmodulin kinase II have been studied by 
multidimensional NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography, 
respectively (Ikura et al., 1992; Meador et  al., 1992, 1993; Crivici & Ikura, 
1995). Consequently, out of all possible Ca2+-dependent CaM interactions 
with target proteins, CaM's interactions with kinases are  understood the 
most (Crivici & Lkura, 1995). Table 1.2 lists some p b a r y  amino acid 
sequences of CaM binding domains identified from these and other 
targets. According to these investigations, Ca2+-CaM interacts with a 
defined 14-26 residue segment of its target proteins with both of its 
globular domains. The Ca2+-CaWpeptide complex is compact owing to the 
fact that both domains of Ca2+-CaM corne together to form a hydrophobic 
core through which the amphiphilic, a-helical binding domain of the 
target passes (Figure 1.7). Hydrophobie interactions between the amino 
acid side chains of Ca2+-CaM and its targets play the largest role in the 
protein's high binding affjinity. Most of these interactions in Gaz+-CaM 
are furnished by an ample number of methionine residues in the protein's 
hydrophobic cleft (Vogel, 1994; Zhang k Vogel, 1994; Zhang et al., 1994a). 
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Methionine is ideally suited for nonspecinc hydrophobic interactions of 
Gaz+-CaM with its targets because of its side chain's inherent 
polarizability and flexibility. In addition, electrostatic interactions 
between basic residues of the peptide and acidic residues of CaM have 
been shown to play a role in binding of targets. Figure 1.7, which is based 
on the X-ray crystallographic study of Meador et al. (1992), portrays Gaz+- 
CaM binding to a peptide derived fkom smooth muscle myosin light chah 
kinase (smMLCK). 

Two hydrophobic or long chain aliphatic amino acids in the peptide 
can act as anchors to orientate the peptide within the hydrophobic core 
created by the two domains of Ca2+-CaM (Ikura et al., 1992; Meador et al., 
1992, 1993; Crivici & k a ,  1995). These residues are highlighted in 
Table 1.2 and are typically separated by 12 (or 8 in the case of CaM kinase 
II) amino acids. It is critical to note that Cas+-CaM's flexible 
interconnecting central h e k  plays a binary role in the formation of tight 
complexes between Gaz+-CaM and its targets. Firstly, by acting as a 

"flexible tether" (Persechini & Kretsinger, 1988), the two lobes of Ca2+- 

CaM are allowed to rotate independently which d o w s  the two globular 
domains of Gaz+-CaM and the two anchoring residues of the target protein 
to  orientate properly with respect to each other. Secondly, the central 
linker can act as an expansion joint (Meador et al., 1992). In this manner, 
Ca2+-CaM can accomodate peptides of a wide variety of sizes by 
unravelling its central helix to a greater or Iesser extent. Furthemore, a 

major mechanism by which CaM recognizes its different targets may be 
by minor differences in the positioning of important hydrophobic amino 
acids in the CaM binding domains (Crivici & Ikura, 1995). 

In the case of kinases and phosphatases, a simple mode1 has evolved 
which outlines a general mechanism of regdation of these enzymes by 
CaM (Figure 1.8). In the absence of Ca2+, the binding of substrate to the 
enzyme is prevented by an intrasteric regdatory domain (Goldberg et al., 
1996). However, when Ca2+ levels increase, Ca2+-CaM usually activates 
these target enzymes by binding to a specific location near the 
pseudosubstrate domain of the inactive enzyme (Vogel, 1994; Crivici & 



Figure 1.7 X-ray based ribbon diagram of Cas+-CaM bound to a peptide 
(white) corresponding to the CaM binding domain of chicken smooth 
muscle myosin light chain kinase (MLCK). The figure was prepared 
using Molscript from PDB atomic coorduiates (1CDL). Black circles are 
Ca2+ ions. hset ,  another view of Gaz+-CaM/target peptide interactions 
based on NMR work of Ikura et al. (1992) with skeletal muscle MLCK 
(Lippard & Berg, 1994). Notice the compact nature of both structures. 
Also, binding between CaM and peptide involves amino acid side chah 
interactions only. 
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Figure 1.8 A general mode1 illustrating the regdation of a CaM target 
enzyme by intrasteric inhibition. Cas+-CaM binds to the pseudosubstrate 
regdatory domain of the enzyme causing it to undergo a conformational 
change. This exposes the active site of the protein (adapted fiom Crivici & 
Ikura, 1995). 
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Ikura, 1995). This produces a conformational change in the 
autoinhibitory domain which renders the enzyme M y  operational by 
exposing its active site. The active enzyme is now capable of produhg a 
cellular response. It should be noted that proteolytic cleavage of the 
intrasteric inhibitory domain of the inactive enzyme yields a 
constitutively active protein even in the absence of Gaz+-CaM (see Vogel, 
1994). This observation lends support to the mode1 of kinase and 
phosphatase regdation by CaM. 

Leucine and Aromatic Amino Acids in Calmodulin 

With respect to aromatic amino acids, mammalian CaM contains 2 
tyrosines, 8 phenylalanines, no tryptophans and only one histidine. The 
histidine residue occupies position 107 while the t w o  tyrosines are located 
at positions 99 and 138. Tyr99 is different from the other aromatic amino 
acids since it is not part of the aromatic cluster of the protein (see below). 
It is located near CaM's surface where its carbonyl oxygen is a Ca2+ 

ligand in EF-3. Moreover, its hydroxyl oxygen interacts with two water 
molecules (Babu et al., 1988). Similady, the hydroxyl oxygen of Tyr138 is 
also hydrogen bonded, but in this case to Glu82. Meanwhile, the eight 
phenylalanine residues are found at positions 12, 16, 19,65, 68, 89, 92 and 
141 (Babu et al., 1988). Four of the aromatic amino acids in the N- 
terminal portion of Ca2+-CaM (Phel6, Phel9, Phe65 and Phe68) are in 
consemed sites when compared to similar points in the C-terminal half of 
the protein (Phe89, Phe92, Tyr138 and Phel4l). These 8 residues form 
two clusters in their respective halves. Moreover, the following pairs of 
aromatic residues are perpendicular to one another: 16:65, 19:68, 89:138 
and 92:141 (Babu et al., 1988). Of all the aromatic residues, only 4 (Phel9, 
Phe68, Phe92 and Phel41) contribute directly to the formation of the two 
hydrophobic cavities of Ca2+-CaM (Babu et al., 1988) (Table 1.3). 

There are also nine leucine residues in CaM. Four of these residues 
are located in the hydrophobic patches of CaM at positions 32, 48, 105 and 
116, as listed in Table 1.3. The remaining residues are found at  positions 
4,18, 39, 69, 112. 



Table 1.3 Residues Involved in the Formation of the Hydrophobie 
Patches of Gaz+-CaM (Babu et al., 1988) 

N-terniinal domain C-terminal domain 

Phe 19 

ne 27 

Leu 32 

val 35 

Met 36 

Pro 43 

Leu 48 

Met 51 

ne 52 

val 55 

Ile 63 

Phe 68 

Met 71 

Met 72 

Phe 92 

lie 100 

Leu 105 

Val 108 

Met 109 

Leu 116 

Val 121 

Met 124 

ne 125 

Ala 128 

Val 136 

Phe 141 

Met 144 

Met 145 
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Scope of this Thesis 

The research presented in this thesis examines the structural and 
functional effects of substituting unnatual, fluorinated amino acid 
analogues int O the ubiquitous Ca2+-binding protein calmodulin. More 

specifically, the two Tyr, eight Phe and nine Leu residues of the protein 
were replaced with six different long chain aliphatic or  aromatic 
fluorinated analogues. The six isosteres included O r t  ho - or 2- 
fluorotyrosine, meta- or 3-fiuorotyrosine, ortho-fluorophenylalanine, meta- 
fluorophenylalanine, para - or 4-fluorophenylalanine and 5, 5, 5, 
trifiuoroleucine. The structure of these compounds are shown in Figure 
1.9. This work marks the fist time that fluorinated amino acids have 
been incorportated into this unique multifunctional secondary messenger 
protein by expression in E. coli. In addition, innovative experiments 
conducted on ortho -fluorotyrosine and 5 ,  5, 5, trifluoroleucine CaM 
signifg, to my knowledge, the Grst instance where these novel analogues 
have been incorporated into any biological macromolecule and 
subsequently characterized by 19F NMR spectroscopy. The essential 
repercussions of substituting dl six of the above compounds on the 
overd in vitro structure and function of CaM have been assessed by a 
mixture of one and two dimensional 1H and l9F NMR spectroscopic 
experiments, ultraviolet spectroscopy, far-UV circular dichroism 
spectropolarimetry, electrospray ionization mass spectrometry and an 
array of biochemical assays. 

In the following chapter, a brief introduction to some basic 
principles of NMR spectroscopy will be presented. Ensuing sections of the 
chapter include abbreviated discussions on proton (1H) and fluorine ( W) 
NMR. Chapter four serves to expand on the remarks of chapter two by 
providing a passing chronicle of pioneering work in the field of biological 
19F NMR over the past thirty years. This chapter also examines the 
effects of fluorine substitutions on the natural properties of tyrosine, 
phenylalanine and leucine obtained by semi-empirical and a b  initio, 
theoretical calculations, ultraviolet-visible and fluorescence spectroscopy 
as well as lH, 13C heteronuclear multiple quantum coherence (HMQC) 
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trifluoroleucine 

Figure 1.9 Chernical structures of Tyr, Phe, Leu and their fluorinated 
analogues which were incorporated biosynthetically into CaM. 



NMR experiments. 

Chapter three provides an overview of experimental procedures 
employed during the course of this research while chapter five examines, 
in detail, the effects of incorporating meta-fluorotyrosine into CaM. 
Furthermore, the consequences of substituting m-FTyr on the form and 
function of CaM are compared to the effects of substituting its isostere, 
ortho-fluorotyrosine, into the same protein in chapter six. Afterwards, 
chapters seven and eight highlight spectroscopic and biochemical data 
obtained fkom work on fluorophenylalanine and fluoroleucine labelled 
CaM. The ha1 chapter of this thesis is dedicated to siimmarizing the 
major findings of this project and drawing some conclusions about the 
signifïcance and future prospects of this work. 



Chapter2 

Fundamental Nuclear lhgnetic Resomance 

Introduction to NMR 

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy has proven to be 
one of the most indispensable techniques available to scientists for 
studying biologieal systems since 1957 when the first NMR spectrum was 
acquired of a protein (ribonuclease A) by Saunders e t  al. at 40 MHz. 
Today, NMR has emerged as a technique that has applications ranging 
from characteriztion of simple compounds to complete protein structure 
determination and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The principles 

underlying NMR, the focus of this chapter, are relatively simple when one 
considers them at their most fundamental level. Of couse, more complete 
explmations of theoretical, biomolecular and multidimensional NMR are 

available in a number of excellent textbooks (Evans, 1995; Ernst et al., 
1987; Wüthrich, 1986). 

Basically, NMR can be used to characterize any nucleus with 
either an odd mass number or uneven atomic number that possesses the 
property of nuclear spin ( I  # O). Isotopes of nuclei tha t  possess a 

symrnetrical distribution of charge have a nuclear spin of 1/2 and are 
readily characterized by NMR because of their predictable properties 
(Figure 2.1). These nuclei, which include lH, 13C and 15N, dominate much 
of the NMR based areas of structural biology. In contrast, the remahhg 
majority of nuclei with a spin, so cdled quadrupolar nuclei, have an 
asymmetric distribution of charge and a nuclear spin > 112. The 
asymmetry of these atoms is described by a fundamental parameter 
known as the quadrupole moment, eQ. Typically, quadrupolar nuclei are 
able to interact with local electric field gradients and these nuclei have 
more complicated NMR characteristics than their spin = 112 counterparts. 
This detail has led to their relative neglect in spectroscopic work. 
However, recent advanees in practical quadrupolar central transition 
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(QCT) (Aramini et al, 1993; Saponja & Vogel, 1996) and deuterium solid 
state NMR (Opella, 1994) have revealed that quadmpolar nuclei can 
answer some of the lingering questions about problems that remain with 
conventional biological NMR techniques. 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

When a nucleus is placed in a strong, static, magnetic field (Bo), its 

spin (1) creates angular momentum which gives rise to a magnetic 
moment and an associated amount of energy as it precesses about the 
direction of Bo. This energy varies with the orientation of the nucleus 

within the magnetic field. Moreover, the number of possible orientations 
for the nucleus is defined by the equation 21 + 1 or the number of allowed 
(quantized) non-degenerate, nuclear Zeeman energy levels, mr (ml = I, I-1, 

1-2, ...-O . For example, a spin = 1/2 nucleus may be found in one of either 2 
positions that includes an upper (42,  antiparallel orientation (p )  with 
respect to Bo) and a lower energy level (+Vz,  pardel orientation (a) with 

respect to Bo) (Figure 2.1). In contrast, a quadmpolar nucleus with a spin 

of 312 for example, would have four possible orientations ( a h ,  1/2,-1/2 and - 
3/21. 

The clifferences in the Zeeman energy levels (a) is dependent on 
the gyromagnetic ratio (y), which is a constant for a given nucleus and 
the magnetic field strength as shown by Planck's law (eq. 2.1; h 
represents Planck's constant). 

Since NMR spectroscopy detects only single quantum transitions 
(am1 = tl) of a nucleus that has absorbed energy fkom a radiofrequency 

(rf) pulse, then the following formula can also be written (eq 2.2), 
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where vo, the Larmor frequency given in Hertz (cycles per second), 

corresponds to the fkequency of the rf pulse in MHz that mu& be applied 
to a sample in order to obseme a particular set of nuclei at a defined field 
strength. Alternatively, the term og represents the Larmor fiequency in 

radians per second. 

For any collection of nuclei, the distribution of parallel and 
antiparallel states is unequal and their distribution is defined by the 
Boltzmann expression (eq 2.3). 

In this case, kg represents the Boltzmann constant and T refers to the 

absolute temperature. The inherent insensitivity of NMR stems fkom the 
fact that only minor differences exist in the population of the parallel and 
antiparallel spin states. Consequently, only a limited number of single 
quantum transitions are observed during an experiment. Theoretically, 
improvements in sensitivity can be achieved by using more powerful 
magnets. This approach increases the energy of single quantum 
transitions (makes AE larger) and hence enlarges the difference in spin 
populations at the various energy levels (related t o  the Boltzmann 
equation, eq 2.3; see Figure 2.1). 

The Single Pulse NMR Experiment 

In order to simplify the description of the single pulse NMR 
experiment, a rotating fiame of coordinate axes have traditionally been 
used to eliminate complicating effects that arise from precession of nuclei 
about Bo. At thermal equilibrium, net magnetization of a sample (Mo) 

exists dong the z axis because of the larger nurnber of spins orientated 
parallel to the direction of Bo, as expected from the Boltzmann relation 

(Figure 2.2). During the f i s t  part of the experiment, a radiofiequency (rf) 
pulse is applied to the sample at the Larmor fkequency which tips the net 

magnetization of the nuclei of interest into the x'y' plane. Subsequently, 



p (antiparallel) 

Figure 2.1 a) Schematic diagram of a spin = 1/2 nucleus with its 
symmetric distribution of charge. b) Energy level diagram illustrating 
that a spin = 1/2 nucleus can exist in either one of two possible 
orientations when placed in a magnetic field (Bo): a low energy pardel 

orientation (a) and a high energy antiparallel orientation (B). 

these nuclei emit transient time dependent signals as they reorientate 
their spins to their initial position through processes of relaxation. These 
time dependent signals are detected by the spectrometer in the x'y' plane 
and the decaying signals comprise a free induction decay (FID). The FID 
is then Fourier transformed to  produce a spectrum which is based on a 
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Figure 2.2 a) Any atom with a nuclear spin can emit a transient signal 
afker being excited by a radiofrequency pulse. b) These emitted signals 
arise as the net magnetization of a sample returns to an equilibrium 
position dong the z axis 60m the x'y' plane in a strong magnetic field (Bo). 
C) The signals given off by a sample comprise a free induction decay (FID) 
which is Fourier transfkomed to produce a more meaningful spectnim. 
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linear fkequency scale that is expressed in Hertz (Hz). Alternatively, the 
scale of the spectrum is converted into a more universal parameter that is 
independent of field strength. It is referred to as the chemical shift (6) and 

is expressed in parts per million (ppm). The chemical shift of nuclei are 
calculated using the following relation (eq 2.4). 

The resonance frequencies of nuclei fiom the sample are denoted by the 
smbol v, while resonance frequencies of nuclei from a standard reference 
are represented by v,f. 

It is essential to note once again that nuclei of a given type (for 
example, lH, 13C, 15N etc.) each possess a characteristic Larmor fkequency 
which is used to excite the same collection of atoms in a sample at the 
beginning of an NMR experiment. However, the precise signals that each 
nucleus produces as it reorientates its spin following an rf pulse, depends 
not only on this basic resonance frequency but also on the local 
environment of the nucleus. Such local surroundings can be afEected by 
through-bond or through-space interactions. It is this underlying 
phenornenon that makes NMR useful as an analytical technique. 

Mechanisms of Nuclear Relaxation 

Nuclear relaxation is described by two hdamental time constants, 
Ti and Tp. Tl is the spin-lattice (longitudinal) relaxation tirne that 

describes relaxation of the sample magnetization dong the z axis. This 
type of relaxation arises because of energy exchange between individual 
spins and the surrounding liquid or solid Yattice" (Levy et al., 1980). Tg, 
on the other hand, is the spin-spin (transverse) relaxation time and is 
fundamentally distinct from Ti since it is strictly an entropic process. As 
such, transverse relaxation is manifested by "dephasing" of nuclear spins 
in the x'y' plane following their well ordered arrangement (phase 
coherence) immediately after an rf pulse. T2 relaxation arises primarily 
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because of inhomogeneities in the applied magnetic field (Bo)  and is 

inversely related to the linewidth (at half height; avy2 )  of a Lorentzian 

signal in a Fourier transformed spectrum in solution. Both Ti and 2'2 

relaxation parameters are illustrated in the rotating frame in Figure 2.3. 

There are various spin-lattice relaxation mechanisms, each 
requiring a fluctuating magnetic field which causes NMR transitions 
between energy levels in a sample. The most common relaxation 
meachanisms for spin = 1/2  nuclei are dipole-dipole relaxation and 
chemical shift anisotropy; but sometimes spin rotation relaxation and 
scalar coupling also occur for these nuclei. In contrast, quadrupolar 
relaxation dominates for dl quadrupolar nuclei. In the following section, 
attention will be focused only upon the processes of dipole-dipole 
relaxation and chernical shift anisotropy as they have the most relevance 
to 19F NMR and other commonly studied spin = 112 nuclei. 

Dipole-Dipole Relaxation 

The overall magnetic field sensed by a nucleus is dependent on the 
applied field strength and any contributions from magnetic moments of 
surrounding (1 # 0 )  nuclei. Dipole-dipole relaxation is the predominant 
mechanism of relaxation for smaller spin = 112 nuclei, especially protons 
and protonated carbons. It arises fkom fluctuations in the overall 
magnetic field experienced by a nucleus, A, which are  caused by local 
motions of a neighbouring nucleus, B. The magnitude of a magnetic field 
exerted on one nuclear magnetic moment by another is given by the 

relation (3cosze - 1W. For two nuclei which are bonded together, the 

distance (r) between them does not change. However, rapid Brownian 
motions of a molecule constantly alter the angle (el between the two nuclei 
and the correspondhg magnetic fields (Bo) that each atom exerts over the 

other. The relaxation times, Tl and 2'2, for intramolecular, heteronuclear 

dipole-dipole relaxation between a fluorine atom and a neighbouring 
proton are given by the following equations (eqs. 2.5 and 2.6). 



90" pulse 

Y 

Figure 2.3 Rotating frame diagram illustrating the processes of a) f i  
relaxation dong the z axis and b) T2 relaxation in the x'yJ plane. 



In both of the above conditions, Ti and T2, are inversely related t o  

spectral density bc t ions  {eg. J(cuo)}, which expresses the probability of 

hding a fluctuation with fkequency o for a particular correlation t h e  Q. 

In either case, larger spectral density functions correspond to larger 
relaxation rates and smaller Ti and Ta time constants (Campbell & 

Dwek, 1984). In addition, t, refers to  the rotational correlation tirne, or 

the time (in seconds) for a molecule to rotate through one radian; YH and 

YF refer to  the gyromagnetic ratios of proton and fluorine, respectively, 

while po reflects the permeability of fkee space. 

Chemical Shift Anisotropy 

Chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) is another predominant relaxation 
mechanism for fluorine atoms. This type of relaxation originates from 
asymmetry in the chernical shift tensor of a nucleus that causes 
fluctuations in the effective magnetic field experienced by the nucleus as 
it undergoes tumbling. CSA playn an increasingly important role in 
relaxation for heavier spin = 112 nuclei and at higher field strengths as 
shown in the formulae for Ti and T2 (eqs. 2.7 and 2.8). 
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Under these circumstances, aa represents the anisotropy of the chemical 
shift, while Bo is the magnetic field strength as defined previously. 

Moreover, in the case of l9F NMR, y would denote the gyromagnetic ratio 
for fluorine. 

Aside from the chemical shift (6), relaxation times, Tl and T2 and 
the intensity of signals, conventional NMR for spin = V 2  nuclei is also 
characterized by two other important parameters, namely spin-spin (J) 
coupling and nuclear Overhauser enhancement (nOe; NOE; q). Briefly, 
NOE arises when the signal intensity of a resonance changes because 
irradiation of a neighbouring nucleus affects the longitudinal relaxation 
of the observed nucleus. In constrast, spin-spin (J) coupling arises when 
bonded nuclei demonstrate electron-coupled spin-spin effects. This effect 
makes a nucleus sensitive to the orientation of its attched neighbour 
since the two atoms have paired their spins to the electrons in the bond 
between them (Evans, 1995). For example, Say that an obsemed nucleus 
is attached to a spin = l/2 nucleus; because of spin-spin coupling, this 
observed nucleus will be sensitive to the parallel and antiparallel 
orientation of its bonded neighbour. The result of this situation is the line 
of the observed nucleus (in an NMR spectnim) is split into a doublet. In 
general, the number of lines in a multiplet is equal to 2 1  + 1 where I is the 
spin of the observed atom's neighbour. The magnitude of spin-spin 
coupling is measured in Hz and is referred to  as the coupling constant (4. 
It can provide valuable information about bond angles and conformations 
through the Karplus equation. Both NOE (through-space) and J coupled 
(through-bond) experiments constitute the foundation of three 
dimensional structure determination of biological macromolecules by 
NMR. The most common types of NMR esperiments based on these 
applications are the NOESY (nuclear Overhauser effect correlated 
spectroscopy) and the COSY (J correlated spectroscopy). 

Proton NMR Spectroscopy 

The most commonly observed nucleus in NMR is the proton (1H) 
because of its large natural isotopic abundance (99.98%) and high 
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sensitiviw (see Table 2.1). Only the radioactive isotope tritium (3H) has 
higher sensitivity. Furthermore, rH is universally distributed in 
biomolecules and mRny of its NMR related parameters such as chemical 
shifts, couphg constants and relaxation properties have been well 
characterized (Sykes & Weiner, 1980). However, one of the hdamental  
drawbacks to 1H NMR is its s m d  chemical shift dispersion. A range of 
only 12 ppm produces an exorbitant amount of resonance overlap when 
working with biological macromolecules. 

Generally, the k t  step in structure determination by 1H NMR is 
the assignment of al l  resonances arising from the proton in a sample. The 
interaction of these assigned resonances can then provide dues about the 
overall three dimensional structure of the item under investigation 
(Gerig, 1994). Recently, a number of limitations involving resonances 
overlap have been remedied by the addition of second, third and even 
fourth dimensions to the NMR experiment through the use of 13C o r  15N 
isotopic sample labelling (Bax & Grzesiek, 1993). With the inclusion of 
more dimensions, it is now possible to resolve individual resonances for 
proteins up to -30 kDa. Furthermore, these upper limitations are being 
increased with the development of improved superconducting magnets, 
pulsed field gradients and unique 13C, 15N, 2H triple resonance 
experiments (Rosen et al., 1996). 

Despite these advancements, there exists a number of drawbacks 
with multidimensional, multiisotope NMR which limit its usefulness 
(Gerig, 1994; Gettins, 1994). These obstacles usually result in the 
broadening of resonances and can arise &om samples that are too viscous, 
undergo conformational interchange on an unfavourable time scale or 
contain paramagnetic species. Additionally, resonances may not be 
resolvable if the molecular weight of the sample is too large or the sample 
contains subunits that are structurally similar (Gerig, 1994). 
Multidimensional NMR is also not feasible for samples that cannot be 
labelled uniformly with 13C or 15N since this usually requires 
overexpression of protein in bacteria or yeast. Furthermore, sample with 
poor solubility will not produce samples that are concentrated enough for 
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multidimensional NMR data acquisition. Finally, the sample must be 
stable at room temperature or higher for extended periods of time. It is 
therefore essential that novel NMR techniques be developed which 
overcome the aforementioned limitations. One of the most promising 
techniques that can overcome these drawbacks is fluorine-19 NMR. 

Introduction to Fluorine-19 NMR 

Fluorine-19 is an ideally suited NMR nucleus for a number of 
reasons (Gerig, 1994; Danielson & Falke; 1996). First of all, 19F has a 
nuclear spin of 1/2 (see Table 2.1). This means that the NMR properties of 
19F are well understood. Another benefit is that 19F has a high sensitivity 
relative to 1H (-83%) and is 100% naturally abundant. Other advantages 
of 19F NMR include the absence of background signals (which stems from 
the fact that fluorine is not found naturally in biological systems; this is 
in contrast to 1H NMR where H20 in proteins can significantly reduce the 

quality of spectra) and the fact that acquisition of a 1D 19F spectrum 
takes less time and uses less protein than a multidimensional NMR 
experiment. Additionally, an extensive body of research exists on 
fundamental fluorine chemistry. However, the most favourable 
properties of 19F NMR are its large chemical shift dispersion (-900 ppm) 
and its sensitivity to conformational changes. The latter property stems 
from the fact that fluorine possesses p-electrons so that the paramagnetic 
term dominates fluorine sbielding (Gerig, 1994). Therefore, fluorine can 
sense changes in its chemical shifi parameter from alterations in 
biomolecular structure which are due to more than just aromatic ring 
currents. This is in contrast to lH, where aromatic ring curent  effects 
are the major source of structure-dependent shifts. This rarely produces 
changes of more than 0.5 ppm in a 1H spectrum (Gerig, 1994). Fluorine, 
therefore, is also very sensitive to changes in the local van der Waals 
environment and electrostatic fields. 

Despite the many advantages of l9F NMR, there are also a number 
of factors that one must be aware of. The Grst item is (hetero-)nuclear 
Overhauser enhancement. As introduced earlier, NOE involves changes 
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in observed signal intensity during irradiation of nearby nuclei. In the 
case of 19F NMR, NOE arises when protons close to fluorine atoms are 
saturated (as is the case during proton decoupling) (Sykes & Weiner, 
1980). Under certain conditions, this can affect the intensity of the 
fluorine resonances by either increasing the intensity (positive NOE) or 
causing them to  disappear (negative NOE). The second item is chemical 
shifi anisotropy. CSA is a relaxation mechanism for 19F that broadens 
resonances (increases ~ v l / 2 )  at higher magnetic fields by decreasing the 

transverse relaxation times as dehed previously in equation 2.8 (Sykes 
& Weiner, 1980, Sanders & Hunter, 1993; Gerig, 1994). Therefore, 
characteristic gains in sensitivity at higher magnetic fields are quite 
oRen offset by losses in spectral resolution. Despite this, 19F spectra are 
usually well resolved because of the nucleus' large chemical shift range, 
sensitivity and lack of interfering background signals. In essence, 
heteronuclear NOE and CSA complicate acquisition of high resolution 

(especially two dimensional) spectra. However, detailed studies of these 
two phenornena can provide valuable information about a system when 
one is able t o  M y  comprehend their contributions to NMR. 

Further discussions of 19F NMR are postponed until Chapter 4. At 
that point, a more detailed overview of the use of 19F NMR in biology is 
presented. 



This chapter describes some general procedures that were followed 
during the course of this research. En the first section, an established 
method for overexpressing and purifgùig wild type bovine CaM in E. d i  
will be introduced. This protocol served as a foundation for the synthesis 
and isolation of the fluorinated permutations of CaM that are the primary 
focus of this thesis. Thereafter, a few biochemical experiments will be 
outlined which were used to characterize the various unnaturd proteins 
that were created. These routines included sodium-dodecyl-sulphate 
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), circular dichroism 
spectroscopy, gel mobility shift assays and assays with CaM target 
enzymes such as calcineurin (CN) and myosin light chah kinase (MLCK). 
In later sections, two modined chernical synthesises will be presented that 
describe the formation of two unique fluorinated amino acids, namely 
ort ho 42)-fluorotyrosine and 5, 5, 5, trifluoroleucine at high yields. 
Finally, a pair of two dimensional, heteronuclear 19F, 1H experiments will 
be described which proved to be invaluable in analyzing the fluorinated 
types of CaM by NMR. 

Overexpression and P d c a t i o n  of Wild Type Mammalian CaM 
in E.coZi 

E. coli strain MM294 (obtained fkom the E. coli genetic stock center 
at Yale University) was transformed with the pCaM vector and used to  
overexpress wild type CaM. The temperature sensitive, "run-away" 
pCaM plasmid was a generous gift fi-om Dr. T. Gnindstrom (University of 
Ume&, Sweden) and has been described extensively elsewhere 
(Waltersson et al., 1993; Zhang & Vogel, 1993) A diagram of this r-ctor is 
shown in Figure 3.1. 

When required, purification of the pCaM plasmid from the 
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aforementioned strain of E. coli could be performed by following the 
instructions supplied with the EasyPrepm Plasmid Prep Kit which had 
been purchased from Pharmacia Biotech (Uppsala, Sweden). 

l/ LACIQ 

Figure 3.1 Schematic diagrams of a) the pCaM plasmid and b) the 
restriction sites of the CaM gene (Zhang & Vogel, 1993). 

b) 

The highlight of the pCaM plasmid is that higher temperatures 
trigger a loss of control over the plasmid's copy number. As a result, 
multiple copies of the vector are produced within the cell. This event 
culminates in overexpression of protein under the appropriate conditions. 
Synthesis of CaM is under the control of the Lac2 promoter. Therefore, 

CaM 
I I 1 1 
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induction of protein synthesis occurs by the addition of the gratuitous 
synthetic p-galactoside analogue, isopropyl-B-D-thiogalactopyranoside 
(IPTG). The bacteria were allowed to express protein for 4-5 hours. 

Expression of wild type CaM was begun by inoculation of a 2.8 1 
Fernbach culture flask containing 1 1 of Luria-Bertani (LB) broth f?om a 
single colony of E. coli MM294 ceUs harbouring the pCaM plasmid. The 
culture was grown at 30°C and -300 r.p.m. on a Lab-line Orbit Environ 
Shaker for approximately 8-9 hours or until the OD600 reached -1.5. At 

that point, the temperature was increased to 37°C. IPTG and ampicillin 
were added to the culture at the same time such that their final 
concentrations were 80 mgn and 100 mgfi, respectively. The cells were 
then harvested after 4-5 hours of expression by centrifugation at 4°C 
using a Du Pont Sorvall RC-5B Centrifuge equipped with a GSA rotor. 
The supernatant was discarded and the cell pellet was stored at -20°C. 

The following day, the protein was purified in an analogous manner 
to  published protocols at 4OC (Putkey et  al., 1985). First, the frozen cell 
pellet was thawed and resuspended in 100 ml of lysate b a e r  consisting of 
50 mM Tris-HC1 buffer, pH 7.5, 2 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid 
(EDTA) and 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT). A chicken egg white lysozyme 
solution consisting of 20 ml of lysate buffer and 24 mg of enzyme was then 
added to the extract and the entire liquid was stirred for fom minutes to 
hydrolyze the peptidoglycan layer of the E. coli ceIl walls. DNase 
treatment followed for an additional forty minutes to decrease the 
viscosity of the solution when 120 pl of a 10 mg/ml DNase stock solution 
and 300 pl  of a 2 M MgClz stock solution (final concentration -5 mM) were 

added to the preparation. Subsequently, the suspension was centrifuged 
at 15,000 rpm for 20 minutes using the Sorvall centrifuge and an 5534 
rotor. Following this, the pellet was discarded and 1.2 ml of 0.5 M EDTA, 
pH 8.0,0.019 g of DTT and 3 ml of 4 M KCl were added to the supernatant 
(final concentrations were -5 mM EDTA, -1 mM DTT and -100 mM KC1). 
The entire solution was then loaded onto a Phenyl-Sepharose CL-4B 
(Pharmacia Biotech AB, Uppsala Sweden) column (15 cm x 2 cm) which 
had been pre-equilibrated with a 50 m M  Tris-HC1 buffer (pH 7.5) 
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containing 2 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT and 0.1 M KC1 ( b a r  El. EDTA 
prevented CaM fiom binding to the Phenyl-Sepharose column since the 
protein was in a conformation that had diminished hydrophobic binding 
surfaces. As such, the CaM containing eluent was collected immediately 
from the column. Meauwhile, a large number of contRminating proteins 
in the crude CaM extract remained bound t o  the Phenyl-Sepharose 
matrix resulting in an eluent with a marked increase in CaM purity. 
Thereafter, the column was washed with another 100 d of B d e r  E and 
this solution was combined with the CaM eluent obtained from the 
preceeding step. CaClz was added to the mixture to a final concentration 

of -10 mM. The liquid was then loaded onto a second Phenyl-Sepharose 
column of identical size that had been pre-equilibrated with a 1 mM 
CaC12, 1 mM MgClz containing 50 mM Tris-HCl buger (pH 7.5; buffer A). 

The binding of Ca2+ to CaM produced a conformational change in the 
protein which eqosed its hydrophobic cleRs. This ailowed the protein to 
adsorb to the hydrophobic Phenyl-Sepharose matrix. The preparation 
was washed with b e e r  A until the Azso of the eluent dropped below 0.05. 

Thereafter, the column was washed with buffer B (50 mM Tris-HC1, pH 
7.5, 0.5 M NaCl, 1 mM CaC12, 1 mM MgCl21 until the A280 was less than 

0.01. This step was foilowed by a buffer C (50 mM Tris-HC1, pH 7.5, 0.05 M 
NaCl) wash until the Azso fell below 0.01 once again. The purified CaM 

was finally eluted using buffer D which was made up of 50 mM Tris-HC1 
buffer, pH 7.5, 0.5 M NaCl and 1 mM EDTA. Fractions containing the 
highest arnount of protein, as judged by A280 values, were combined and 

dialysed using Spectra/Por@ Molecularporous dialysis membrane with a 
molecula. weight cut off of 6-8 kDa for 3-4 days against 10 mM NH4C03. 
The buffer was changes at least twelve times during this period. In some 
cases, samples were desalted by passing them through an Econo-Pa& 
lODG polyacrylamide chromatography column from Bio-Rad 
Laboratories. In either case, the protein was then fieeze dried. Following 
lyophilization, samples were stored at -20°C and purity was checked 
using Coomassie blue SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (4% 
stacking; 15% separating gel) and electrospray ionization mass 
spectrometry. The purity of the samples was shown to be greater than 
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95% for all the proteins used. 

Apo-CaM was made by dissolving the lyophilized, purified protein 
in a 50 rnM NH4HCO3, pH 8.0 b d e r  and passing the solution through a 

Chelex-100 (Bio-Rad Laboratories) column. The eluent containing CaM 
was collected and fieezed dried. 

CaM-dependent calcineurin was a generous gift from Dr. Jerry 
Wang (Hong Kong University of Science and Technology and the 
University of Calgary) while myosin light chain kinase was kindly 
provided by Dr. Michael Walsh (University of Calgary). The 22-residue 
(KRRWKKNFIAVSAANRFKKISS) MLCK peptide and the 23-residue 
(KRWGFKKLAEAVKFSAKLMGQ) cNOS peptide, which correspond to 
the CaM-binding domains of skeletal muscle myosin light chah kinase 
and cerebellar nitric oxide synthase, respectively, were synthesized 
commercially and have been described previously (Zhang et al., 1993; 
Zhang & Vogel, 1994). 

Selective Fluorine Isotope Labelling of Calmodulin 

Selective isotope labelhg of CaM generally involved two stages. In 
the first step, the appropriate strain of E. coli harbouring the pCaM 
plasmid was used to  inoculate nutrient rich LB medium. Once the 
desired ce11 density was reached, the cells were harvested, washed and 
resuspended in a chemically defined 4-morpholine propanesulphonic acid 
(MOPS) minimal medium as outlined by Neidhardt et al. (1974). The 
ingredients of this medium are listed in Table 3.1. Basically, the mixture 

contained all amino acids with the exception of the amino acid that was 
the target of fluorine labelling. In its place, the unnatual, fluorinated 
fom of the amino acid was included. More detailed descriptions of 
culturing conditions for the various fluorinated proteins will be presented 
in ensuing chapters. 

The two  step process for expression of fluorinated protein (growth 
in rich medium followed by expression in minimal medium) was 



Table 3.1 Nutrient Composition of MOPS minimal medium 

40 mM 4-morpholine propanesulphonic acid 

fluorine labelled amino acid 
remaining 19 amino acids 

glucose 
adenine 
guanine 

uracil 
cytosine 
d-bio tin 

pantothenate 
p-hydroxybenzoic acid 

p-aminobenzoic acid 
2,3-dihyroxybenzoic acid 

thyamine-HCl 
(N&)6(M07)28 

H3B04 
CoClz 

CuS04 
MnClz 
ZnSO4 

autoclaved, dm20 
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necessarg for two reasons. First, protein that was expressed in a nukient 
rich medium containing fluorinated analogue, had little o r  no 
replacement of the wild type amino acid with fluorinated amino acid since 
the unlabelled amino acid was in excess compared to the fluorinated 
analogue. Moreover, aminoacyl tRNA synthetases are preferentidy 
charged by their regular amino acids (Sykes & Weiner, 1980). Therefore 
it is critical to deplete the ceIl culture of the normal amino acid as much 
as possible in order to obtain protein with any fluorine labelling. 
However, ceils inoculated into a minimal medium containing the 
fluorinated amino acid and no regular amino acid experienced little 
growth because of the toxic effects of fluorine. As a result, inoculation of 
E. coli into a rich medium was necessciry to obtain an adequate ce11 
density first and expression of protein in a chemically defhed medium 
was necessary later to ensure that incorporation of fiuorinated amino 
acid was maximized. 

Functional Assays of i9F Labelled Cabnodulin 

Three funetional assays, namely gel mobility shift assays and 
assays with CaM target proteins, calcineurin and MLCK were routinely 
performed on the unnaturd proteins that were expressed. Assays of 
CaM-dependent calcineurin (CN) were carried out as described by 

Newton et al. (1984) except for some minor modifications. Wild type or 
fluorinated CaM was added to a reaction mixture containing 20 rnM Tris- 
HCl buffer, pH 8.0, 0.1 M NaCl, 6 mM MgC12, 0.1 mg/ml of bovine serum 

albumin, 0.45 mM DTT, 18 mM MnC12 and 1.5 mM Cal+ at 25°C. The 

substrate p-nitrophenyl phosphate was then added to the mixture to a 
final concentration of 2.5 mM followed by calcineuin. The reaction was 
monitored immediately by following the formation of p-nitrophenolate at 
400 n m  for 30 minutes on a Varian Cary W-visible spectrophotometer. 

The assay of MLCK was performed essentially as outlined in 
published procedures with the observance of some minor alterations 
(Blumenthal & Stull, 1980; Zhang et al., 1994). A number of 30 &l reaction 
mixtures at 30°C containing 20 mM Tris-HC1, pH 7.5, 60 mM KC1, 4 mM 
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MgC12, 0.2 mM CaC12, 0.1 mM myosin peptide, 1 mghl MLCK, 0.2 mM [y- 

32PIATP (-350 cpm/pmol) and wild type or fluorinated CaM were 
prepared. Assays were initiated by the addition of ATP. At defhed 
intemals, 20 pl aliquots of the mixtures were spotted on Whatman P81 
phosphocellulose paper squares, washed 4 x 5 minutes in 5% HaPo4 and 

dried. The incorporation of [32P] was subsequently quantified by 
Cerenkov countïng. These assays were performed by Cindy Sutherland in 
the laboratory of Dr. Michael Walsh, Department of Medical Biochemistry 
and Molecular Biology at the UniversiSr of Calgary. 

Gel mobility shift assays were performed in order to  assess the 
effects of fluorine isotope substitutions on the ability of these m a t u r d  
CaMs to bind to target peptides comesponding to the CaM binding 
domains of myosin light chah kinase (MLCK) and cerebellar nitric oxide 
synthase (cNOS). Nondenaturing urea-polyacrylamide gel mobility shift 
electrophoresis was perfomed following the procedure presented by 
Erickson-Viitanen and DeGrado (1987). Samples containing 5 pg CaM 
and 100 mM Tris-HC1, pH 7.2,4 M urea and 0.1 mM CaClz or 2 mM EDTA 

with different concentrations of peptide were mixed and allowed to 
incubate for one hour (enabling complex formation). One-half volume of 
50% glycerol was then added to the samples and they were loaded onto 
acrylamide gels (12.5%) containing 4 M urea, 0.375 M Tris-HC1, pH 8.8 
and either 0.1 mM CaCl2 or 2 mM EDTA. The running buffer was made 

up of 25 mM Tris-HC1, 192 mM glycine, pH 8.3, and either 0.1 mM CaClz 

o r  2 mM EDTA. Gels were stained with Coomassie blue. Parde l  samples 
with CaC12 or EDTA were tested in order to confirm the calcium 

dependent binding of CaM and target peptide. 

Chernical Synthesis of 5, 5, 5-Mfluoromethyl-DL-leucine and O- 

(2)-Fluoro-DL-tyrosine 

Two schematic diagrams are shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 which 
summarize the preparation of O-(2)-fluoro-DL-tyrosine fkom 2-fluoro-4- 
nitrotoluene and 5, 5, 5-trifîuoro-DL-leucine from 1, 1, 1-trifhoroacetone, 
respectively. These protocols have been adapted from their original form 
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Figure 3.2 Protocol outlining the chernical synthesis of O-(2)-fluoro-DL- 
tyrosine fiom 3-fluoro-4-methylaniline. 
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Figure 3.3 Protocol outlining the chernical synthesis of 5, 5, 5-trifiuoro- 
DL-leucine from 1, 1, 1-trifluoroacetone. PCC - pyridinium 
chlorochromate. 
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to improve yields (Bennett & Niemann, 1950b; Weinges & Kromm, 1985; 
Welch & Eswarakrishnan, 1991). Further discussions o n  relevant 
properties of these chemical compounds c a n  be found in Chapter 4. Both 
chemical syntheses were performed by Dr. Deane D. McIntyre, in the 
laboratory of Dr. Hans J. Vogel, Department of Biological Sciences at the 
University of Calgary. All other fluorinated amino acids used in this 
work were purchased commercially from the Sigma-Aldrich Chemical 
Company. 

Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy 

Al1 CD measurements were done using a Jasco 5-715 
spectropolarimeter at room temperature. Each sample consisted of 10 

mM Tris-HC1 pH 7.2, 10 FM protein and either 2 mM CaClz or 2 mM 
EDTA. Protein concentrations were determined using the extinction 
coefficient of a 1% solution as outlined in Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8. Al1 far- 
W CD spectra were recorded f?om 185-255 nm in a 0.1 cm path length 
cylindrical quartz cuvette. For each sample, five 
the baseline subtracted and a small degree of 
applied. 

Two Dimensional Heteronuclear IBF, 1H NMR 

scans were averaged, 
numerical smoothing 

During the course of this research, a pair of heteronuclear l9F, 1H 
NMR experiments proved their aptness as  tools for characterizing 
fluorinated CaM sarnples. The first was the  lH, 19F heteronuclear 
multiple bond correlation (HMBC) experiment, while the second was the 
W, 1H heteronuclear correlation spectroscopy (HETCOSY) experiment. 
Both of these innovative techniques helped establish preliminary 19F 
resonance assignments through their detection of IgF, 1H couplings. The 
pulse sequence for each experiment is diagrammed schematically in 
Figure 3.4. The topic of resonance assignment brings forth one of the 
major purposes of heteronuclear NMR experiments, namely identification 
of proton and X-nucleus chemical shifts. The correlations obsewed in 
these experiments enable the transfer of nuclear assignments from one 



Acquire 

lH H 

Figure 3.4 Schematic diagrams of the a) 19F, 1H HETCOSY and b) lH, IF 
HMBC heteronuclear 2D NMR experiments. A denotes delay times. 
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nuclear species to another (Roberts, 1993). 

The overdl pulse sequences of the W, 1H HETCOSY and lH, IF 
HMBC are quite different despite the fact that both techniques detect 19F, 
iH couplings. Probably the greatest distinction between the two 
arrangements is that the HETCOSY, unlike the HMBC, is fluorine 
detected rather than proton detected. This phenornenon has a couple of 
important implications. In principle, the higher resonance frequency of 
the proton detected HMBC experiment should produce a correspondingly 
more sensitive experiment (see the equation in Chapter 2). However, 
additional delays in this experiment compared to the HETCOSY mean 
that the experiment can only be optimized for a nmow range of coupling 
constants. Therefore, the chances of simultaneously detecting long and 
short range 19F, 1H couplings are greatly diminished. In cornparison, the 
HETCOSY does not possess a delay for the evolution of magnetization 
transfer between nuclei. As a result, it can detect a broader spectrum of 
the l9F, 1H couplings. The absence of a delay also means that there is no 
loss of magnetization of the sample due to relaxation processes. 

The second noteworthy distinction between the two experiments is 
that the HETCOSY is a phase sensitive experiment. The HMBC, on the 
other hand, is acquired in the magnitude mode. Generally, experiments 
acquired in the phase sensitive mode are more sensitive than those 
acquired in the magnitude mode. However, these differences are 
relatively small. A more significant advantage t o  phase sensitive 
experiments is that both positive and negative contour levels in the 
spectrum allows one to unambiguously identify cross peaks in a two 
dimensional spectrum. The magnitude mode spectnim does not share 
this feature. It is oRen more difficult to distinguish cross peaks fkom 
baseline noise since all contours are positive in intensity, as a result. The 
next chapter examines some of the effects of fluorine substitutions on the 
physical properties of amino acids. 



Introduction 

In the first portion of this chapter, an abbreviated summary of the 
major applications of 19F NMR in biology will be presented. Basically, 
fluorine has been introduced into biological systems through the use of 
fluoride ions, fluorinated chemical reagents, fluorinated ligands, 
fluroinated fatty acids or fluorinated amino acids. Thereafter, 1 will 
describe some consequences of substituting a fluorine atom (for a proton) 
on the amino acids of tyrosine, phenylalanine and leucine. The methods 
used t o  monitor these changes have included semi-empirical and a b  initio 
theoretical calculations, two dimensional, heteronuclear ('H, W)-HMQC 
NMR, (lgF, 1H)-HETCOSY or HMBC NMR, ultraviolet-visible 
spectroscopy and fluorescence spectroscopy. In the remaining passages of 
the chapter, I have included an overview of the most significant l9F NMR 
studies on fluorinated amino acids in proteins. 

Applications of I9F NMR in Biolos  

Typically, biological 19F NMR has been used to augment data 
obtained with other NMR nuclei or to  provide preliminary information on 
problems which could not be studied with other structural techniques. 
The attractiveness of 19F NMR stems £kom the diversity of problems to 
which it can be applied. This point is linked to the fact that fluorine is 
involved in almost all aspects of everyday life. Indeed, the nineteenth 
element of the periodic table is an essential trace biological mineral. It is 
commonly found in drugs, drinking water, agricultural chernicals and is 
widely used in many branches of indus- and medicine. 

Over the years, an extensive arsenal of fluorinated reagents have 
been used to chemically label proteins. The most popular sites for fluorine 
labelling have included chemically reactive centres such as the amino 
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terminus of proteins as well as lysine, tyrosine, histidine, cysteine, serine 
or  threonine residues (Gerig, 1994; Heintz et al., 1996). In addition, small 
fluorinated molecules have also been used to characterize protein-ligand 
interactions. In this case, it is possible to extract information fkom these 

dynamic s ystems because of fundamental ciifferences in chemical shifts 
and relaxation properties of fiee and bound ligands (Gerig, 1994). 
Fluorine-19 NMR, when used in this marner, can give good estimates of 
dissociation rates and aids in understanding spin lattice (Ti) or 

transverse (Tz) relaxation behaviours for these interactions. 

Fluorine has d s o  been used in other areas of biological research. 
For instance, it has been used to probe interactions between nucleic acids 
and other nucleic acids, s m d  complexes or proteins. More specifically, it 
has been used to study tRNA, 5s RNA, synthetic oligomers and 
associations between tRNA and tRNA synthetases or  interactions 
between DNA operators and repressors or polymerases (Gerig, 1994). In 
many cases, the interactions between these items are changes quite 
drastically. Fluorine-19 NMR has been used to  monitor the effects of 
fluorine substitution on the biochemistry and conformation of synthetic 
nucleic acids (Collier et al., 1996; Sahasrabudhe et  al., 1996). The 
fluorinated nitrogenous base, 5-fluorouracil and corresponding 
nudeosides, 5-fluorodeolryuridine and 5-fluorouridine have been the most 
popular probes for these studies. It is interesting to  note that many of 
these studies are cllnically relevant since 5-fluorourad is widely used as 
a chemotherapeutic agent in the treatment of solid tumors, especially 
gastrointestinal malignancies (Pratt et al., 1994). Recently, it has been 
shown that 5-fluorouracil produces changes in fundamental RNA 
metabolism of intestinal epithelial cells. Such changes ultimately lead to 
apoptosis of the cells by processes which appear to be dependent on the 
tumor suppressor protein, p53 (Pritchard et al., 1997). Unfortunately, the 
fidl mechanism(s) by which 5-fluorouracil fights cancer remains to be 
fully understood. In other areas, a nonpolar mimic for thymidine, 
difluorotoluene nucleoside, has recently been shown to code specifically 
and efficiently for adenine in DNA replication (Moran et al., 1997). 
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Alternatively, the fluorine atom has been incorporated into fatty 

acids. These labels are then used to monitor local motions in intact 
biological membranes, micelles, oriented bilayers, phospholipid vesicles or 
other complex mode1 membrane systems (Ho et al., 1985; MacDonald et al., 
1984; Gerig, 1994). More speeificdy, local molecular motions can ofteri be 
characterized by relaxation properties (line shape) of the l9F NMR 
signals, dipole-dipole interactions and chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) of 
the fluorine chemical shielding tensor. 

As with l9F NMR studies of proteins, fluorine-19 NMR is an 
excellent technique that can be used to study lipids, lipid-lipid 
interactions and lipid-protein interations because of high sensitivity that 
is comparable to 1H NMR. This attribute also makes it considerably more 
sensitive than 2H NMR which is another technique commonly used to 
study membranes. Other advantages include a lack of background 
resonances and a large chemical shift range. Furthemore, differential 
scanning calorimetry, membrane lipid analysis and growth studies have 
suggested that fluorine introduces only relatively small perturbations in 
these systems; particularly if monofluoro-labelled fatty acids and 
phospholipids are incorporated biosynthetically into an organism (Gerig, 
1994; MacDonald et al., 1984). 

l9F NMR work with membrane systems is based upon calculation of 
the time averaged anisotropy or ordering of the system. This feature is 
represented by the "order parameter tensor". In general, the nature of a 
CF2 group (the chemical group most commonly substituted into fatty 

acids) can provide a complete description of the fatty acid through three 
magnetic interacti,ons: homonuclear dipolar eouplings, heteronuclear 
dipolar couplings and chemical shift anisotropy effects (Post et al., 1984). 
The order parameter tensor can be studied either through the use of line- 
shape simulations of 19F NMR spectra derived from CFz-labelled lipids 

(Dowd et al., 1984) or by the use of three different NMR pulse experiments 
(Ho et al., 1985). In particular, the Carr-Pucell-Meiboom-Gill (90"-(7- 
180°900-& pulse sequence can be used to measure the fluorine-fluorine 

internuclear vector order parameter, 1 SFF / (Post et al., 1982a). This 
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pulse sequence is usefiil in that it suppresses heteronuclear couplings, 
chemical shift anisotropies and field inhomogeneities (effects which 
obscure dipolar splittings and therefore complicate accurate 
determination of 1 SFF 1 )  so that only homonuclear dipolar fluorine- 

fluorine couplings can be used to determine ( SFF 1. (SFF ( can be thought 

of as the average orientation of the F-F bond. The CPMG pulse sequence 
is also useful in characterizing common phenornena of lipid systems such 
as phase transitions and phase separations (Post et al., 1982b). 
Heteronuclear dipolar couplings between fluorine and protons can be 
measured using a dipolar echo pulse sequence while the WAHUHA pulse 
sequence can be used to learn more about CSA. More detailed studies are 
then feasible to examine the effects of temperature, water content, 
cholesterol, membrane proteins and position of the difluoromethylene 
group dong the acyl chah of the compound (Ho et al., 1985; Post et al., 
1981; 1984). Additional 19F NMR studies have also been performed on 
mode1 membranes and vesicles in order to examine the effects of 
antibiotics, fluorinated anesthetics, steriods and vitamins on these 
systems (Gerig, 1994). 

19F NMR studies have also been performed on interactions between 
fluoride ions and proteins or hard tissues such as bone and dental enamel. 
In other areas, fluorine-19 NMR has been used as a tool for mapping 
pathways for the metabolism of fluorinated compounds and in 
characterizing conditions within living cells. It has also be used to 
investigate changes in cell membrane potential and intracellular volumes 
of red blood cells or human leukemic ce11 lines during dexarnethasone- 
induced apoptosis (London & Gabel, 1989; Adebodun & Post, 1993). 
Finally, fluorine has widespread applications in medicine for magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) and positron emission tomography (PET). 

Fluorinated Amino Acids 

Fluorinated amino acids have been used extensively to  study the 
function of many different proteins and enzymes. The most commonly 
used analogues are O-, m-, and p- (or 2-,3, and 4-1 fluorophenylalanine, m- 
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(3-1 fluorotyrosine and 4-, 50, 6-fluorotryptophan. The structure of these 
unnatural compounds are shown in Figure 4.1. These aromatic amino 
acids are commercially available as unresolved D,L enantiomers. In 
addition, one is not limited to the use of these fluorinated compounds in 
research since many protocols exist for the synthesis of other fluorinated 
amino acids and biologically relevant molecules (Welch & 
Eswarakrishnan, 1991; Kukhar, 1994). 

Figure 4.1 Chernical structures of the most common fluorinated amino 
acid analogues. The numbers in boldtype mark sites of fluorine 
substitution. 

Work with the above unnatural, aromatic amino acids began in the 
1950s when scientiste were initially interested in hding  antirnetabolites 
which could inhibit cell growth or affect protein synthesis. At that time, 
it was discovered that addition of p-fluorophenylalanine (p-FPhe) to 
cultures of E. coli growing at an exponential rate imrnediately slowed ce11 
growth to a linear Pace (Munier & Cohen, 1956, 1959; Cohen & Munier, 
1959). Similarly, the growth rate of Bacillus cereus cultures also 
decreased when the same analogue was added to the culture medium 
(Richmond, 1960). In either case, cell growth actually ceased after a few 
hours. Meanwhile, other experiments showed that cells could take up 
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many of these analogues fkom their environment through the same 
pathways as the natural amino acids (Richmond, 1962). However, 
reduced affinities have been noted for the carrier proteins of E. coli for the 
fluorinated amino acids (Sykes & Weiner, 1980). 

Once inside a cell, modified amino acid analogues either disrupt 
protein sythesis or affect a protein's structure and funetion by being 
incorporated into the protein where they secondarily exert their effects 
Richmond, 1962; Fowden, 1967). In the case of O-, m- and p-FPhe, it was 

concluded that partial growth inhibition obsemed above was not due 
solely to slow protein synthesis. These unnatural fluorinated amino acids 
perturbed the ce11 by being incorporated into proteins as  well. 
Furthemore, it was demonstrated that the fluorinated analogues were 
incorported in the macromolecules by identical mechanisms as unlabelled 
arnino acids (Richmond, 1962). 

In order for a modified amino acid to be incorporated into a 
macromolecule, it has to be of similar size and shape to the natural amino 
acid it replaces (i.e. an isostere) so that it can be recognized by the proper 
aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase (Richmond, 1962; Fowden et  al., 1967; Wilson 
& Hatfield, 1984). However, the modified arnino acid must also be distinct 
f?om the amino acid it replaces so that it will exert some sort of effect on 
the cell. The substitution of fluorine for hydrogen represents a subtle 
form of "single atom mutagenesis" in biological compounds (Danielson & 
Falke, 1996). In terms of steric effects, fluorine is virtually 
nonperturbing. It has a van der Waals radius of 1.35 A, which is similar 
to that of a proton (1.2 A). Likewise, the covalent radii of the two nuclei 
are 0.64 A (fluorine) and 0.30 A (hydrogen). The interatornic distance in a 
C-F bond (1.26 to 1.41 A) is only slightly greater than a C-H bond (1.06 to 

1.09 A). This means that the overall size of a fluorinated molecule does 
not change signifïcantly if a single proton is exchanged for a fluorine 
atom. The minor steric changes associated with fluorine labelling can be 
illustrated by FPhe where the size of its side chain, for example, increases 
by only 0.7% in cornparison to Phe (Danielson & Falke, 1996). Even 
though incorporation of fluorine into a biological macromolecule has little 
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steric effect, fluorine can change the chemistry of a compound. The 
largest stage of discrimination between the normal amino acid and the 
fluorinated amino acids occurs with the charging of the proper 
aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase (S ykes & Weiner, 1980). Changes in the 
chemical properties of fluorinated amino acids will be examined in more 
detail in the next section. 

Properties of Selected Fluorine Labelled Amllio Acids 

One critical feature of fluorine oRen overlooked in assessing the 
effects of fluorine substitutions is its electronegativity. Fluorine is the 
most electronegative element in the periodic table (Pauling, 1960). Its 
Pauling electronegativity (4.0) is significantly greater than its 
neighbouring elements oaygen (3.5), nitrogen (3.0) and chlorine (3.0). 
Therefore, addition of such a strong electron withdrawing group onto an 
amino acid side chah  can have significant consequences on the chemical 
properties of a compound despite the fact that fluorine is virtually 
identical in size to hydrogen. In essence, replacement of a hydrogen atom 
with a fluorine atom would make hydrophobie amino acids such as 
tyrosine, phenylalanine or leucine into more polar moieties by 
redistributing the electron densities of these amino acids. This section 
explores some of the effects of fluorine labelling on these three nonpolar 
amino acids by a b  initio and semi-empirical calculations, NMR 
spectroscopy, UV-visible spectroscopy and fluorescence spectroscopy. In 
addition, unique properties of these fluorinated amino acids have also 
been presented. 

Partial Charges and Dipole Moments of Fluorinated Amino Acids 

The effect of fluorine substitutions on a molecule can be 
quantitatively assessed by comparing the partial charge of each atom and 
the overall dipole moment of the fluorinated analogue to its natural 
counterpart. While dipole moments can be obtained from chemical 
handbooks, partial charges can only be determined by using either semi- 
empirical or a b  initio theoretical calculations. Ab initio calculations are 
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more complicated than semi-empirical calculations since the latter 
method is based on a number of assumptions while the former method is 
not- That is, ab  initio calculations are based upon the first principles of 
quantum mechanics. A figure showing the partial charges and dipole 
moment for p-cresol and rn-fluoro-p-cresol is depicted in Figure 4.2. Para- 
cresol and m-fluoro-p-cresol are simple chemical compounds that  are 
analogous to Tyr and m-FTyr except that they are missing amino and 
carbox$ groups. It is evident in this figure that replacement of a fluorine 
atom for a hydrogen atom causes a significant change in the partial 
charges surroundhg the fluorine atom. In general, the carbon atom 
attached directly to the fluorine atom becomes much more positive. This 
trend is due to the strong electron withdrawing effect of fluorine which 
pulls the carbon atom's eledron density away fiom it (see Figure 4.2). For 
example, the carbon atom attached directly to the fluorine atom 
experiences a large change in its partial charge from -0.34 to 0.33. 
Moreover, the adjacent carbon atoms also experience changes in their 
partial charges. In particular, the carbon atoms a t  position 2 and 4 

become more negatively charged since their partial charges decrease from 
-0.22 to -0.47 and nom 0.50 to 0.27, respectively. Overall, replacement of a 
hydrogen atom for a fluorine atom on a molecule of p-cresol increases its 
dipole moment (see Table 4.1). 

It should be noted that d l  the theoretical calculations were 
performed on model compounds instead of their corresponding amino 
acids. This method reduced the time required for these computationally 
very intensive calculations. In any event, these modifications did not 
change the overall findings of this work since control calculations 
performed on a set of naturd and fluorinated amino acids (as opposed to 
model compounds) led to the same conclusions. 

A complete list of semi-empuically calculated dipole moments for 
model compounds that resemble the fluorinated amino acids used in this 
research have been presented in Table 4.1. In addition, this table includes 
the actual dipole moments measured for these compounds (McClellan, 
1963). It is evident that the true dipole moments do not differ 



Figure 4.2 Partial charges of a) p-cresol (Tgr model) and b) rn-fluoro-p- 
cresol (m-F'Qr model) as determined by ab  initio 6-31G** calculations. 
Notice the large changes in the partial charges of atoms adjacent to the 
fluorine nucleus (Yang & Vogel, unpublished results). 



Table 4.1 Comparison of Dipole Moments of Selected Compounds 

Mode1 compoundt Amino acid Dipole Moment (D)$ 

p-cxesol 

n-fluoxo-p-cresol 

O-fluoro-p-cresol 

toluene 

p-fluorotoluene 

m -fluorotoluene 

O -fluorot oluene 

2-methylbutane 

1,1, l-trifluoro- 

2-methylbutane 

water (Hz01 

(tyrosine) 

(m-Fm) 

(O-FTyr) 

(phenylalanine) 

(p-FPhe) 

(m-FPhe) 

(O-FPhe) 

(leucine) 

(5,5,5, tnmRu) 

t - Theoretical calculations were performed on a model amino acid lacking 
the amino and carboxyl groups (Yang & Vogel, unpublished results). 
$. - Actual dipole moments measured for the model compounds are in 

parentheses (McClellan, 1963). 
a - In benzene. 
I - In dioxane. 
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signXcantly fkom the calculated numbers. This shows that a b  initio and 

semi-empirical calculations are a valid method for determing such 
properties. 

According to Table 4.1, the same trends shown for p-cresol and m- 
fluoro-p-cresol (namely, the large electron withdrawing effect of fluorine) 
have been demonstrated for other mode1 compounds as well as the 
remaining fluorinated amino acids which were used in this research. Of 
particular note are the remarkable increases in the dipole moments of 
FPhe and FLeu compared to Phe and Leu. 

NMR of Fluorinated Amino Acid Analogues 

Two dimensional, heteronuclear PH, W)-HMQC experiments 
conducted on Tyr, Phe, Leu and their fluorinated analogues have also 
demonstrated that fluorine perturbs natural amino acids. The extent to 
which fluorine's large electron withdrawing effect disturbs atoms in its 
surrounding environment is iliustrated by changes in the chemical shifts 
of neighbouring atoms. A brief review of the origins of chemical shifts will 
enable a more thorough understanding of the results which have been 
presented subsequently. 

Generally, stong electronegative substituents such as carbonyls, 
carboxyls, hydrorryls, phosphates and srmino groups decrease the electron 
density that surrounds an atom. Likewise, fluorine has the same effect on 
a nucleus. In NMR, atoms which possess no electrons are deshielded. 
These nuclei emit rf signals at higher fiequemies than atoms which are 
shielded by many electrons. Relatively speaking, resonances from 
deshielded nuclei will be to the left of resonances fkom shielded nuclei in 
an NMR spectrum. This phenomenon arises from the unique 
arrangement of the spectrum where fkequencies always decreases to the 
right or increase to the left. By convention, higher fiequencies are 
downfield and lower fkequencies are upfield. 

Figures 4.3; 4.4 and 4.5 are the (lH, 13C)-HMQC spectra of the 
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Figure 4.3 PH, W)-HMQC aromatic region spectra of a) Tyr, b) m-FTyr 
and c) O-FTyr. 
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Figure 4.4 (IH, W)-HMQC aromatic region spectra of a) Phe, b) p-FPhe, 
C) m-FPhe and d) O-FPhe. 
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Figure 4.5 (IH, lac)-HMQC aliphatic region spectra of a) Leu and b) 5, 5, 
5- trifluoroleu. Notice the large changes in the p and y chernical shifts of 
the fluorinated leucine compared to the unlabelled amino acid. 
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aromatic region of Tyr, m - m ,  O-FTyr; Phe, p-FPhe, m-FPhe, O-FPhe and 
the aliphatic region of Leu and tFLeu, respectively. The correspondhg 1H 
and 13C chemicals shifts of these residues are listed in Table 4.2. Since 
NMR is sensitive to  the entire local environment of a nucleus, it can 
provide additional clues about the consequences of fluorine substitiutions 
on Rmino acids. 

In the first cases of m-FTyr and O-FTyr, fluorine changes the 
chemicals shifts of surrounding atoms significantly since aromatic 
carbon residues and their attached protons have changed position in 
cornparison to Tyr (Figure 4.3 b, c; Table 4.2). Substantial changes have 
also occured with the fluorinated Phe analogues (Figure 4.4; Table 4.2) 
and with tFLeu (Figure 4.5; Table 4.2). Furthemore, these experiments 
have demonstrated that fluorine does not alter the chernicd shifts of a 

carbons and a protons in al1 of the six fluorinated amino acids analogues 
(Table 4.2). Likewise, it does not shift the resonances for the carbons and 

protons of m-FTyr, m-FPhe and p-FPhe noticeably (Table 4.2). These 
trends are expected since the fluorine atom's electron withdrawing effects 
are Iocalized t o  atoms that are only a few bonds away. Under these 
circwnstances, the a or nuclei are too far away corn the fluorine nuclear 
probe to be affected signincantly. However, in cases where fluorine is 
closer to aliphatic nuclei, as in O-FPhe, O-FTyr and tFLeu, the fluorine 
a tods )  produces a significant change in the chemical sbiRs of aliphatic 
nuclei (Figure 4.5; Table 4.2). 

Further analysis of the PH, W)-HMQC spectra show that Tyr and 
p-FPhe produce similar spectra in their aromatic regions. In particular, 
their carbon chemical shifts for the 2 and 5 o r  3 and 6 carbons are 
virtually identical. This could mean that p-FPhe and Tyr are chemically 
quite similar. This last point agrees remarkable well 6 t h  results 
obtained fkom the a b  initio calculations mentioned above. According to 
that work, the partial charges for Tyr and p-FPhe mode1 compounds are 

virtually identical in every respect (see Figure 4.2 a) and Figure 4.6). At 
the same time however, x-ray crystal structures of the two amino acids 
have indicated that they are still unique in size and shape (Mostad & 
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Table 4.2 lH, 13C and 19F Chernical Shifts of Some Amino Acids and their 
Fluorinated Analogues 

Compound Group 8 1Ht 6 13CS s 19F* 

aCH 
pCWfVCH 
Cl, ring 
CH 2, 6, ring 
CH 3.5, ring 

C4, ring 
COO(H) 

aCH 
pCWfYCH 
Cl, ring 
CF2, ring 
CH3, ring 
C4, ring 
CH5, ring 
CH6, ruig 
COO(H) 

aCH 
pCIvpyCH 
Cl, ring 
CH2, ring 
CF3, ring 
C4, ring 
CH5, ring 
CH6, ring 
COO(H) 

- - 

t pH 7.5 
$ Chemicals shiRs ref. according to dioxane at 67.4 ppm, 298 K, pH 7.5. 



Table 4.2 continued 

Compound Group s IH 8 13C s 19F 

aCH 
pCWp9CH 
Cl, ring 
CH 2 ,6 ,  ring 
CH 3, 5, ring 
CH 4, ring 
COO(H) 

* In 99% deuterium oxide, pH 7.5,298 K 
Fan, T. W.-M. (1996) 

1 Assignments to  specific ring positions were not made. 
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Table 4.2 continued 

Compound Group 

aCH 
eCH/$'CH 
C l ,  ring 

CF2, ring 
CH3, ring 
CH4, ring 
CH5, ring 
CH6, ring 

COO(H) 

orCH 
pcw$'cs 
Cl, ring 
cm, ring 
CF3, ring 
CH4, ring 
CH5, ring 
CH6, ring 
COO(H) 

aCH 
pCH/p9CH 
Cl ,  ring 
CH 2,6, ring 
CH 3,5, ring 
CF4, ring 
COO(H) 



R~mming, 1973; Hiyama et al., 1986). 

It is actually possible to predict chernicd shifts (particularly 13C 
chemical shifts) for benzenes and substituted benzenes due to  extensive 
knowledge about this phenomenon in aromatic chemistry (Levy et al., 
1980). For the most part, substituents on an aromatic ring exert their 
greatest effect on the 

Figure 4.6 Partial 

charges of p-fiuorotoluene 
(a p-FPhe model). Notice how 
the partial charges for this molecule 
are virtually the same as for p-cresol, the 
Tyr model compound (see Figure 4.2; Yang & Vogel, unpublished results). 

carbon of to which they are attached (that is, the ipso carbon). These 
carbons will have the largest change in their chemical shift. 
Nevertheless, s m d e r  effects will dso be sensed by carbons which are 
para or ortho to the attached group. In contrast, atoms which are meta to 
the substituent will experience little or no change in their electronic 
properties. Consequently, these atoms demonstrate practically no 
difference in their chemical shifts. Of course, different substituents will 
exert their influence over an aromatic ring to a greater or lesser degree 
(depending on the substituent's shielding or  deshielding properties). 
Table 4.3 lists some approximate changes for 13C resonances which have a 
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Table 4.3 Substituent Effects on 13C Chernicals Shifts of Mono- 
substituted Benzenes (Levy et  d., 1980) 

Position 
Substituent C-1 (ipso) ortho- meta- para- 

single specified substituent on a benzene ring at either the ipso, ortho, 
meta or para positions. Carbon atoms of benzene have an approximate 
chemical shift of -128.5 ppm (of course this exact number depends on a 
number of conditions including the chemical shift reference used in the 
NMR experiment). In order to  determine the chernicals shiR of a carbon 
atom on a substituted benzene, one must first determine the position of 
the carbon of interest relative to the substituent (i.e. ortho, meta, para or 
ipso). Secondly, one must identifg the substituent and then either add or 
subtract the appropriate number listed in Table 4.3 from 128-5 ppm to 
receive an approximate value for the actual 13C chemical shiR of that 
atom. Determination of 13C chernical shifts for polysubstituted aromatic 
rings follows the same guidelines with the obsemance that the effects of 
all the substituents are normally additive. In other words, one must add 
or subtract al1 of the appropriate values from Table 4.3 for each 
substituent in order to arrive at a correct approximation of the chemical 
shift value. For example, the carbon at position 4 (C4) of m-FTyr would be 
deshielded by its attached fluorine. This would change the  atom's 
chernical shin by -34.8 fiom -128.5 ppm to -163.3 ppm (Table 4.3). In 
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addition, CH2 group para to the C4 atom would also affect the chemical 

&if% by -2.9 ppm (Table 4.3; since a CH2 group was not included in the set 

of values listed in Tabel 4.3, the numbers for a CH3 group were used 

instead). Therefore, the final position of the resonance should be -160.4 

PPm* 

Overall, it can be seen that the a b  initio calculations of fiuorinated 
mode1 compounds provide an excellent illustration of the effects of fluorine 
substitutions on analogues. In addition, these results agree with the 
chemical shift changes for the aromatic 13C nuclei of these unnaturd 
amino acids as well. 

Two dimensional (lH, 19F)-HMBC or (lgF, 1H)-HETCOSY NMR 
correlation experiments have been used extensively to characterize the 
fluorinated calmodulins described in many sections of this thesis. In 
some cases, these experiments have been invaluable in assigning the 1D 
19F resonances originating from these protehs. In order to  gain a greater 
appreciation of the 19F, 1H couplings expected for m-FTyr, O--, p-FPhe, 
m-FPhe, O-FPhe and tFLeu labelled CaM, 2D heteronuclear correlation 
experiments were conducted on the fkee fluorinated amino acids. The 
results fiom these experiments have been presented in Figure 4.7 to 4.9. 
Figure 4.7a is a 2D (19F, 1H)-HETCOSY spectrum of m-FTyr while Figure 
4.7b is a (lH, 19F)-HMBC spectrum of O-FTyr. 19F, 1H couplings can be 
seen in m-FTyr between its fluorine atom at position 3 (F3) of the aromatic 
ring and the protons at positions 2 (H2) and 5 (H5). The couplings 
between F3 and H2 are more intense than similar couplings between F3 
and H5 since the former pair of atoms are separated by three bonds while 
the latter pair of nuclei are separated by four bonds. In the (IH, 19F)- 
HMBC spectrum of O-FTyr (Figure 4.7b), a .  analogous pair of aromatic 
couplings as those seen for m-F'Tyr are visible between the fluorine atom 
at position 2 (F2) and protons at positions 3 (H3) and 6 (H6) of the 
aromatic ring. In addition, weaker heteronuclear couplings are seen 
between F2 and the pair of $ protons. Such aromatic-aliphatic 
heteronuclear couplings are unusual and have not been obsemed for any 
other fluorinated aromatic amino acid analogue. Figure 4.8a, b and c are 
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Figure 4.7 a) PF, 1H)-HETCOSY spectnun of m-FTyr and b) (lH, 19F)- 
HMBC spectrum of O--. Both 2D spectra show important 19F and 1H 
couplings in the free amino acids. 
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Figure 4.8 PF ,  1H)-HETCOSY spectra of a) p-FPhe, b) m-FPhe and c) o- 

FPhe. Al1 three 2D spectra show important 19F and 1H aromatic 
couplings in the fkee amino acids. 
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Figure 4.9 PF, 1H)-HETCOSY spectnim of tFLeu. The spectrum shows 
important 19F and 1H aliphatic couplings in the fiee amino acid. 
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(19F, 1H)-HETCOSY spectra of p-FPhe, m-FPhe and O-FPhe, respectively. 
The first spectrum of p-FPhe reveals strong couplings between the 
fluorine atom at position 4 (F4) and protons at positions 3 (H3) and 5 (H5) 
of the phenyl ring. In addition, weaker couplings are seen between F4 and 
H2 and H6. Again, these correlations are weaker because of longer range 
coupling. Both sets of heteronuclear comectivities (that is between F4 
and H3/H5 or F4 and H2/H6) overlap due to symmetry in p-FPhe. Figure 

4.8b reveals stong couplings between F3 and H2 or H4 or both H2 and H4 
for rn-FPhe. It is difficult to discern precisely which coupluigs are present 
since the CH2 and CH4 1H chernical shifts largely overlap. Weaker 
heteronuclear couplings are also visible between F3 and H5. Meanwhile, 
Figure 4 . 8 ~  shows strong 19F, 1H correlations between F2 and H3 as well 
as weaker couplings between F2 and H6 and H4 for O-FPhe. However, no 
correlations were observed between the fluorine atom and the aliphatic B 
protons of the amino acid. Finally, the (lgF, 1H)-HETCOSY spectnim of 
tFLeu is presented in Figure 4.9. In this case, 19F, 1H couplings are only 
seen between the fluorine atoms of the trifluoromethyl group and the 
single y proton. A pair of -CF3, yH couplings are seen in the figure because 

the fkee @Leu smino acid is a mixture of stereoisomers. 

Ultraviolet Absorption Pmperties of Fluorinated Analogues 

Changes in FPhe and FTyr compared to Tyr and Phe are also 
evident in the ultraviolet absorption spectra of these modined analogues 
(Figure 4.10 and 4.11). The prominent features of these absorption 
spectra have also been summarized in Table 4.4 for Phe and its analogues 
and in Table 4.5 for Tyr and its analogues. 

Substitution of fluorine onto Phe changes the W spectra of these 
molecules quite noticeably (Table 4.4; Figure 4.10). For all three 
fluorinated phenylalanines, the number of peak maxima decreases fkom 
three for Phe to two for the fluorinated amino acids. In addition, the 
extinction coefficients for these novel compounds also change 
dramatically (as do the correspondhg wavelengths of these values). In all 
three cases, the coefficients for minima and maxima have increased in 
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Figure 4.10 UV absorption spectra of a) 3 mM Phe, b) 0.86 mM p-FPhe, c) 

0.80 mM m-FPhe and d) 0.85 m M  O-FPhe at pH 7.5 and 25°C. 
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Figure 4.11 W absorption spectra of a) 0.41 mM Tyr, b) 0.39 mM m- 
FTyr and c) 0.42 mM O-FTyr at pH 7.5 and 25°C. 



Table 4.4 W Absorption Spectra of Phenylalanine and Monofluoro-DG 
Phenylalanines (Bennett & Niemann, 1950a) 

Compound Wavelength (nm) min. max. E 

Phe 
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Table 4.5 UV Absorption Spectra of Tyrosine and Monofluoro-DL- 
Tyrosines in 0.1 M NaCl (Bennett & Niemann, 1950b) 

- .. - - -- 

Compound Wavelength (nm) min. max. c 

cornparison to unlabelled Phe. Moreover, the differences in the extinction 
coefficients between the minima and maxima are much greater for the 
FPhes. A combination of these characteristics produces two large humps 
in the W spectra of these analogues when they are plotted as a function 
of wavelength (Figure 4.10). In contrast, a Phe spectrum shows three 
smaller bumps under the same conditions. The formidable changes in UV 
spectra of the FPhe have been elearly illustrated in the UV spectra of the 
FPhe CaMs which will be presented in Chapters 7 as well. 

The FTyr UV spectra change to a smalIer extent than the FPhe 
spectra according to Table 4.5 and Figure 4.11. In particular, the number 
of maxiniun and minimum peaks remain the same for the FTyrs as for 
Tyr. Moreover, the extinction coefficients (and the matching wavelengths 
for these numbers) of the FTyrs do not differ very much from unlabelled 
Tyr (Figure 4.11). This detail will be discussed in Chapters 5 and 6 where 
the UV spectra of rn-FTyr and O-FTyr CaM, respectively will be presented. 
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Both spectra do not show drastic changes compared to wild type CaM. 

Fluorescence of Aromatic and Fluorinated Amino Acids 

Fluorine also modifies the fluorescent properties of aromatic amino 
acids. According to Table 4.6, the maximum emission wavelength of m- 
M'yr is 303 nm compared to 315 nm for Tyr (Vdovenko et  al., 1993). In 
addition, the excitation wavelength of m-ETyr has increased f?om 274 nm 
(Tyr) to 275 nm (m-FTyr). Similarly, changes are evident in the excitation 
(282 nm) and emission (310 nm) wavelengths for O-FTyr. The fluorescent 
characteristic of al1 three FPhe amino acid analogues have changed as  
well. SpecXcally, the excitation and emission wavelegths for Phe is 257 
n m  and 282 nm, while the correspondhg values for p-FPhe a re  268 n m  
(absorption) and 283am (fluorescence), 267 n m  (absorption) and 280 n m  
(fluorescence) for m-FPhe and  266 n m  (absorption) and 280 nm 
(fluorescence) for O-FPhe (Fukamizo, David & Vogel, manuscipt submitted 
for publication). As an additional note, fluorine substitution completely 
abolishes 4-FTrp fluorescence, but  has a much smaller effect on the 
fluorescence of 5-FTrp and 6-FTrp (Bronskill & Wong, 1988; Hott & 

Borkman, 1989). The unique properties of fluorinated amino acids can 
have potential applications in characterizhg fluorine labelled proteins. 

Effects of Fluorine on Ionization States 

The strong electronegative fluorine nucleus drastically lowers the 
pffi of the hydroxyl proton of m-FTyr. Similarly, fluorine also acts upon 

the hydroxyl proton of O-FTyr, but this effect is much smaller due to the 
additional bond between the fluorine atom and the proton in O-FTyr as  
compared to rn-FTyr. The pKa of rn-FTyr is 8.3-8.4 (Browne & Otvos, 1976; 

Hull & Sykes, 1976; Came et al., 1986; Vdovenko et  al., 1993) while the 
pKa of O-FTyr has been shown to be -9.1 (Azarnousch, Brokx & Vogel, 

unpublished results). Since the pKa of Tyr is 10.1, these differences could 

have important effects on the function of proteins, especially those that 
have tyrosine at their catalytic sites. 



Table 4.6 Fluorescence Properties of Natural and Fluorinated Aromatic Arnino Acids 

Absor~tion Fluorescence sensi tivi tv 

hmax Emax xmax TF Emax @F 

Fluorophore Conditions (nm) (x 10-3) h m )  OF (ns) (x 10-2) 

Campbell & Dwek, 1984 
$ Vdovenko et al., 1993 

- Quantum yield or the fraction of excited molecules that become deexcited by fluorescence. 

TF - Lifetime of an excited state when fluorescence is the only process of deexcitation. 



Solvent Isotope Induced Shifts 

One interesting feature of i9F NMR is the solvent isotope induced 
shiR (SIIS). This phenornenon is commody used to  gauge the extent to 
which fluorinated amino acids are exposed to solvent in a protein. In 
general, residues that are M y  exposed, undergo shifks of approximately 
0.2 ppm to lower frequencies as the solvent is changed nom H z 0  to D2O 

(Hansen, 1985; Gerig, 1994; Danielson & Falke, 1996). Figures 4.12 and 
4.13 illustrate the magnitude of the solvent induced deuterium isotope 
shifts for the amino acids O-FPhe, m-FPhe, p-FPhe, O-FTyr, rn-FTyr and 
tFLeu at pH 7.5 and 298 K. The s M s  revealed by these fluorinated 
amino acids range from -0.12 to -0.18 ppm as the H20/D20 content is 

varied. Moreover, these changes in chemical shift appear to be linear as 
the percentage of D2O is increased. In essence, these numbers represent 

the maximum shiRs possible for totally exposed residues under the same 
conditions. 

From al1 of the above discussions, it is reasonable to believe that 
even though fluorine has little steric effect on an amino acid, it does alter 
the chernistry of a compound. Therefore, incorporation of FTyr, FPhe or 
FLeu into a protein effectively replaces more polar amino acids for 
hydrophobie ones (Tyr, Phe and Leu). It is perhaps surprising that the 
bacterial uptake systems and tRNA synthetases tolerate these 
substitutions somewhat. Be that as it may, these replacements should 
have an effect on a protein's structure or function because of large 
changes in the chemical properties of the fluorinated amino acids and not 
large differences in the size of a fluorinated analogue compared to the wild 
type amino acid. As to whether or not these substitutions actually 
manifest themselves as noticeable changes depends upon the importance 
of the targeted residues to the structure and h c t i o n  of the protein and 
the percentage of incorporation of the analogue. If the amino acids 
identified for replacement play only a small or insignificant role in the 
properties of a protein, even drastic substitutions for these residues will 
have little effect. Alternatively, if the amount of incorporation of 
fluorinated analogue is low, then it is difncult to determine whether the 



Figure 4.12 Obsemed solvent deuteRum isotope induced shifts for l9F 

resonances of a) O-FPhe, b) m-FPhe and c) p-FPhe at pH 7.5 and 298 K. 



Figure 4.13 Observed solvent deuterium isotope induced shifts for 19F 
resonances of a) O-FTyr, b) m-FTyr and c) tFLeu at pH 7.5 and 298 K. 
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incorporation of unnaturd amino acids change the protein at all. The 

next section summarizes work with fluorinated aromatic amino acids 
which have been incorporated into proteins. 

Stuclies of Fluorinated Amino Acids in Proteins 

There are essentially two major mechanisms for incorporating 
fluorinated amino acids into proteins (Sykes & Weiner, 1980; Gerig, 1994; 
Danielson & Falke, 1996). The fist method is a chemical synthetic 
approach where chemically synthesized, small, fluorinated peptides are 
joined to larger, natural proteins. However, this approach is limited by 
the s m d  quantities of product; a unnegligible problem considering the 
high demands of NMR for large quantities of suitable product. Relatedly, 
current technology prohibits automated synthesis of large polypeptides 
that approach the size of small proteins. Nevertheless, ribonuclease A 
(124 amino acid residues long) h m  recently been synthesized in rnilligram 
quantities using an engineered variant of subtilisin BPN', known as 
subtiligase, by ligation of six esterified peptide fkagments (Jackson et al., 
1994). Furthemore. variants of RNase A containing unnaturd catalytic 
residues (4-fluorohistidine) were also synthesized successfully by the 
same group. 

The second technique involves biosynthetic incorporation of 
fluorinated amino acids into proteins by living organisms and is widely 
used (Sykes & Weiner, 1980; Gerig, 1994; Danielson & Falke. 1996). Most 
commonly, proteins are overexpressed in chemically defined minimal 
medium using microorganisms that have been genetically engineered. 
More specifically, the fluorinated amino acid is included in the growth 
medium and microbes are forced to incorporate the analogue for one of two 

reasons. One, the microorganisms are auxotrophic for the natural amino 
acid or two, glyphosate (Kim et al., 1990), a chemical inhibitor of ammatic 
amino acid biosynthesis, has been added to the growth media. 

To date, the success of incorporation of fluorinated amino acids into 
proteins has varied extensively. Moreover, the effects of these 
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substitutions on protein structure and bc t ion  have been equally mixed. 
Table 4.7 summarizes some of the most important findings of studies with 
fluorinated amino acid analogues. This table provides names of proteins 
that have had fluorinated amino acids incorporated into them, the extent 
of incorporation of the compounds and any effects of the unnatural 
analogues on the proteins' structure or function, if available. 

Signincant 19F NMR Studies of Proteins 

During pioneering work in the 1970's, Hull & Sykes, used 19F NMR 
to  characterize the relaxation mechanisms and mobility of the m-FTyr 
residues of E. coli alkaline phosphatase (Hull & Sykes; 1974; 1975a; 
1975b). These studies worked out many of the practical aspects of 
acquiring useful 19F NMR spectra of large proteins; a formidable 
challenge in light of the high molecular weight of alkaline phosphatase 
(M.W. = 86,00O/dimer). Initial studies reveal that each of the eleven 
fluorotyrosines per subunit produced well resolved resonances in the 1D 
19F spectrum. This meant that all of the residues were in distinct 
environments. In addition, biochemical data indicated that there was 
little change in the kinetic properties of the protein with 73% 

incorporation of m-FTyr. However, some changes in the ability of the 
protein to  refold following acid denaturation at a pH 7.6 were noted. This 
led to an explanation where the tyrosine residues had t o  be in their 
protonated state in order for active enzyme to  be produced once again 

af'ter unÎolding (Sykes et al., 1974). Subsequent work analyzed the 19F Ti 
and T2 relaxation times and molecular motions of the individual 

fluorotyrosines of the protein in great detail (Hull & Sykes, 1974). This 
research spawned a pair of publications which described the role of 19F-1H 
dipole-dipole (Hull & Sykes, 1975a) and chernical shiR anisotropy (Hull & 
Sykes, 1975131, as general relaxation mechanisms in 19F labelled proteins. 
A final study was published which examined the effects of zinc and 
phosphate binding on the structure of alkaline phosphatase (Hull and 
Sykes; 1976). Basically, it was concluded that binding of two molecules of 
inorganic phosphate per dimer of protein produced a conformational 



Table 4.7 Percent Incorporation of i9F Amino Acid Analogue and Resultant Activities of Labelled Proteins. 

Protein Analogue Incorporation Activity Amount of Reference 
(%) (8) Protein (%)t 

Alkaline phosphatase 4-FPhe 56 100 - Richmond, 1963 
3-FTyr 73 100 10 Sykes et al., 1974 
3-FTyr 75 100 100 Browne & Otvos, 1976 
4-FTrp 75 115 100 
5-FTrp - - LOW 
6-FTrp - - LOW 

a-Amylase 4-FPhe 15 70 - Yoshida, 1960 

Antithrombin III 6-FTrp - normal - Gettins et al., 1992 
Aspartate receptor 4-FPhe 7 - - Danielson et al., 1994 

5-FTrp - - O Falke et al., 1992 

Aap. transcarbamoylase 3-FTyr 85 small change - Wacks & Schachman, 1985 
Calmodulin FaMet 30 - O Yuan, McIntyre & Vogel, 

HFaMet 82 - - unpublished results 

Carbonic anhydrase 4-FPhe - 10 increased but less stable Gamcsik & Gerig, 1986 

Che Y (Chemotaxis) 4-FPhe 5f 1 normal CI Drake et al., 1993 
CAMP receptor protein 3-FTyr - - - Hinds et al., 1991 

5-FTrp - - - Six1 et al., 1990 
3-FPhe - - - Hinds et al., 1992 

Dihydrofolate reductase 3-FTyr - normal but less stable Low Kimber et al., 1977 
6-FTrp - normal but less stable Low 



Table 4.7 continued 
Protein Analogue Incorporation Activity Amount of Protein Reference - 

Dihydrofolate reductase 6-FTrp ,90 normal - Hoeltzli & Frieden, 1994;1996;1996 

Elongation Factor Tu 3-FTyr 
Epidermal growth factor 4-FPhe 
Exopenicillinase 4-FPhe 

4-FPhe 

Ferric binding protein 3-FTyr 
2-FTyr 

p-galactosidase 4-FTrp 
5-FTrp 
6-FTrp 
4-FTrp 
5-FTrp 
6-FTrp 
3-FTyr 

Glucose/galactose receptor 5-FTrp 
3-FPhe 
5-FTrp 

- - 
- 31 

76 60 
20 70 
- - 
- - 

75 28 
- 5.6 

0.7 - 
73 60 

50-60 10 
50-60 10 
81.6 less stable; diff. kinetics 

65110 some changes 
20st10 minor changes 

- * 

[2,4,6,7-2H41 -5-FTrp - - - 
Glutamine BProtein 6-FTrp 
Glutathione transferase 3-FTyr 95-97 alters catalytic mech. - 

Feeney et al., 1996 

Eccleston et al,, 1993 
Koide et al,, 1994 
Richmond, 1960 

Yoahida, 1960 

Leontiev & Vogel, unpubliahed 
results 

Browne et al., 1970 

Browne et al., 1970 
Pratt & Ho, 1975 

Ring & Huber, 1992 

Luck & Falke, 1991a 

Luck et al., 1996 

Shen et al., 1989 
Parsons & Aïmstrong, 1996 

3-FTvr - 62 -50 Azarnousch et al,, unpub, results 



Table 4.7 continued 
- -- 

Protein Analogue Incorporation Activity Arnount of Protein Reference 
63 Azarnousch et al., unpub. results Glutathione transferase 2-FTyr - 87 

Gene 5 protein 3-FTyr - normal DNA binding 

Gene 8 protein 3-FTyr 
4-FPhe 
3-FPhe 
3-FTyr 

H+-ATPase 5-FTrp 
High potential iron protein3-FTyr 

2-FPhe 
3-FPhe 
4-FPhe 
5-FTrp 

Histidine Bind. Protein J 5-FTrp 
5-FTrp 

~6-3-Ketosteroid Isomerase3-FTyr 

D(-) lactate dehydrogenase4-FTrp 
5-FTrp 
6-FTrp 
3-FTyr 

2-FPhe 
3-FPhe 

normal infectivity 
normal infectivity 

- 
- 

similar 
minor changes 

normal 
normal 
normal 
normal 

normal binding 
normal binding 

25 

normal 

small decrease 
normal 

some changes 

some changes 
some changes 

Coleman et al., 1976 
Hagen et  al., 1978 

Dettman, Weiner & 
Sykes, 1982; 1984 

Wilson & Dahlquist, 1985 
Kim et al., 1990 

Lui & Cowan, 1994 
Li et al., 1996 

Robertson et  al., 1977 
Post et al., 1984a 

Brooks & Benisek, 1994 
Rule et  al., 1987 

Sun et al., 1993 



I I I  
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change which altered the environment of several of the FTyr residues. 

Dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) has also been extensively studied 
by 19F NMR. It has been labelled with m-FTyr, 6-FTrp and a novel amino 
acid analogue, (25, a)d-fluoroleucine (&ber et al., 1977; Hoeltzli & 
Frieden, 1994; 1995; 1996; Feeney et al., 1996). DHFR has serrred as an 

excellent mode1 for real time protein unfolding/refolding studies using 
stopped-flow NMR spectroscopy because of chemically induced d o l d i n g  
which is reversible, its well known structure and well characterized 
enzymatic mechanism. The five 6-FTrp resonances of 6-FTrp labelled 
DHFR have been assigned by site directed mutagenesis under native and 
denaturing conditions for the apoprotein, binary complexes of OHFR 
(with either the anticancer h g ,  methotrexate or NADPH) and in a 
ternary complex (DHFR bound to methotrexate and NADPH). These 
studies have shown that DHFR unfolds at two different rates by two 
different mechanisms. Moreover, urea induced unfolding involves the 

formation of a molten globule intermediate for -80% of the protein. These 
techniques may prove to be quite usefid in understanding the exact 
mechanisms of protein foldllig; many of these aspects continue to puzzle 
scientists. Ultimately, 19F NMR permits researchers to directly monitor 
the behaviour of protein side chains during these protein unfolding and 
refolding. Stopped-flow 19F NMR provides complimentary information to 
'Hy 2 H  exchange spectroscopy where the dynamics of the protein backbone 
are studied (Frieden et al., 1993). 

Luck & Falke have characterized the motions, conformation, sugar 
binding site and Ca2+ binding site of the E. coli D-glucose/galactose 
chemosensory receptor through the incorporation of 5-FTrp, m-FPhe and 
[2,4,6,7-2H4]-5-FRp (Luck & Falke, 1991a; 1991b; 1991~; Luck e t  al., 1996). 

From their work they have demonstrated that sugar binding induces 
global conformational changes in the protein to trap the sugar molecule 
in the protein complex. In contrast, the receptor is also capable of binding 
Ca2+, but these conformation changes are quite local in nature only. 
Lower limits were placed on the kinetics of sugar binding using 19F NMR 
in these studies as well. 



Another bacterial chernotaxis receptor has also been labelIed with 
fluorinated aromatic amino acids. The intact aspartate receptor has been 
labelled with 5-FTrp or with p-FPhe as an isolated ligand-binding domain 
only (Falke et al., 1992; Danielson et al., 1994). These studies have shown 
that the N-terminal helix of the ligand-binding domain stabilizes the 
dirneric structure of the protein while the C-terminal helix acts as a 
transmitter of the transmembrane signal for the receptor. Furthemore, 
the kinetics of ligand binding have also been investigated. 19F NMR also 
confirmed the negative cooperativity of the ligand binding since no 
further changes in the NMR spectrum were obsewed once the receptor 
became bound to  one equivalent of ligand (even though the receptor is a 
dimer). 

CheY, a response regulator protein, controls the flagellar motor of 
bacteria once it has been phosphorylated by a histidine kinase. This 
protein has been labelled with p-FPhe and it has been shown that 
phosphorylation induces global conformational changes in the protein 
(Bourret et al., 1993; Drake et al., 1993). Phospho-CheY has not been 
characterized by x-ray crystallography because of the short half life 
(-10s). Five of the six FPhe resonances were assigned by techniques 
other than site directed mutagenesis since direct replacement of these 
residues produced multiple shiRs in the 19F resonances. This made 
unarnbiguous resonance assignment difficult. The primary method used 
to assign the resonances was "nudge" mutation. This approach involved 
substitution a residue of different size at a position that is in van der 
Waals contact with a Phe residue. In four of the five cases, resonance 
assignments could be made since only a single resonance was shifted. 
Assignments were confirmed by paramagnetic metal ion broadening of 
solvent exposed residues and by relaxation studies. Of course, it is 
important to mention that nudge mutation depends on the availability of 
a three dimensional protein structure. 

Another major area of resecirch by 19F NMR has focused on the 
peripheral membrane protein D-lactate dehydrogenase (Rule et al., 1987; 
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Ho et ai., 1989; Peerson et al., 1990; Ruong et al., 1991a; 1991b; Sun et al., 
1993; 1996a; 1996b). Unlike most of the above studies, no x-ray 
crystdographic or high resolution structural data exists for this system. 
However, Ho's group has been able t o  construct a low resolution 
structural model of the protein's membrane binding domain fkom 
comprehensive 19F NMR data. By labelhg the protein with either Fkp, 
FTyr or m e ,  segments of the protein have been placed near the aqueous 
solvent (through the use of solvent isotope induced shifts), proximal to the 
membrane (through the use of nitmxide-containing 8-deoxylpalmitic fat@ 
acid) or adjacent to the ligand binding site (through the binding of 
substrate and its flavin cofactor, FAD). Recently, Ho's group has been 
working on equilibrium unfolding studies of the protein using 19F NMR as 
well (Sun et al., 1996b). Of course, many more 19F NMR studies could be 
summarized, but space limitations prevent this. For further discussions, 
one should consult comprehensive reviews by Gerig (1994) or  Danielson & 
Falke (1996); more specific publications have been included in Table 4.7. 

Given the broad spectrum of outcornes in 19F NMR studies, 
interpretation of the results must be treated on a case by case basis. In 
any event, when one perfoms studies on proteins that contain unnatural 
amino acids, it is crucial to  determine the extent of incorporation of the 
analogue as a first step. Most commonly, this is done by amino acid 
analysis . Generdy, the extent of fluorine labelling is determined directly 
by calculating the amount of fluorinated amino acid in the protein. This 
figure is readily available when the fluorinated amino acid elutes at a 
different time fkom the other nineteen amino acids or ifs unlabelled amino 
acid. In some cases however, the fluorinated amino acid coelutes with the 
amino acid it replaces or one of the other unlabelled amino acids. In the 
latter event, the extent of replacement can be deduced from the amount of 
unlabeIled amino acid that remains in the protein. In the former case, it 
is not possible to determine the amount of fluorine substitution using 
conventional amino acid analysis. 

As another alternative, mass spectrometry can be used to estimate 

the degree of incorporation of fluorine in a protein. Since the mass of 
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fluorines and protons Vary, mass spectrometry is able to identify the 
degree of fluorine substitution easily. Moreover, mass spectrometry is 
also able to determine the relative amounts of the protein's structural 
isomers. Under most conditions, biosynthetic incorporation of unnaturd 
amino acids rarely achieves 100% success. Consequently, a single sample 
will contain many different isomeric proteins. Mass spectrometry is 
capable of i d e n m g  each of these diEerent protein. Furthemore, it can 
determine their relative quantities in a preparation because of each 
protein's unique mass. 

Once the extent of incorporation has been determined using either 
amino acid analysis or mass spectrometry, control studies must be 
carried out on the protein to assess if the incorporation of analogues 
perturbs the protein's structure or activity as a h c t i o n  of the amount of 
analogue incorporation. Only when these two pieces of information are 
available can one draw any meaningfid conclusions about the work. 

Computation and Prediction of Fluorine Chemical Shifts 

Chemical shift nonequivalencies of native proteins form the 
cornerstone of three dimensional structure determination by NMR. 
Unfortunately, a signifïcant void exists in the prediction of biological 
macromolecular chemical shifts from structural data. However, some 
progress has been made in interpretation and calculation of lH, W, i5N 

and 19F NMR chemical shifts over the past few years (Williamson et al., 
1992; de Dois et al., 1993; Osapay & Case, 1994; Wishart & Sykes, 1992; 
1994a; 199413). 

Recently, a number of groups have attempted to explain and predict 
i9F chemical shiRs for a number of fluorinated proteins (Gregory & Gerig, 
1991; Augspurger et al., 1992; Pearson et al., 1993; Chambers et al., 1994; 
Feeney et al., 1996; Pearson et al., 1997). Oldfield's group has maintained 
that weak or long range electrostatic fields play the dominant role in 
defining i9F chemical shitts. From their work, they have been able to 
calculate the 19F spectrum of 5-FTrp labelled galactose binding protein, 
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based on the work of Luck & Falk (1991a), using the charge field 
perturbation-guage including atomic orbital (CFP-GIAO) approach or the 
mdtipole shielding polarizability-local reaction field-molecular dynamics 
(MSP-LRF-MD) approach. Their work has shown that van der Waals 
effects have little innuence over 19F chemical shift nonequivalencies. In 
contrast, Gerig's group has shown that a good correlation exists between 
actual and calculated l9F chemical shiRs based upon van der Waals 
shielding effects for the same protein. Consequently, their work has 
suggested that electrostatic interactions are not the only factors that 
define fluorine shielduig and that the contribution of van der Waals 
interactions should not be ignored prematurely when investigating the 
origins of 19F chemical shifts. 

Oldfield, Feeney and coworkers have recently incorporated (25, a)- 
5-fluoroleucine into Lactobacillus casei dihydrofolate reductase (Feeney et 
al., 1996). Surprisingly, the 19F chemical shifts of this protein were 
dispersed over 15 ppm, a large amount if one assumes that electrostatic 
effects are the dominate source of chemical shift nonequivalencies as they 
have stated above. To explain the large range of chemical shiRs for this 
protein, side chah conformational differences +gauche effects) were 
hypothesized to be a major force in fluorine shielding as well. 

Very recently, the same group has shown that 19F chemical shifts of 
4-FTrp labelled heme proteins such as hemoglobin and myoglobin are 

dominated by electrostatic effects according to work done using an MSP- 
LRF-MD approach (Pearson et al., 1997). These finding are consistent 
with the work on the galactose binding protein where electrostatic field 
effects were shown to be the dominant factor in 19F shielding. However, to 
achieve good agreement between actual and calculated chemical shifts, 
some of the proteins' groups that were in contact with the fluorine atoms 
were omitted fkom their calculations. Clearly, many aspects of tertiary 
structure induced protein shielding remain to be M l y  comprehended. 
Future knowledge of the d e s  played by these effects, however, could have 
widespread applications in prediction of protein structure or at the very 
least, refinement of known structures. 



Fluorinated Calmodulin 

The remainder of this thesis summarizes work with fluorinated 
amino acids and CaM. Since hydrophobic interactions play such an 
important role in the fiinction of this ubiquitous Ca2+-binding protein, 
substitution of fluorinated amino acids into CaM could perturb the 
structure or function of this macromolecule. Because of fluorine's 
excellent spectroscopic characteristics and remarkable sensitivity to its 
Iocal environment, 19F NMR enables us to monitor any changes that 
occur upon incorporation of either F-Tyr, FPhe or FLeu into CaM. If the 
fluorine probes prove to be nonperturbing, then 19F NMR will d o w  us to 
monitor motions and the environment surrounding Tyr, Phe and Leu in 
the three physiologically relevant states of native CaM. On the other 
hand, if the fluorine labels alter the structure or function of CaM then 19F 

NMR will permit us to assess the importance of these residues to CaM's 
hydrophobic cavities or overall function. 

Biosynthetic incorporation of fluorinated analogues could also 
perturb any interactions between sulphur containing residues (Le. 
methionine) and aromatic amino acids in CaM. These associations are 
known to affect the stability of a-helices (Viguera & Serrano, 1995). 
Moreover, these techniques could prove usefùl in determining which 
residues of CaM are critical in binding and activating CaM's many 
targets. This work could also help in characterizing complexes between 
CaM and high molecular weight targets (that is, targets which comprise 
the entire protein, rather than just a portion of it). Finally, substitution 
of fluorine into CaM will provide additional information about the 
protein's adaptability. It will extend our notions as to how much CaM c a n  

be mutated before it can no longer function properly. 

I 

Registry Numbers: O-Fluoro-DL-Phenylalanine [2629-55-21; m- 
Fluoro-DL-Phenylalanine [2629-54-11; p-Fluoro-DL-Phenylalanine 
[51-65-01; O-Fluoro-L-Tyrosine [78709-81-61; m-Fluoro-DL-Tyrosine 
[403-90-71; 5, 5, 5-Trifiuoro-DL-Leucine [2792-72-51 

I 



Biochemical and !ho Dimenaional 1 6  19F NMR 
S t u d i e s o f ~ F h i o r o ~ e  C M &  

Abstract 

In this investigation, 1 have been able to biosynthetically 
incorporate meta-fluorotyrosine (m-FTyr) into CaM to  levels ranghg fkom 
65-90%. The one dimensional 19F spectrum of the Ca2+-saturated protein 
gave rise t o  two distinct signals for two m-FTyr residues at positions 99 
and 138. Each of the signals was assigned using a combination of 2D 
homonuclear DQF-COSY and NOESY, as well as heteronuclear (iH,lgF)- 
HMBC and (lgF, 1H)-HETCOSY NMR experiments. These same 
techniques were used to assign the pair of well defined 19F resonances for 
three other forms of m-FTyr CaM; namely m-FTyr apo-CaM and m-FTyr 
Gaz+-CaM complexed to  peptides derived from the CaM binding domains of 
either myosin light chain kinase (MLCK) o r  cerebellar nitric oxide 
synthase (cNOS). Once assigned, the 19F resonances became excellent 
probes to observe and compare the two FTyr residue of CaM under these 
different physiologicdy relevant conditions using solvent isotope induced 
shifts (SIIS) and temperature dependent Ti data. Gaz+-dependent band 

shifts by SDS-PAGE, ES1 mass spectrometry, far-UV CD 
spectropolarimetry, gel mobility shift assays and assays with calcineurin 
and MLCK were also performed on the fluorinated protein to assess the 
effects of fluorine substitutions on the protein's overall structure and 
function. Our results indicate that substitution of m-FTyr produces only 
small changes in CaM's overall structure and function. 
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Introduction 

Activities within a cell are rapidly adjusted in response to  extemal 
stimuli through the action of second mesengers. The most important 
inorganic second messenger in biology is calcium and in many organisms, 
this metal ion's effects are regulated by an ideally suited Ca2+-binding 
called calmodullli (CaM). 

CaM is a highly conserved regdatory protein that is ubiquitously 
distributed among eukaryotes (Klee & Vanaman, 1982). The protein is 
148 amino acids in length (Mr = 16,700) and has an overall structure that 

is likened to a dumbbell with an N- and C-terminal lobe comected by a 
long, solvent exposed linker (Babu et al., 1988). X-ray crystallographic 
studies have shown that Ca2+ saturated CaM is predominently a-helical 
with short segments of $-sheet. In addition, the crystal skucture reveals 
that the largest helix of the protein is a seven turn linker that comects 
the two domains (Babu et al., 1988; Chattopadhyaya et al., 1992; Rao et al., 
1993). However, NMR exchange, dynamics and NOE measurements have 
revealed that the central linker region is flexible in solution (Ikura et al., 
1991a; Spera et al., 1991; Barbato et al., 1992). These W n g s  have been 
supported by molecular dynamics calculations which have recently 
shown that fiexibility is an intrinsic property of the central linker (van 
der Spoel et al., 1996). This property is one of the major features that 
imparts considerable versatility on CaM's f'unction. 

Another significant factor in CaM's strong and highly specific 
interactions with its targets is associated with its hydrophobicity. CaM 
is capable of binding four Gaz+ ions (two ions per lobe) in a positively 
cooperative manner using characteristic EF-hand binding motifs 
(Kretsinger & Nockholds, 1973). The binding of Ca2+ induces significant 
conformational changes in the protein to expose a prominent hydrophobic 
clefk in each of the protein's two domains (Babu et al., 1988). These 
hydrophobic pockets are essential for the proper binding of Ca2+-CaM t o  
many of its target proteins (Ikura et al., 1992; Meador et al., 1992, 1993). 
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Overall, CaM has been implicated in the Ca2+-dependent activation 

of well over thirty different enzymes and is essential for the proper 
growth and development of yeast, fungi and mammals (Davis et al., 1986; 
Sun et al., 1992; Lu et al., 1993; Wang et al., 1995). Some examples of CaM 
activated target enzymes include myosin light chah kinase (MLCK), 
adenylate cyclase, nitric oxide synthase (NOS), cyclic nucleotide 
phosphodiesterase (PDE) and plant NAD kinase (For a complete review 
see O'Neil & DeGrado, 1990; Means et al., 1991; Vogel, 1994; Vogel & 
Zhang, 1995; Crivici & Ikwa, 1995; James et al., 1995; k a ,  1996). In 
addition, CaM c a n  bind to other items such as transcription factors 
(Corneliussen et al., 1994) and the transmembrane glycoprotein (gp41) of 
the human and simian immunodeficiency Wuses (HIV or SIV; Yuan et 
al., 1995). 

19F NMR has been used extensively to characterize a large array of 
proteins, enzymes, nucleic acids and membranes (For a review see Gerig, 
1994; Danielson & Falke, 1996). In most of these studies, fluorine was 
introduced into a system through the use of fluoride ions, fluorinated 
chernical reagents, fluorinated ligands, fluorinated nitrogenous bases o r  
fluorinated aromatic amino acids. i9F NMR is an invaluable technique 
for providing detailed information about the folding, relaxation properties 
o r  conformational changes of proteins (Gerig, 1994; Danielson & Falke, 
1996). During the 1970s, pioneering work was performed by Hull and 
Sykes on the conformations, intemal motions and relaxation mechanisms 
of E. coli fluorotyrosine alkaline phosphatase (Hull & Sykes, 1975a, 197513, 
1976). More recently, 19F NMR has been used to characterize proteins of 
known structure such as the D-galactose chemosensory receptor protein 
(Luck & Falke, 1991a; 1991b; 1991c; Luck et al., 19961, the aspartate 
receptor (Falke et al., 1992; Danielson et al., 1994), histidine binding 
protein J of Salmonella typhimurium (Robertson et al., 1977; Post et al., 
1984a), the response regulator protein CheY (Drake et al., 1993; Bouret et 
al., 1993), dihydrofolate reductase (Kimber et al., 1977; Hoeltzli & Frieden, 
1994; 1995; 1996; Feeney et al., 1996) and elongation factor Tu (Eccleston 
et al., 1993). In addition, a series of elegant 19F NMR studies have 
produced a low resolution structural mode1 of D-lactate dehydrogenase, a 
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peripheral membrane protein of unkown structure (Rule et al., 1987; Sun 
et al., 1993; 1996a; 1996b). Other current i9F NMR studies have been 
performed o n  glutathione S-transferase (Parsons & Armstrong, 19961, 
epidermal growth factor (Roide et al., 1994), high potential bon protein 
(Lui & Cowan, 1994; Li et al., 1996), AS-3-ketosteroid isomerase (Brooks & 

Benisek, 1994), lysozyme (Lian et al., 1994), the human U1A N-terminal 
RNA binding domain (Kr- et al., 1996), phage lysozyme (Duewel et al., 
1997) and myoglobin and hemoglobin (Pearson et al., 1997). 

There are many advantages to performing 19F NMR of proteins. 
First of all, 19F has a nuclear spin of V 2 .  This means that its NMR 
properties have been well characterized. In addition, it is 100% naturally 
abundant and has a very high sensitivity compared to 1H (-83% that of 
1H). These favourable traits are augmented by the absence of background 
signals and the ease of biosynthetic incorporation of the nucleus. 
However, the most favourable properties of l9F NMR are related to the 
nucleus' large chemicd shiR dispersion and excellent sensitivity to 
conformational changes. In addition, an extensive foundation of 
knowledge exists on fluorine's basic chemistry. Despite these positive 
attributes however, i9F NMR is affected by chernical shift anisotropy 
(CSA) at higher magnetic field strengths and potentially unfavourable 
19F-1H NOE effects (Hull & Sykes, 1975b; Gerig, 1994). 

In the current investigation, I have been able to biosynthetically 
incorporate meta-fluorotyrosine (m-FTyr) into CaM to levels ranging fkom 
65-90%. To my knowledge, this marks the first study in which fluorinated 
amino acids have been incorporated into this essential Ca2+-binding 
regdatory protein. The overall eEects of the fluorine substitutions on the 
structure and function of the protein were subsequently characterized by 
an array of biochemical techniques as well as by unique 1D and 2D 1H 
and 19F NMR experiments. CaM is amenable to studies by 19F NMR 
because of its weU characterized structure in the Ca?+-form, apo-form and 
Ca2+ saturated fom complexed to  various target peptides (Babu et al., 
1988; Ikura et al., 1992; Meador et al., 1992; 1993; Finn et al., 1995; 

Kuboniwa et al., 1995; Zhang et al., 1995a). Furthermore, the presence of 
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only two tyrosine residues in mammalian CaM makes assîgnments of the 
l9F resonances uncomplicated. In addition, its s m d  size as well as its 
chernical and thermal stability are favourable traits for any protein that 
is studied by NMR. Our results have demonstrated that the introduction 
of auorinated tyrosine into CaM produces small variations in the overall 
structure and function of the protein. 
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Materiais and Methods 

Phenyl-Sepharose CL-4B was purehased fkom Pharmacia Biotech 
AB. meta-Fluoro-DL-tyrosine was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Chemical 
Co. and 99.9% DzO was bought from Cambridge Isotope Laboratones. 

Unless noted otherwise, al l  other chernicals were of andytical grade and 
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Co. or BDH Inc. CaM- 
dependent calcineurin was a generous gift  fkom Dr. Jerry Wang (Hong 
Kong University of Science and Technology). The 22-residue MLCK 
peptide (KRRWKKNFIAVSAANRFKKISS) and the 23-residue cNOS 
peptide (RRRAIGFKKLAEAVKFSAKLMGQ), which correspond to the 
CaM-binding domains of skeletal muscle myosin light chah kinase and 
cerebellar nitric oxide synthase, respectively, were synthesized 
commercially and have been described previously (Zhang et al., 1993; 
Zhang & Vogel, 199413). 

Expression and Fluorine-19 Selective Labelling of CaM in E. coli - 
The CaM expression vector (pCaM) containhg a synthetic CaM gene was 
a generous giR from Dr. T. Gnindstrom (University of Ume&, Sweden) and 
has been characterized eadier (Waltersson et al.,1993; Zhang and Vogel, 
1993). meta-FTyr labelled bovine CaM was expressed in E. coli and 
purified in a similar mamer to the procedure described for wild type (wt.) 
CaM except for some minor modifications (Zhang & Vogel, 1993). Briefly, 
a tyrosine auxotrophic strain (N3087) of Escherichia coli (LAM-; 
tyrA16::TnlO; IN ( d - d ) l ) ,  a gift fkom the E. coli genetic stock centre 
at Yale University, was e s t  transformed with the pCaM plasmid using 
the standard CaC12 method (Sambrook et al., 1989). One colony of the 

transformed strain was then used to innoeulate 25 ml of LB media. The 
cells were grown at 30°C for approximately 8-9 hours. At that point, the 
suspension was transferred t o  1 litre of LB broth and grown for another 
12 hours or untd the Asoo reached -1.0. The cells were then harvested by 

centrifugation at 8,000 rpm using a Du Pont Soma11 RC-5B centrifuge. 
Afterwards, the cell pellet was washed, centrifuged again and 
resuspended in a chemicdy defined MOPS minimal medium (Neidhardt 

et al., 1974) that contained al1 amino acids except tyrosine. The latter 
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amino acid was substituted by meta-fluoro-DL-tyrosine (80 m@). Protein 

expression was induced by the addition of 80 mg of isopropyl-PD- 
galactopyranoside (IPTG). At the same tirne, 100 mg of ampicillin was 

added to the culture as well. CaM was synthesized for approximately 6 h 
at 37°C. The cells were subsequently hamested by centrifugation. meta- 
FTyr-CaM could be purified using t w o  cycles of Phenyl-Sepharose 
chromatography in a similar manner to wt. CaM as outlined earlier 
(Vogel et al., 1983; Putkey et al., 1985; Zhang & Vogel, 1993). The purity of 
the protein was greater than 95% as judged by Coomassie blue 
SDS/polyacrglamide gel electrophoresis. All CaM samples were dialyzed 
against 10 rnM lyophilized and stored at -20°C. 

Assays - Assays of CaM-dependent calcineurin (CN) were carried 
out as described by Newton et al. (1984) except for some minor 
modifications. Wt. or m-FTyr CaM was added to a reaction mixture 

containing 20 mM Tris-HC1, pH 8.0, 0.1 M NaCl, 6 mM MgC12,O.l mghl of 

bovine serum albumin, 0.45 mM DTT, 18 mM &Cl2 and 1.5 mM Ca2+ at 

25°C. Calcineurin was then added to the mirrture followed by the 
substrate, p-nitrophenyl phosphate to a final concentration of 2.5 mM. 
The reaction was monitored by following the formation of p- 

nitrophenolate at 400 nm for 30 minutes. 

The assay of MLCK was performed by C. Sutherland in the 
laboratory of Dr. M. P. Walsh essentially as outlined in published 
procedures with the obsemance of some minor modifications (Blumenthal 
& S t d ,  1980; Zhang et al., 1994a). A number of 30 pl reaction mixtures 
containing 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 60 mM KC1, 4 mM MgClz, 0.2 mM 
CaC12, 0.1 mM myosin peptide, 1 mg/ml MLCK, 0.2 mM [+P]ATP (-350 

cpm/pmol) and wt. or m-FTyr CaM at 30°C were prepared. Assays were 
initiated by the addition of ATP and at t=5 min., 20 pl aliquots were 
spotted on Whatman P81 phosphocellulose paper squares, washed 4 x 5 
min. in 5% &PO4 and dried. The incorporation of [32P] was subsequently 

quantified by Cerenkov counting. 

Gel Mobility Shift Assay - Nondenaturing urea-polyacrylamide gel 
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mobility shift electrophoresis was perfomed following the procedure 
presented by Erickson-Viitanen and DeGrado (1987). 

Sample Preparation for NMR Studies - meta-FTyr apo-CaM was 
prepared by passing a CaM solution through a Chelex-100 column (Bio- 
Rad Laboratories) that had been previously equilibrated with 50 mM 
NH4HC03 buffer, pH 8.0 for 4 cycles. NMR samples were made by 

dissolving rn-FTyr apo-CaM in 99.9% D20 containing 0.1 M KC1 to a final 

volume of 0.45-0.50 ml. The pH of the samples was adjusted to 7.5 (with no 
correction for the deuterium isotope effect) by microliter additions of 0.1- 
2.0 M KOD or DC1. Sample concentrations of wt. CaM and m-FTyr CaM 
ranged between 1.0-1.4 mM and were determined by UV absorption using 
el%27s = 1.8 for wt. CaM and d%268 = 2.1 for m-FTyr CaM. m-FTyr Ca2+- 

CaM samples were made by the addition of 4.1 equivalents of 0.25 M 
CaC12 to the samples as well. m-FTyr Ca2+-CaM samples complexed with 

either the MLCK or cNOS peptides were made in an analogous manner to 
previously published protocols (Zhang & Vogel, 1993; Zhang & Vogel, 
1994b). The efficiency of incorporation of m-FTyr into CaM was 
determined by integrating the aromatic proton resonances arising fkom 
the 6H ring position of m-FTyr and residual Tyr at position 138 in CaM 
from a one dimensional rH spectrum for m-FTyr Ca2+-CaM. 

Fluorine-19 NMR Spectroscopy - AU 19F NMFt measurements were 
recorded at 40°C on a wide-bore Bruker AM400 or -2-300 
spectrometer equipped with a 5 mm lH, l9F probe operating at a 
resonance fkequency of 376.48 MHz or 282.37 MHz, respectively. Typical 
1D 19F spectra were acquired using inverse gated 1H decoupling to avoid 
nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) buildup. Each experiment had a 
spectral width of 10,000 Hz where 1,000-2,000 scans of 8 K data points 
were averaged using a recycle time of 3.91 S. The FID was apodized by 
exponential multiplication using a line broadening of 3 Hz prior to 
Fourier transformation. Data was processed using either a Bruker 
Aspect 1000 data station or SwaN-MR (Balacco, 1994) ninning on an 
Apple Power Macintosh 6100/60 personal computer. AU 19F spectra have 
been referenced with respect to neat trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) contained 
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within a capillary tube. In addition, spin-lattice (Ti) relaxation tirnes 

were determined by the inverse gated inversion recovery method [x-.r-(d2)- 
FID] using standard Bruker software. 

19F NMR Solvent Isotope Induced Shifts - Solvent isotope induced 
shifts (SIIS) of the 1D 19F resonances for rn-FTyr CaM in apo-, Gaz+ and 
peptide complex forms were determined by making two identical samples 
following the methods outlined above except that one sample was 
dissolved in 99.9% D2O while the other was dissolved in double distilled 
H2O. The latter sample also contained a sealed, internal capillary of 

99.9% D2O as a fkequency lock. The samples were mixed together in order 

to produce the correct ratio of D20/H20 for studies by SUS using 19F 

NMR. 

(lH,lgF)-Heteronuclear Multiple Bond Correlation NMR 
Spectroscopy - (lH,lgF)-HMBC NMR experiments were carried out on a 
Bruker AM400 instrument using published pulse sequences (Bax et al., 
1983; Bax & Summers, 1986). Experiments were performed at 40°C with 
a sweep width of 5,000 Hz in the 1H dimension and 833.3 Hz in the l9F 

dimension. Spectra were obtained by performing 32 experiments each of 
approximately 1048-1200 scans in the magnitude mode. In order to 
observe the different long range correlations between 1H and 19F, m-FTyr 
was used as a model compound to calculate an averaged delay time of 30 

ms. Data were zero-nlled to 512 in the FI dimension, to 1K in the F2 
dimension and a sine-squared window function was applied before 
Fourier transformation. 

(19F, IH)-Heteronuclear Correlation Spectroscopy (HETCOSY) NMR 
Spectroscopy - HETCOSY experiments were carried out on a Bruker 
AMX2-300 spectrometer according to the pulse sequence published by 
Collier et al. (1996) and were performed using the time proportional phase 
increment (TPPI) technique (Marion & Wüthrich, 1983). Spectra 
consisted of 128 experiments of 256 scans with a sweep width of 500 Hz in 
the FI dimension and 800 Hz in the F2 dimension. Data was processed 
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using a similar routine as for the DQF-COSY experiments (see below). 

1H NMR Spectroscopy - 1H NMR spectra were acquired on a Bruker 

AMX-500 NMR spectrometer. AU spectra were processed using Bruker 
UXNMR on an X32 computer, n d i p e  and nmrDraw (Delaglio et  al., 
1995) on a Silicon Graphies Indy workstation or SwaN-MR (Balacco, 
1994) on an Apple Power Macintosh personal computer. Data were 

collected at an operating frequency of 500.139 MHz and 40°C. One 
dimensional 1H experiments involved presaturation of residual Hz0 and 

consisted of 1,000 scans, 8 K data  points, a recycle time of -2.2 s and a 
sweep width of 6 kHz . In addition, an exponential line broadening 
function of 1 Hz was applied prior t o  Fourier transformation. Two 
dimensional DQF-COSY (Rance et al., 1983) and NOESY (Bodenhausen et 
al., 1984) experiments were performed using the t h e  proportional phase 
increment (TPPI) technique (Marion & Wüthrich, 1983). More 
specifically, DQF-COSY spectra usually consisted of 5 12 experiments 
with a sweep width of 6,024 Hz in both dimensions. For NOESY spectra, 
400 experiments were carried out with a mixing time of 100 ms. AU data 
were zero fïIled to 1 K in the F1 dimension and to 2 K in the F2 dimension 
and a cosine squared window function was applied in both dimensions 
prior to Fourier transformation. Moreover, spectra were referenced with 
respect to an intemal standard of (trimethylsily1)-propionicd4 acid (TSP). 
For dl NMR experiments outlined above, the D2O solvent was used as a 

spectrometer frequency lock. 



Results 

In all investigations where unnatural amino acids are incorporated 
into proteins, one must assess the effects of the substitutions on the 
protein's overall structure and function through the use of control 
experiments. The techniques used in this work have included SDS- 
PAGE, UV spectroscopy, CD spectroscopy, non-denaturing urea gels and 
assays with calcineurin and MLCK. The extent of mFTyr incorporation 
ranged fkom -65-90% according to 1H NMR analysis (see below). AIl other 
experiments performed in this chapter were performed using protein that 
contained -90% rn -FTyr, unless otherwise noted. Under typical 
conditions, the amount of rn-Fi'yr CaM that was expressed was -25% that 
obtained for wt. CaM. 

Figure 5.1 shows an SDS-polyacrylamide (15% separating; 4% 
stacking) gel of wt. CaM or  rn-FTyr CaM in the EDTA or Ca2+ form. It is 
evident from the figure that d four lanes that contain either wt. CaM or 
m-FTyr CaM are free fkom contaminating proteins. This means that n- 
FTyr CaM can be successfully purified using two cycles of Phenyl- 
Sepharose chromatography using an identical procedure to wt. CaM. 
Closer inspection of the gel reveals that wt. CaM and m-FTyr CaM have 
identical mobilities in their EDTA fonns (lanes A and BI. These findings 
are also evident in the two lanes that contain the Ca2+-saturated forms of 
the protein (lanes C and D). However, the latter two forms of the protein 
undergo a characteristic Ca2+-dependent band shift compared to the 
proteins that contain EDTA. This Ca2+-dependent band shift is a 
characteristic property of CaM, but is poorly understood (Klee et al., 1979; 
Grab et al., 1979). The results depicted here show that this intrinsic 
property of wt. CaM is preserved in the fluorinated form of the protein. 

Figure 5.2 compares the UV spectra of (a) wt. CaM and (b) m-FTyr 
CaM in the presence of EDTA. Overall, there are no drastic changes in 
the shapes of the spectra between the two proteins which indicates that 
the structure of the fluorinated protein has not changed significantly. 
However, there is a shiR and a correspondhg increase in the E value for 



Figure 5.1 15% SDS-PAGE gel of wt. and rn-FTyr CaM. Both proteins 
dernonstrate a Cas+-dependent band shif't. Lane A, wt. EDTA-CaM; lane 
B, m-FTyr EDTA-CaM; lane C, wt. Cao+-CaM; lane D m-FTyr Ca2+-CaM. 
The first unmarked lane contains low range molecular weight standards 
fiom Bio-Rad laboratories. 
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Figure 5.2 UV spectra of a) 0.151 mM wt. CaM and b) 0.040 mM m-FTyr 
CaM in their EDTA forrns at pH -7.5. 
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m-ETyr CaM compared to wt. CaM. The difference is fkom ~2761%=1-8 (wt. 

CaM) to ~268.31%=2.44 ( rn -FTyr CaM) as determined from quantitative 

amino acid analysis. 

In addition, far-UV circular dichroism (CD) analysis of wt. CaM 
and rn-FTyr CaM further illustrate that there are only minor changes in 
overdl structure. Figure 5.3 shows far-UV CD spectra of wt. CaM and m- 
FTyr CaM in both the EDTA and Ca2+ forms of the protein. L t  ca. be seen 
in this figure that m-FTyr CaM (Figure 5.3b) maintains its a-helical 
structure compared to wt. CaM in both the Gaz+-form as well as in the 
EDTA form of the protein. Both the wild type protein and the fluorinated 
protein produce CD spectra with a maximum at 0195- and with minima 

at û222nm and Ozos-. Likewise, m-ETyr CaM is less a-helical in its apo- 

state than in its Gaz+ saturated state; a trend also obsemed for wt. CaM. 
Overall, however, it is difficult to draw any conclusions about the 
percentage of a-helix in rn-FTyr CaM compared to wt. CaM since CD 
spectra are extremely sensitive to protein concentration. In an attempt to 
overcome this shortcoming, Bruch et al., (1991), have introduced two new 
parameters, Ri and R2, to compare the percentage of a-helix in different 

peptides. Both R i  and R2 are ratios of intensities in a CD spectnim at  a 

particular set of wavelengths. R i  is the ratio of the maximum ellipticity 

found between 190 to 195 nm and the minimum ellipticity found between 
195 t o  210 n m  while, R2 is the ratio of the ellipticity found at 222 nm and 

the minimum ellipticity found between 195 to  210 nm. Table 5.1 shows 
the Ri and R2 values for both rn-FTyr CaM and wt. CaM in the EDTA and 
Ca2+ forms. Essentially, there is no Merence in the R2 values for the four 

different sample (-1.0). Similady, the R i  values do not dBer signifïcantly 

between the Cas+-saturated forms of the protein where wt. Gaz+-CaM has 
an Ri value of 0.84 and m-FTyr Ca2+-CaM has a value of 0.75. However, 

the R i  values for the EDTA foms of the protein are quite different. The 

R i  value for m-FTyr CaM is less than half that of wt. CaM. This may 
suggest that  m-FTyr EDTA-CaM is less a-helical. However, it is also 
known that aromatic residues contribute to far-W CD spectra (Woody, 
1978; Chakrabartty et al., 1993). Hence, substitution of ETyr for Tyr 
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Figure 5.3 Far-W CD spectra of a) wt. CaM and b) rn-FTyr CaM in their 
EDTA (dotted line) and Ca2+-saturated (solid line) forms. Both proteins 
retain predominantly a-helical secondary structure in their two foms. 
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could lead to perturbations of this region of the CD spectrum. This point 
will require more investigation by other spectroscopie techniques such as 
Fourier transformed Uifrared spectroscopy (FTIR). 

Table 5.1 Ri and R2 values fkom CD spectra of wt. CaM and m-FTyr CaM 

m-FTvr CaM 

Ca2+ 
EDTA 

wt. CaM 

Ca2+ 
EDTA 

Further biochemical studies were also conducted to assess the 
effects of fluorine substitutions on the abilitqr of rn-FTyr CaM to activate 
two CaM dependent enzymes. Data fkom these experiments indicate that 
rn-FTyr Ca2+-CaM has retained the ability to  activate myosin light c h a h  
kinase and calcineurin. The results of these assays are depicted in Figure 
5.4. It can be seen that no great dfierences exist in the activation profiles 
of m-FTyr CaM compared to wt. CaM for MLCK (Figure 5.4a). However, a 
two fold increased concentration of the fluorinated protein was required 
for complete activation of the phosphatase, calcineuin (Figure 5.4b). 
Furthemore, activation of CN was similar even if levels of incorporation 
of m-FTyr varied fkom 80% to 90%. In either case though, complete 
activation of the target enzyme was possible provided enough CaM was 
present. 

Additional experiments using nondenaturing urea-polyacrylamide 
gel mobility shift electrophoresis were also performed to assess the effects 
of substituting rn-FTyr on the ability of the protein t o  bind tu two peptides 
corresponding to the CaM binding domains of MLCK and cerebellar nitric 
oxide synthase (cNOS). These results are shown in Figure 5.5. When m- 



Figure 5.4 Activation profiles of a) myosin light chah kinase and b) 
calcineurin by wt. and rn-FTyr CaM. Open ovals represent wt. CaM, 
while black squares and open squares indicate m-FTyr CaM with 80% 
and 90% incorporation, respectively. 
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FTyr Ca2+-CaM is bound to either the MLCK or cNOS peptides (Figure 
5.5a, b; lanes C and Dl, each complex experiences impaired mobility 
compared to the protein in the absence of peptide (Figure 5.5a, b; lane A). 
In addition, one equivalent of peptide is needed to ensure that no fkee 
protein remains in the sample (Figure 5.5a, b; lane C). Therefore, rn-FTyr- 
Ca2+-CaM exhibits similar binding properties to wt. CaM by binding to 
each of the two peptides in a 1:l ratio. Furthermore, addition of two 

equivalents of peptide to the complexes did not produce any further 
changes to the proteidpeptide binding interactions. Control gel mobility 
shiR assays nin under identical conditions to those for the gel above (with 
the exception that the protein was in its EDTA form) illustrates that m- 

FTyr CaM does not bind to  either peptide in the absence of Ca2+ (Figure 
5.6) This result is expected since the protein should have smaller 
hydrophobic binding surfaces. 

Figure 5.7 is a stackplot of 1D 1H NMR spectra of the aromatic 
region and p-sheet regions of wt. CaM for three different preparations of 
rn-FTyr CaM that contain dissimilar amounts of fluorinated Qmosine. In 
all three spectra of m-FTyr CaM (Figure 5.7b, c and d), new 1H aromatic 
resonances are readily apparent compared to the spectrum of wt. CaM 
(Figure 5.7a). These features are particularly evident in the region 
spanning 5.8 to 6.5 ppm. Furthermore, these peaks arise exclusively fkom 
protons on the aromatic rings of m-FTyr99 or 138 of the protein. These 
new resonances are produced by local shielding changes in the aromatic 
rings of m-FTyr compared to Tyr. The three aromatic protons (that is 2H, 
5H, and 6H) fkom the m-FTyr residues have been labelled according t o  
their assigned chernical shifts. The procedures used to obtain these 
assignments have been outlined below. Moreover, these values have also 
been compiled in Table 5.2. In addition to the unique m-FTyr aromatic 1H 
resonances, aromatic proton peaks hom residual Tyr99 and Tyr138 have 
also been identified in Figure 5.7. These resonances have been labelled 
according to  previous 1H NMR assignments of Ca2+-CaM (Ikura et al., 
1991b). 

Peaks arising f?om the pair of short, antiparallel p-sheet regions 



Figure 5.5 Nondenaturing urea-PAGE of m -FTyr Ca2+-CaM bound 
either to the a) MLCK or b) cNOS peptides. The crude protein to peptide 
ratios are as follows: Figure 5.5a; lane A, 1:O; lane B, k0.5; lane C, 1:O.g; 
lane D, 1:2. Figure 5.5b; lane A, 1:O; Iane B, 1:0.5; lane C, 1:l; lane D, 1:2. 



Figure 5.6 Nondenaturing urea-PAGE of na-FTyr EDTA-Cd bound 
either t o  the a) MLCK or b) cNOS peptides. The protein to  peptide ratios 
are as follows: Figure 5.6a; lane A, 1:O; lane B, 1:0.5; lane C, 1:O.g; lane D, 
1:S. Figure 5.6b; lane A, 3:O; lane B, 1:0.5; lane C, 1:l; lane D, 1:2. 





Figure 6.7 1D stackplot of the 1H aromatic region of a) wt. CaM and rn-FTyr Ca2+-CaM with b) 65%, c)80% and 

d) 90% incorporation of m-FTyr. The 1H aromatic resonances from arising from m-FTyr99 and 138 in addition 
to residual amounts of unlabelled Tyr99 and 138 have been labelled according to their assigned chemical shifts. 
The extent of incorporation of m-FTyr was determined by comparing the 6H resonances from m-FTyrl38 to 
Tyr138. 
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located between the pair of Ca2+-binding in each domain of wt. Ca2+-CaM 
have also been labelled in Figure 5.7a. These resonances originate from 
downfield shifted a-protons of residues that form these small regions of 
secondary structure. ûwing to the exquisitely sensitive nature of these 
resonances to changes in Gaz+-binding or structure of CaM, these 
resonances provide strong support regarding preservation of m-FTyr 
Ca2+-CaM's overd structure compared to wt. Ca2+-CaM. Only small 
differences are seen in the various spectra. These changes can be 
attributed to substituting m--99 for Tyr since the latter amino acid 
forms part of the protein's third psheet in Ca2+-binding loop III and gives 
rise t o  a distinct resonance. It is important to note that fluorine labelling 
at the meta- position of tyrosine has only minor effects on aliphatic 
chernical shiRs since the electronegative atom is many bonds away fiom 
such nuclei. Further inspection of the aromatic regions of Figure 5.7 (6.9- 
7.5 ppm), reveals that the 1H NMR spectra for m-FTyr CaM shows only 
minor changes compared to wt. CaM. These findings are consistent with 
the results mentioned above, as they indicate that the structure of the 
protein is not perturbed. 

The extent of incorporation of m-FTyr into CaM was assessed by 
integrating the relative intensity of the 1H resonances arising fkom the 6 
position of the aromatic ring on m-FTyrl38 to the analogous resonance 
arising fkom residual Tyr138 in the same protein. Figure 5.7 illustrates 
that the success of m-FTyr incorporation ranged £kom 65090% for three 
different preparations of protein. These findings were also corroborated 
by electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (EN-MS) analysis of the 
same samples (data not shown). 

Figure 5.8 consists of two proton decoupled 1D 19F spectra of m- 
FTyr Ca2+-CaM acquired at 300 MHz. Both spectra show only a single 
pair of well resolved resonances. This fact clearly indicates that m-FTyr 
was successfully incorporated into CaM, and that the unnaturd amino 
acid was incorporated into the protein at only two positions. Figure 5.8a 
was acquired without buildup of NOE using an inverse gated pulse 
sequence, while Figure 5.8b was acuired using a conventional 1H 
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Figure 5.8 1D 19F NMR spectra of rn-FTgr Ca2+-CaM acquired at 272 
MHz using a) inverse gated pulse sequence to avoid NOE buildup or b) a 
conventional 1H decoupled pulse sequence. Spectra have been referenced 
according to a neat capillary of TFA. The peak at -58.7 ppm has been 
assigned to rn-FTyrl38, while the peak at -59.3 ppm has been assigned to 
rn--99. The chernical shift of fkee m-FTyr is 68.87 ppm. 
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decoupled pulse sequence which did not suppress the nuclear Overhauser 
effect. In both cases, the two m-FTyr signals are separated by -0.6 ppm, 
with the exact chemical shiRs being -58.68 pprn and -59.30 ppm. 

In the presence of dipole-dipole interactions only, 19F, 1H NOE can 
theoretically varg between +53% to -106%. More realistically though, this 
effect typically ranges fkom between -70 to -90% in proteins (Gerig, 1994). 
A quick cornparison of Figure 5.8a and Figure 5.8b, confïrms this point. 
Buildup of NOE reduced the intensity of the two m-FTyr signals in Figure 
5.8b by a factor of 2.73 compared to the spectrum in Figure 5.8a. 
Consequently, all 19F spectra were acquired using inverse gated pulse 
sequence. The final assignment of these two 19F peaks has also been noted 
in the figure where the resonances at -58.7 pprn arises from m-FTy-138, 
and the other at -59.3 pprn arises fkom m-FTyr99. 

The two resonances in the ID 19F spectra of m-FTyr Ca2+-CaM were 
assigned by the use of a combination of 2D homonuclear and 
heteronuclear NMR experiments. In the first part, (lH, 19F)-HMBC, (19F, 
1H)-HETCOSY and DQF-COSY NMR experiments were used to  assign 
the 1H and IQF side chain resonances of the two m-FTyr residues. 
ARerwards, the appropriate sequence specific designations of the side 
chain resonances were made with the use of NOESY experiments. The 
protocoi outlined below applies to rn-FTyr Ca2+-CaM only, but the same 
procedures were followed t o  assign the 19F resonances for apo- and 
CaZ+/peptide complex forms of the protein. 

Using the (lH, 19F)-HMBC experiment, it was first possible to 
determine the 1H chemical shifts of the two aromatic protons at the 2H 
and 5H positions of each of the two n-FTyr rings in rn-FTyr Gaz+-CaM 
because of through bond coupling between these two protons and the 
fluorine atom at position 3F. In Figure 5.9, a fluorine atom at -59.30 pprn 
(19F dimension) is coupled to two protons that have chemical shiRs of 6.72 
and 7.14 pprn in the 1H dimension. In addition, the other fluorine atom at 
-58.68 pprn is coupled to a pair of protons that produced resonances at 5.88 
pprn and 6.72 pprn in the iH dimension. 



Figure 5.9 2D (lH, 19F)-HMBC experiment of rn-FTyr Ca2+-CaM. A pair 
of cross peaks are produced for residues 99 and 138 because of strong 
coupling between the 2H or 5H protons and the fluorine atom at position 
3F. 
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A (19F, 1H)-HETCOSY experiment was also performed on the sample 

of m-FTyr Gaz+-CaM (Figure 5.10). This experiment was first used by 
Collier et al. (1996) to study single-stranded RNA fragment labelled with 
5-fluorouridine. In this report, it has been demonstrated for the first time 
that the HETCOSY can also be used to obtain clear 2D spectra of proteins 
containing fluorinated amino acids. In contrast to the (IH, 19F)-HMBC 
experiment, the HETCOSY is fluorine, rather than proton detected. As 
such, the HETCOSY is able to detect a larger range of couplings than the 
HMBC experiment because the mixing time in the latter experiment can 
only be optimized for a limited range of couplings. Like the PH, l9F)- 
HMBC, the HETCOSY produces cross peaks between the two fluorines in 
the protein and their strongly coupled 2H and 5H protons for m-FTyr. In 
addition, the HETCOSY is also sensitive to  additional coupling between 
the 5H and 6H aromatic ring protons in the protons as well. This 
phenomenon is clearly demonstrated by the more complex cross peak 
structure at -59.30, 7.14 pprn and -58.65, 6.72 ppm. This same lH, 1H 

coupling phenomenon cannot be observed in the other pair of cross peaks 
because the 2H proton is not within three bonds of a neighbouring proton. 
Consequently, the chemical shiRs at 7.14 pprn and 6.72 pprn can be 
tentatively assigned to the 5H protons of each of the m-FTyr residues. 

In order to c o n k n  the 1H chemical shift assignments of the 5H 
tyrosine ring protons and to determine the chemical shiRs of the protons 
at the 6 position of the two rn-FTyr rings, two dimensional homonuclear 
DQF-COSY experiments were acquired of the fluorinated protein. The 
chemical shift of the proton at position 6 of each rn-FTyr was determined 
by looking for new cross peaks (in cornparison with wt. CaM) between the 
6H atoms in one dimension and one of the two rH chemical shifts obtiiined 
from the V9F, 1H)-HETCOSY egperiment (either 7.14 or 6.72 ppm) in the 
other dimension of the DQF-COSY spectrum. As seen in Figure 5.11, a 2D 
plot of the aromatic region of wt. Ca2+-CaM (Figure 5.11a) and m-FTyr 
Ca2+-CaM (Figure 5.11b), additional cross peaks are apparent for the 
fluorinated protein compared to the wild type protein. These new cross 
peaks are located at 7.14 pprn in one dimension and 6.58 pprn in the other 
dimension of the spectrum for one of the fluorotyrosines, while the other 
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Figure 5.10 2D (19F, 1H)-HETCOSY experiment of m-FTyr Ca2+-CaM. 
This experiment is fluorine, rather than proton detected. Therefore, the 
axes of the experiment are reversed compared to the (lH, i9F)-HMBC. 
Despite this, the same correlations are obsemed in this experiment. 
However, the HETCOSY is capable of detecting additional 5H to 6H 
coupling as shown by the more complex 5H peak structures compared to 
the 2H peaks. 
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Figure 5.11 2D IH, lH, arornatc region DQF-COSY spectra of a) wt. CaM and b) rn-FTyr CaM. Two new sets of 
correlations are evident in the fluorinated protein spectrum between the 6H and 6H protons of rn-FTyr99 and 
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m-FTyr produces cross peaks at 6.72 and 6.31 pprn in its respective 
dimensions. Cross peaks corresponding to s m d  residual amounts of Tyr 
are also visible. The new resonances confirmed the chemical shifis 
assignments of 7.14 or 6.72 ppm to the 5H position on each of the two 
fiuorotyrosines. In addition, the two new proton chemical shiRs of 6.58 
and 6.31 pprn obtained from Figure 5.11 were assigned to protons at 
position 6 of each rn-FTyr. As expected, the remaining peaks with 1H 
chemical shifts of 6.72 and 5.88 pprn fkom the (19F, 1H)-HETCOSY or the 
(lH, 19F)-HMBC experiments originated from protons at the 2H position of 
the two m-FTyr residues (Figure 5.9 and 5.10). 

Upon determination of the side chah chemical shiR assignments, it 
was then necessary to designate these values to a specific residue. This 
task was straightforward since mammalian CaM contains only two Tyr 
residues . Two dimensional, homonuclear NOESY experiments were able 
t o  connect the 1H resonances at position 2H and 6H of each m-FTyr 
residue to their adjoining a and B proton resonances. Figure 5.12 shows a 
segment of the NOESY spectra of wt. Gaz+-CaM and m-FTyr Gaz+-CaM. 
As in the DQF-COSY spectrum discussed previously, the NOESY 
spectrum of n -FTyr Ca2+-CaM reveals additional cross peaks when 
compared to wt. CaM. Again, these new peaks arise from the m-FTyr 
residues and they could be assigned to either rn-FTy199 or m-FTyr138 by 
using known 1H side-chin resonance assignments of Tyr138 in wt. CaM 
(Ikura et al., 1991b). Tyrosine 138,s a, P, 6 (2H. 6H) and E (3H, 5H) protons 
have 1H chemical shifts of 3.49 ppm, 2.43 and 2.12 ppm, 6.33 pprn and 6.54 
ppm, respectively. In Figure 5.12, new cross peaks are evident between 
the proton at position 2H (5.88 pprn in the horizontal dimension) of rn- 
FTyr138 and the a (-3.49 ppm) and $ protons (-2.43 and 2.12 ppm) of the 
same residue in the vertical dimension. Identical NOE patterns can also 
be observed between the m-FTyr protons on the opposite side of the 
aromatic ring at position 6H (6.72 pprn in the horizontal dimension) and 
the a and B protons (vertical dimensions). However, these peaks overiap 
with residual Tyr138 resonances. Evidently, the 1H chemical shifts of the 
a proton and p protons for m-FTyrl38 were unchanged in cornparison to 
Tyr138 in wt. Cas+-CaM. As a result, the 1H resonances at 5.88, 6.72 and 
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Figure 6.12 2D lH, IH, aromatc region NOESY spectra of a) wt. CaM and b) m-FTyr CaM. New correlations 
are easily seen for the fluorinated protein spectrum between the 2H and 6H protons of m-FTyrl38 and its 
aliphatic protons, which have the same chemical shifts as for Tyr138 in wt. Ca2+-CaM. CI 
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6.31 ppm, whkh correspond to aromatic protons at position 2H, 5H and 
6H, respectively, codd be assigned to m--138. More importantly, the 
ID 19F resonance at -58.68 ppm could also be assigned to the same residue 
(Figure 5.8). Since there are only two fluorotyrosines in CaM, the iH 
resonance at 6.72, 7.14, 6.58 and the 19F resonance -59.30 ppm were 
assigned to m-FTSrs9. AU 1H and 19F chemical shift assignrnents fiom m- 
FTyr99 and m-FTyrl38 for m-FTyr Ca2+-CaM are summarized in Table 
5.2. 

Table 5.2 i9F and 1H Chemical Shifts for Residues 99 and 138 of m-FTyr 
CaM 

i9F Chernical ShiRs (ppm) 1H Chernical Shifts (ppm) 

State of m-FTyr 
CaM 

Since it was possible to successfully assign the 1D l9F resonances 
in m-FTyr Ca2+-CaM by use of two dimensional NMR experiments, the 
same scheme was used to assign the 19F and 1H resonances for apo-CaM 
and Cas+-CaM complexed to either the MLCK or cNOS target peptides. 
Figure 5.13 is a 19F NMR 1D stackplot of the differenct forms of m-FTyr 
CaM. Obviously, the W' chemical shifts changed depending on the form 
of rn-FTyr CaM being characterized. When compared to m-FTyr Ca2+- 

CaM, the two fluorine resonances of m-FTyr apo-CaM are shifted 
downfield. In particular, the residue correspondhg to  rn-FTyr99 has 
moved fkom -59.30 to -58.97, a difference of 0.33 ppm, while, m-FTyr138 



Figure 5.13 1D 19F NMR specka of a) apo-, b) Ca2+-, c) m-FTyr Ca2+- 
CaM/MLCK peptide and d) m-FTyr Ca2+-CaMkNOS peptide cornplex. 
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has shifted corn -58.68 to -58.47 pprn a change of o d y  -0.21 ppm. 
Similarly, the pair of fluorine signals also shife d o d e l d  when r n - r n  
Gaz+-CaM is complexed to either the MLCK or cNOS peptides. However, 
there are sigdicant differences between the two complexes. For example, 
in the MLCK complex, m-FTyr99 shifts only 0.06 pprn to -59.24 ppm. The 
other residue in the same complex moves to -58.37 pprn. a change of 0.31 
pprn compared to the Ca2+-saturated form of the protein. On the other 
hand, in the cNOS complex form, it is m-FTyr 138 that does not shift I- 
58.68 ppm), while m-FTyr99 does (-59.06 pprn). Closer inspection of the 
fluorine chemicals shifts between the four spectra reveals that the 
CaM/MLCK peptide complex has the greatest merence Ui l9F chemicd 
s h i h  of 0.87 pprn while the CaM/cNOS peptide complex has the smallest 
clifference of 0.38 ppm. Either way, the magnitude of these shi£ts are very 
large compared to the changes in the 1H chemical shifts for the different 
states of the same protein. This further illustrates the sensitivity of 19F 
NMR to changes in the local environment. The complete 19F and 1H 
chemical shift assignments are listed in Table 5.2. 

Once the fluorine signals were assigned in the four different states 
of m-FTyr CaM, they became usefùl, v i r tudy nonperturbing probes of the 
tyrosine residues in CaM. 19F NMR permits one to measure the extent of 
solvent exposure of fluorinated amino acids in proteins using the solvent 
induced isotope shift (SIIS). 19F signals derived fkom compounds that are 
completely solvent exposed undergo shifts of -0.2 pprn to lower 
frequencies when the solvent is changed eom Hz0 to D2O (Hansen, 1985; 

Gerig, 1994; Danielson & Falke, 1996). Previously, in Chapter 4, the 
solvent isotope induced shift has been studied for the amino acid m-FTyr. 
In this segment, 19F NMR has been used to draw conclusions about the 
extent of solvent exposure of the two m-FTyr residues in the apo-, Ca2+-, 
and CaZ+/peptide complex forms of m-FTyr CaM. 

Figure 5.14 and Table 5.3 summarize the effect of varging the ratio 
of H20A20 on the 19F chemical shifts of different forms of m-FTy. CaM. 
In general, it can been seen that the fluorine resonances for m-FTyr99 
and 138 shift noticeably as the percentage of D2O increases. This 



Figure 5.14 19F NMR solvent deuterium isotope induced shift of m- 
FTyr99 and 138 in m-FTyr CaM. Apo-CaM is represented by squares, 
Ca2+-CaM by circles, Ca2+-CaMfcNOS peptide complex by diamonds and 
C a2+-CaM/MLCK cornplex by triangles. Unshaded shapes represent m - 
FTyr99 while shaded shapes correspond to m-FTyr138. 
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confirms that the t w o  tyrosine residues are solvent exposed in all four 
forms of CaM. Furthermore, m-Fm138 undergoes somewhat smaller 
shifts than m-F'Tyr99 as indicated by the smaller slopes of its lines in all  

four conditions (Table 5.3). This implies that residue 138 is less solvent 
exposed than residue 99. Each residue also exhibits very slight 
variations in the magnitude of its SIIS for the different forms of m-FTyr 
CaM Gaz+-, Ca2+/MLCK or Caz+/cNOS complex forms), implying that both 
residues experience minor changes in their solvent exposure (Figure 5.14; 
Table 5.3). Moreover, Table 5.3 reveals that both residues experience 
somewhat larger changes in the* solvent exposure in m-FTyr apo-CaM 
compared to  the other states of the protein. AU of this data supports 
notions about CaM's Ca2+-induced confornational change. Overall, it also 
demonstrates that the secondary structure of Gaz+-CaM does not change 
significantly (aside fiom the bending and unravelling of its central helix) 
upon binding target peptides as described in Chapter 1. 

Table 5.3 Data for Solvent Deuterium Isotope Induced ShiRs of m-FTyr 
CaM 

Slooe (x 1031 
Form of rn-FTyr CaM m-FTyr99 m-FTyr138 

The spin-lattice relaxation times of the different foms of m-FTyr 
CaM were calculated at 7.05 and 9.4 Tesla (282.37 and 376.48 MHz, 
respectively). Table 5.4 summarizes the Ti values obtained for the two 

residues of m-FTyr CaM. In al1 cases, the spin-lattice relaxation times are 

less than 1 s with the Ti values for m-FTyrl38 being approximately half 

those for rn--99. In addition, smaller Merences exist in the 



Table 5.4 Field Dependent l9F Ti Values (s) for Residues 99 & 138 of m- 
FTyr CaM 

9.4 Tesla 7.05 Tesla 

longitudinal relaxation times between m-FTyr99 and 138 for m-FTyr apo- 
CaM than in either the Ca2+-saturated or Ca2+/complex forms of the 
protein. 

As an extension of the above data, temperatwe dependent spin- 
lattice relaxation times were also collected for the four forms of m-FTyr 
CaM at 376.48 MHz (9.4 T) from 10°C to 55OC. The results of this work are 
shown in Figure 5.15. In examining the Ti data, 1 will assume that 

dipole-dipole relaxation of 19F by iH is the major relaxation mechanism in 
this system so that a preliminary understanding of the motions of the 
individual m-FTyr residues can be obtained. Of course, more exact work 
about the motions of the protein and the individual rn-FTyr resonances 
will require the determination of their Ti and T2 values at a few NMR 

frequencies; such data would also provide information about the relative 
contributions of dipole-dipole and chernical shiR anisotropy relaxation to 
the resonances at various field strengths. 
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Figure 6.15 Temperature dependent spin-lattice (Ti) data for rn-FTyr 

CaM. Apo-CaM is represented by squares, Ca2+-CaM by circles, Ca2+- 
CaM/cNOS peptide complex by diamonds and Ca2+-CaMA6LCK complex 
by triangles. Unshaded shapes represent rn--99 while shaded shapes 
correspond to m-FTyr138. 
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As noted above, the Ti values for rn-FTyrl38 are approximately half 

of the corresponding values for m-FTyx99 at all of the temperature 
investigated, Furthermore, rn-FTyr99 and 138 seem to experience TI 
minima for the different states of the protein where the Ti values initidy 

decrease, but then begin to increase as the temperature of the sample is 
changed fkom low to high (Figure 5.15). The only exception to this general 
trend is rn-FTp99 of rn-FTyr apo-CaM. The spin-lattice relaxation times 
for this residue in the absence of Ca%+ are much less than the values for 
the same residue in the Ca2+-saturated or Caz+/peptide complex forms and 
the temperature dependent shape of the Ti curve is different as well. The 

TI data does not appear to go through a minimum unlike the other curves. 

This difference may stem fkom changes in the Ca2+-binding loops of apo- 
CaM compared to Gaz+-CaM (Tjandra et al., 1995; Zhang et al., 1995a). 

Overall the data can be explained by changes in the contributions 
of internal rotation (compared to the overall molecular correlation time of 
the protein) about the Ca-Cp bond of the m-ETyr residues to Ti relaxation. 

According to theoretical TI curves calculated as a h c t i o n  of overall 

molecular correlation t h e  for IgF-lH dipole-dipole relaxation at 94.16 

MHz, internal motion of rn-FTyr residues about the Ca-Cp bond c m  

significantly affect the Ti curves for 19F resonances (Huil & Sykes, 1974). 

To explain the Ti curves presented in Figure 5.15, rn-FTyr99 in Ca2+-CaM 

and peptide bound Gaz+-CaM could be experiencing relatively fast 
internal rotation about the Ca-CB bond. In contrast, somewhat slower 

internal rotation for m-FTyr99 in the apo-protein would account for 
smder TI relaxation times as well as changes in the shape of its Ti curve 

compared to its curve in the other states of the protein. Furthermore, the 
two-fold decrease in the Ti curves for all four states of m-Fm138 could be 

explained by very slow rotation about the Ca-Cp bond for these rn-FTyr 
residues. The presence of a Tl minimum in the c w e s  for rn-FTyrl38 in 

Figure 5.15 is also consistent with this interpretation. 
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Discussion 

In this investigation, the effects of substituthg m-FTyr into CaM to 
levels ranging from 6590% was assessed by a number of biochemical 
techniques. Once incorporateci, the m-FTyr residues became virtudy 

nonperturbing probes of the Tyr residues in CaM by 19F NMR. Basically, 
W and CD spectroscopy as well SDS-PAGE of m-FTyr CaM have shown 
that there is little change in the protein's overall structure. This 
conclusion is supported by 1D 1H spectra of the aromatic region of the 
protein. Additionally, the chemical shifts of the a and $ protons in a 2D 
NOESY spectrum for rn-FTyrl38 remain essentially unchanged when 
compared to the values assigned for Tyr138 in wt. CaM (Ikura et al., 
1991b). This feature permitted assignment of the 1D 19F spectra by 2D 
PH, 19F)-HMBC and novel (19F, 1H)-HETCOSY NMR experiments. 
Assignment of resonances was also aided by the use of homonuclear DQF- 
COSY and NOESY experiments. Traditionally, 19F NMR chemical shift 
assignments have relied on  the use of site-directed mutagenesis or 
"nudge" mutations (Gerig et al., 1994; Danielson & Falke, 1996). In the 
first case, resonances are selectively removed from the spectrum by 
mutating a fluorinated residue to another amino acid. In the latter case, 
a residue in van der Waals contact of a fluorinated residue is changed. 
This alteration usually causes only the 19F NMR resonance of the 
neighbouring residue to shift in the NMR spectrum. 

In control assays with MLCK and CN, minor differences were 

noted in the activation of CN, but no great distinctions were obsemed in 
the activation of MLCK, compared to wt. CaM. Moreover, no differences 
were observed in the ratio of proteidpeptide binding for MLCK and cNOS 
peptides by gel mobility shiR assays. Furthemore, m-FTyr CaM still 
retained Gaz+-dependent band shifk properties during SDS-PAGE. 

19F NMR solvent isotope induced shift experiments, have confïrmed 
that both m-FTyr 99 and 138 are solvent exposed in Ca2+-CaM, apo-CaM 
and Ca2+-CaM complexed to the MLCK peptide. These observations are 
consistent with structural information for these three states of CaM 
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(Babu et al., 1988; Ikura et al., 1992; Bang et al., 1995a). In addition, 
SIIS also reveals that Tyr99 and 138 are solvent exposed in the Gaz+- 
CaMhNOS peptide cornplex. These results reinforce the notion that 
MLCK and cNOS bind similarly to CaM ( k a  et al., 1992; Zhang & 
Vogel, 199413; Zhang et al., 1995b). However, distinct differences are 
evident between the pair of m-ETyr residues in the four states of CaM as 
shown by slight variations in the magnitude of the SIIS. The SIIS effect 
could be used to compare fluorine labelIed residues of CaM when it is 
bound to its many other targets. 

Meanwhile, temperature and field dependent spin-lattice relaxation 
times have shown that m -FTyrlS8 does not experience significant 
changes in its mobility in apo-CaM, C@+-CaM or Ca2+-CaM complexes 
with the MLCK or cNOS peptides. In contrast, m-FTyr99 experiences 
significantly increased mobility in apo-CaM compared to the other forms 
of CaM that were studied. This difference can be attibuted to the less 
stable nature of the Ca2+-binding loops of apo-CaM. The Cas+-binding 
loops become more stable and ordered upon addition of Ca2+ (Tjandra et 
al., 1995). 

Overall, the results outlined here are in good agreements with 
other information about the Tyr residues of CaM. In the X-ray crystal 
structure of Ca2+-CaM refined at 2.2 A (Figure 5.16b), Tyr99 and Tyr138 
of CaM are located at position 7 of the third Gaz+-binding loop (in EF-3) 
and the begïnning of the last helix at position 10 of the fourth Ca2+- 

binding loop (in E F 4  respectively (Babu et al., 1988). The two tyrosine 
residues are in distinct environments. Tyr99 is directed towards the 
surface of the protein and is free of contact with other aromatic residues. 
Moreover, its hydroxy1 oxygen is hydrogen bonded to two water molecules. 
In contrast, Tyr138 is part of the aromatic cluster of residues in the C- 
terminal half of CaM and its hydroxyl oxygen is hydrogen bonded to a 
carboxyl oxygen fkom Glu82. It is in a consemed position when compared 
to other aromatic residues in the N-terminal domain and forms an 
aromatic cluster with Phe89, Phe92, and Phel41. 



Figure 5.16 Three dimensional structural ribbon diagrams of a) apo- 
CaM, b) Ca2+-CaM and c) Ca2+-CaM/smMLCK complex. Carbon atoms 
f?om Tyr99 and Tyr138 are represented by grey circles. Large dark grey 
circles represent oxygen atoms. The residues have been labelled 
according to their position in the protein's amino acid sequence. The 
figures were generated using Molscript (Kraulis, 1991) and are based on 
the PDB files mentioned in Chapter 1. 
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Since the overall second- structure of apo-CaM does not change 

significantly compared to Gaz+-CaM, Tyr99 continues t o  be withi .  a short 
segment of p-sheet in EFS and Tyr138 remains at the beginning of helix 
H of EF-4. However, the relative orientation of the a-helices in apo-CaM 
have become antiparallel as shown in Figure 5.16a (Finn et al., 1995; 
Kuboniwa et al., 1995; Zhang et al., 1995a). This conformational change 
has altered the positions of the pair of Tyr residues. The short segments 
of 8-sheet are also more twisted in the C-terminal lobe than in the N- 
terminal of apo-CaM or in either lobe of Cao+-CaM. Line broadening of lH, 
i5N heteronuclear single quantum correlation (HSQC) resonances of 
Tyr138 and other residues in the C-terminal domain also suggest that the 
C-terminal domain of apo-CaM exists as a population of major and minor 
conformations (Zhang et al., 1995a). 

In the Ca2+-CaWpeptide complex form of the protein, the overall 
structure of Caz+-C& is presemed (Crivici & Ikura, 1995). However, 
drastic changes in the central helix cause the protein to engulf the 
peptide in a hydrophobie core, producing a globular shaped structure 
(Figure 5.16~). Of all of the proteidpeptide complexes studied to date for 
which high resolution structural data is available (CaM complexes with 
skMLCK, smMLCK or CaMKII), neither Tyr99, nor Tyr138 have been 
shown to be directly involved in interacting with the peptide (Ikura et al., 
1992; Meador et al., 1992; 1993). However, early work with melittin, a bee 
venom polypeptide, has indicated that the properties of the two Tyr 
residues are altered in the Gaz+-CaWmelittin complex (Steiner et al., 
1986). 

The Tyr residues in CaM are of importance since it has been 
demonstrated that insulin enhances tyrosine phosphorylation in vivo 
(Joyal et al., 1996). In vitro, CaM can be specifically phosphorylated by 
tyrosine kinases such as the insulin receptor kinase (Joyal & Sacks, 1994; 
Williams et al., 1994), epidemal growth factor receptor kinase (Benguria 
et al., 1994), rat spleen tyrosine kinase (Meggio et al., 1987), src kinase 

(Fumaki et al., 1986) and phosphorylase kinase (Plancke & Lazarides, 
1983). In many instances the activity of phosphoCaM is diminished. The 
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phenomenon of CaM phosphorylation may serve to integrate CaM 
activated pathways with other avenues of cellular regdation that are 
associated with hormones such as insulin (Williams et al., 1994) o r  

mitogens such as epidemal growth factor (Benguria et al., 1994). 

Recently, Tyr residues of CaM have also semed as a useful mode1 
for the development of enzyme-catalyzed protein cross-linking techniques 
which involve the formation of dityrosine by Arthromyces peroxidase 
(Malencik & Anderson, 1996). 

In summary, this work has demonstrated that a combination of 2D 
heteronuciear (lH,lgF)-HMBC and (lgF,iH)-HETCOSY and homonuclear 
NOESY NMR are usefid techniques in characterizing and assigning 
fluorine signals of proteins. Moreover, our studies have shown that the 
overall structure and function of m-FTyr CaM is presemed with respect 
to wt. CaM. The results that we have obtained using 19F NMR 
spectroscopy have further confïrmed previous findings about specific 
properties of the tyrosine residues in CaM and the mechanism o f  CaM 
binding to MLCK and cNOS peptides. This study also provides an 
additional example where 19F NMR has been used as a virtually 
nonperturbing technique to  examine the tyrosine residues of proteins, 
provided that these residues do not play important catalytic, fimctional or 
structural roles. In addition, the same techniques outlined here could be 
used to characterize the tyrosine residues of CaM when it is complexed t o  

its other high molecular weight targets. Information obtained in this 
manner would enable cornparison of changes that the tyrosine residues 
undergo under their different conditions. 19F NMR could also provide 
answers to questions involving tyrosine phosphorylation which may help 
us understand the effects of insulin and other biological factors on this 
important regdatory protein. 



ortbFluomtymsine= ANovd Probe fior F'unctional 
and F1uorine-19 NMR Studies of h t e b  

Abstract 

Using an E. coli expression system, a novel fluorinated ammatic 
amino acid analogue, O rtho-fluorotyrosine (O-FTgr), has been incorporated 
into the ubiquitous Ca2+-binding protein, calmodulin (CaM) to levels 
approaching 90095%. This  is the fïrst known study where O-FTyr has 
been successfdy incorporated into a protein. Changes incurred to the 
structure or function of the labelled protein were monitored using 
biochemical assays, ultraviolet spectroscopy, far-ultraviolet circular 
dichroism spectropolarimetry, electrospray ionization mass spectrometry, 
1H NMR spectroscopy and two dimensional NMR spectroscopic 
techniques. Functional investigations using SDS-PAGE, nondenaturing 
urea-PAGE, Ca2+-dependent band shift assays and assays with the CaM 
target enzyme caleheurin revealed only minor changes in the structure 
and function of the protein. The one dimensional l9F NMR spectrum of O- 

FTyr Ca2+-CaM produced h o  well resolved resonances with chernical 
shifZs of -39.18 ppm and -39.48 ppm . These distinct resonances arose fÎom 
the protein's two fluorotyrosine residues at positions 99 and 138. 
Removal of Ca2+ from the sample however, drastically altered the ID l9F 

spectrum by changing the chernicals shifts and linewidths of the two 
resonances. Furthermore, unique heteronuclear fluorine-proton 
correlation (19F, 1H-HETCOSY) experiments performed on the Cal+- 
saturated protein revealed weak couplings between the phenyl ring 
substituted fluorine atom at position t w o  and the analogue's aliphatic (p) 
protons. These features could potentially aid in 19F NMR resonance 
assignment of O-- labelled proteins. Overall, this study sigdicantly 
extends the scope of 19F NMR based studies of proteins by demonstrating 
the feasibility of working with a new fluorinated tyrosine analogue. 
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Introduction 

Fluorine-19 NMR spectroscopy has been used extensively to study 
biological macromolecules and metabolic processes (Gerig, 1994; 

Danielson & Falke, 1996). Typically, these studies have made use of 
fluoride ions, fluorinated ligands, fluorinated nucleosides o r  nucleotides, 
f l u o ~ a t e d  phospholipids or f l u o ~ a t e d  unnaturd amino acid analogues 
to discover important features about biological systems. In the latter 
regard, unnatural amino acids have been incorporated into a huge m a y  
of proteins (Gerig, 1994; Danielson & Falke, 1996). Examples of proteins 
which have been studied using fluorinated amino acids include alkaline 
phosphatase (Hull & Sykes, 1975a, 197513, 1976), the D-galactose 
chemosensory receptor protein (Luck & Falke, 1991a; 1991b; 1991c; Luck 
et al., 1996), the aspartate receptor (Falke et al., 1992; Danielson et al., 
19941, the response regulator protein CheY (Drake et al., 1993; Bourett et 
al., 19931, dihydrofolate reductase (Kimber et al., 1977; Hoeltzli & Frieden, 
1994; 1995; 1996; Feeney et al., 19961, elongation factor Tu (Eccleston et 
al., 19931, D-lactate dehydrogenase (Rule et al., 1987; Sun et al., 1993; 
1996a; 1996b), histidine binding protein J of Salmonella typhimurium 
(Robertson et al., 1977; Post et al., 1984), glutathione S-transferase 
(Parsons & Armstrong, 1996), epidermal growth factor (Koide et al., 1994), 
high potential iron protein (Lui & Cowan, 1994; Li et al., 1996), ~5-3- 
ketosteroid isomerase (Brooks & Benisek, 1994), lysoszyme (Lian et al., 
19941, the human U1A N-terminal RNA binding domain (Kranz et al., 

19961, 1 phage lysozyme (Duewel et al., 1997), myoglobin and hemoglobin 
(Pearson et al., 1997). 

In most of these cases, the fluorinated amino acid analogue is 
incorporated into the protein using a biosynthetic rnicrobial expression 
system where the fluorinated analogue is included in the growth medium 
of the microorganism. However, recent improvements in chernical 
synthesis have made i t  feasible to construct large fluorinated 

macromolecules by ligating esterified peptides (Jackson et al., 1994). In 
addition, it is possible to ligate peptides by using proteolytic enzymes such 
as subtilisin, "in reverse" (Moree et al., 1997). 



The most commonly used fluorinated amino acid analogues in 
biological work have been restricted to commercially available aromatic 
amino acids such as 3-fluorotyrosine; 2-, 3-, 4-fluorophenylalanine and 4, 
5-, and 6-fluorotryptophan. In the previous chapter, 1 demonstrated that 
substitution of m-FTyr into CaM to levels approaching 90% had minor 
effects on the protein's overall activity and structure. In this chapter, I 
describe the effects of biosynthetically incorporating a novel amino acid 
analogue, ortho-fluorotyrosine, into the ubiquitous Ca2+-binding protein 
calmodulin (CaM). To my knowledge, this investigation marks the first 
instance where this novel amino acid analogue has been successfully 
incorporated into any protein. 

CaM is an acidic, predominantly a-helical regdatory protein that 
has been implicated in the Gaz+-dependent activation of over thirty 
different target enzymes. It is 148 amino acids long and according t o  x- 
ray crystallographic data, has a peculiar dumbbell shape where the N- 
terminal lobe is c o ~ e c t e d  to the C-terminal lobe by a long central helix 
( B a h  et al., 1988; Chattopadhyaya et al., 1992). The most prominent 
feature of Ca2+-CaM is the presence of a hydrophobic cavity in each lobe. 
These hydrophobic patches are exposed upon Ca2+-binding through 
concerted reorientation of a-helix pairs in adjacent EF-hands of each 
domain (Finn et al., 1995; Kuboniwa, et al., 1995; Zhang et al., 1995a). It 
is these hydrophobic surfaces which enable CaM to interact with its 
different targets tightly and specifically. Furthermore, optimum 
orientation of the two lobes for binding to targets is aided by the central 
helix acting as a uflexible tether" (Persechini & Kretsinger, 1988) and as 
an "expansion joint" (Meador et al., 1992). Indeed, flexibility is an 

intrinsic property of CaM's central helix as shown in solution by NMR 
(Ikura et al., 1991a; Barbato et al., 1992) or  by theoretical molecular 
dynamics simulations (van der Spoel et al., 1996). 

Mammalian CaM contains two tyrosine residues located at 
positions 99 and 138. Tyr99 is part of the third Ca2+-binding loop and its 
backbone carbonyl is one of six Gaz+ ligands (Babu et al., 1988). This 
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residue is substituted by a phenylalanioe in plants and invertebrates 
such as Drosophila (Taylor et al., 1991), or  a leucine in organisms such as 
Parameciurn (Ban et al., 1994). In contrast, Tyr138 is highly conserved. 
Specifically, it is found in the fourth EF-hand, at the beginning of the 
final helix. Tyr138 is in an analogous position compared to  Phe65 of the 
N-terminal lobe. Many recent investigations have revealed that the 

tyrosine residues of CaM are sites of phosphorylation by a number of 

tyrosine kinases, including the insulin receptor tyrosine kinase (Joyal & 
Sacks, 1994; William et al., 1994; Joyal et al., 1996). Indeed, CaM may 
serve an important role in mediating many of the effects of insu%. In 
other studies, Tyr99 and 138 have sewed as a mode1 for development of 
protein cross-linlùng techniques (Malencik & Anderson, 1996). 

The work presented here continues the trend set by the foregoing 
study with m-FTyr CaM by revealing that incorporation of O-FTyr 
produces minor changes in CaM's physical and functional attributes. 

The methods used to assess these changes are the same as those used in 
Chapter 5; namely, 1D and 2D 1H a d o r  19F NMR, assays with the CaM- 
dependent target calcineurin, ES1 mass spectrometry, UV spectroscopy, 
far-UV CD spectropolarimetry, Ca2+-dependent band shift assays and 
nondenaturing urea polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Furthemore, 
unprecedented 19F-1H couplings can be detected between the aromatic 

fluorine atom and the aliphatic protons of the amino acid's side chain 
using P F ,  1H)-HETCOSY NMR experiments. Observation of these 
unique couplings can aid in assignment of 19F resonances when chemical 
shift assignments of tyrosine side chains are known for a particular 
protein. This investigation signincantly extends the scope of biochemical 
and biophysical studies of fluorinated proteins. 
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Materiah and Methods 

Chemical synthesis of O-FTyr has been outlined previously in 
Chapter 3. Al1 remaining materials and methods for expression, 
purification, sample preparation, assay and NMR spectroscopie work of O- 

FTyr CaM are virtually identical to those listed in Chapter 5 with 
applicable exceptions noted below. 

Expression and Fluorine-19 Selective Labelling of CaM in E. coli - 
Approximately 80 mg of O-fluoro-DL-tyrosine was added to the MOPS 
minimal medium for selective labelling of CaM in place of m-fluoro-DL- 
tyrosine. 

(IgF,lH)-Heteronuclear Correlation Spectroscopy (HETCOSY) NMR 
Spectroscopy - HETCOSY experiments were carried out on a Biuker 
AMX2-300 spectrometer operating at 310 K according to the pulse 
sequence published by Collier et  al. (1996) and were performed using the 
time proportional phase increment (TPPI) technique (Marion & Wüthrich, 
1983). D20 solvent was used as a spectrometer fkequency loek. Spectra 
consisted of 128 experiments of 460 scans with a sweep width of 1667 Hz 
in the F1 dimension and 500 Hz in the F2 dimension. Data was processed 
using nmrPipe and nmrDraw (Delaglio et al,, 1995) on a Silicon Graphics 
Indy workstation and was zero filled to 512 in the F1 dimension and 1K in 
the F2 dimension. A cosine squared window function was applied in both 
dimensions prior to Fourier transformation. 
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Results and Discussion 

In order to check the incorporation of this unna tu rd  amino acid 
analogue into CaM, a number of biochemical and biophysical properties of 
O-FTyr CaM were probed as an initial step in determinhg the degree of 
perturbation associated with O-FTyr labelling. Figure 6.1 shows an ESI- 
MS spectrum of O-FTyr apo-CaM. According to  these results, 
incorporation of O-FTyr into CaM was approximately 90995%. 

Consequently, most of the preparation contained CaM that had two 
fluorinated tyrosines. This portion of the sample gave rise to the largest 
peak in the spectnim with an apparent molecular weight of -16,740 Da. 
This mass agrees very well with that which would be expected for such a 

protein since wt. CaM has an approximate molecular weight of 16,702 Da 
and the molecular weight of fluorine is 19.0 g/mol. [16,702 + 2(18) glmol= 

16,738 g/mol. Note that in situations where an aromatic proton is 
replaced by a fluorine atom, the molecular weight difference between the 
natural amino acid and fluorinated analogue is decreased by 1 g/mol to 18 

g/mol per fluorine atom.] Relatedly, only a s m d  percentage of the protein 
contained one fluorinated Tyr (and one unlabelled Tyr; molecular weight 
of -16,721 Da) while virtually none of the sample contained protein that 
was unlabelled (molecular weight -16,702 Da). 

The ESI-MS spectrum also shows that the O-FTyr CaM sample 
contained small quantities of protein with molecdar masses of -16,759 

Da and -16777 Da. These minor peaks could stem n o m  third and fourth 
fluorine atoms in the protein. If such a situation were the case, the 

results  would suggest tha t  smalI amounts of O-FTyr have been 
misincorporated into other sites of the protein; possibly at some 
phenylalanine loci. Alternatively, these peaks may arise from water 
molecules (molecular weight -18 g/mol) associated with the protein. In 
either case, the two additional peaks constitute only a small portion of the 
sample and they should not play a significant role in the experiments 
conducted in this chapter. The remaining regions of the ESI-MS 
spectnun are fkee of significant peaks (data not shown). This implies that 
the O-- apo-CaM sample is free fkom contaminating proteins. 



mass 

Figure 6.1 Electrospray ionization mass spectrum of O-FTy. apo-CaM. 
Virtually al1 of the sample is labelled with fluorine. This produces the 
large peak with an increased mass compared to CaM (-16,702 Da) that is 
equivalent to a molecular weight difference of two fluorine atoms 
(-16,740.5 Da). 
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The high levels of O-FTyr substitution were also confirmed by amino 

acid analysis (data not shown). It is important to note that O-FTyr 
coelutes with phenylalanine during amino acid analysis. As a result, it is 
relatively easy t o  determine the percentage of O-FTyr incorporation in 
CaM using this technique. This hding is in contrast to the results for rn- 
FTyr, which coelutes with Tyr during amino acid analysis. Ultimately, it 
was this characteristic that prevented direct calculation of the degree of 

fluorine labelling in m-FTyr C d  as discussed in the previous chapter. 
Coelution of O-FTyr and Phe also means that it is not possible to determine 
if the fluorinated Tyr analogue was incorporated into any Phe positions of 
the protein. 

Some significant perturbations in the expression properties of E. 
coli were noted when the bacteria were grown in the presence of O-FTyr. 
In particular, the amount of CaM synthesized in a typical preparation 
was -25% that obtained for wt. CaM. This value is virtually identical to 
the one obtained for a characteristic preparation of m-FTyr CaM as 
pointed out in the preceeding chapter. 

Figure 6.2 shows an SDS-PAGE gel of wt. CaM and O-FTyr CaM. 
The absence of a additional bands in the O-FTyr CaM lanes (B) illustrates 
that O-FTyr CaM can be purified successfully using the same protocol as 
for wt. CaM and rn-FTyr CaM. In addition, the gel indicates that there is 
a significant change in the Gaz+-dependent band shift properties of the 
fluorine labelled protein compared to  wt. CaM. Lanes A and B contain wt. 
EDTA-CaM and O-FTyr EDTA-CaM, respectively. In the absence of Ca2+, 

there is no Merence in the mobility of O-- CaM compared to  wt. CaM. 
However, in the presence of Ca2+, the two samples undergo characteristic 
Gaz+-dependent band shifts (Klee et al., 1979; Grab et al., 1979) to different 
extents (Lanes C and D). According to the figure, O-FTyr Ca2+-CaM 
experiences a more drastic change in mobility than wt. Ca2+-CaM. This 
causes it to  migrate faster through the gel. The most reasonable 
explanation for this effect is that substitution of O-FTyr for Tyr, 
particularly at position 99, affects local properties of the third Ca2+- 

binding loop. As stated above, Tyr99's backbone carbonyl group is a Gaz+ 



Figure 6.2 15% SDS-PAGE gel of wt. and O-FTyr C d .  Both proteins 
demonstrate a Ca2+-dependent band shift. Lane A, wt. EDTA-CaM; lane 
B, O-FTyr EDTA-CaM; lane C, wt. Gaz+-Cd; lane D O-FTyr Ca2+-CaM. A 
change in mobility is evident for O-ETyr Ca2+-CaM in lane D compared to 
wt. Ca2+-CaM of lane C. The first unmarked lane contains low range 
molecular weight standards fkom Bio-Rad iaboratories. 
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ligand. Therefore, substitution of a fluorine atom for a proton at the ortho- 
position of the Tyr side chah, rnay influence the Ca2+-binding properties 
of the protein due to the close proximity of this chemically distinct 
nucleus to the metal ion. Additiondy, the highly electronegative atom 
may introduce local constraints in this region of the protein as well. Be 
that as it may, the change in mobility for O-FTgr Ca2+-CaM appears to be 
relatively small. Another point to note is that  a small additional band is 
seen in Lane D and this may represent protein with only one fluorine 
label (according to ESI-MS results). The presence of only one O-FTyr rnay 
have a different effect on the protein than two O-FTyrs, particularly if the 
single fluorine atom is found at position 138 of CaM and there is no 
change in the C3+-binding properties of the protein at Tyr99. 

Figure 6.3 shows W spectra of wt. EDTA-CaM and O-FTyr EDTA- 
CaM. As was the case with m-FTyr CaM, some changes in the UV 
wavelength profile of O-- CaM compared to wt. CaM can be detected. 
These can be attributed to the differences in the  UV spectra of O-FTyr 
compared to Tyr. As discussed in Chapter 4, the wavelength of maximum 
absorption for O-FTyr has decreased to 272 n m  fi-om 275 nm ( B e ~ e t t  & 
Niemann, 1950). Furthemore,  the e value for O-FTyr has increased 
compared to Tyr. Correspondingly, the e value for O-FTyr CaM 
(~268.51%=2.82) has increased and shifted to a lower wavelength compared 

to wt. CaM (~2761%=1.8). The E value for O-FTyr CaM was determined by 

UV spectroscopy and quantitative amino acid analysis. 

The overall secondary structure of the protein was evaluated by 
far-UV circular dichroism (CD) spectropolarimetry . Figure 6.4 compares 
the far-UV CD spectra of wt. CaM and O-FTyr CaM in both the EDTA and 
Ca2+-saturated forms. In al1 of the cases, the fluorinated protein remains 
predominantly a-helical with the spectra having a maximum at 8195- 

and minima at û222nm and û20snm. Calculation of the percentage of a-helix 

using t he  ratios R i  and R2 (Bnich et al., 1991) reveals some minor 

differences between the CD spectra of the wild type and fluorinated 
protein. Table 6.1 lists the values for Ri and R2 for the various types of 
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Figure 6.3 W spectra of a) 0.151 mM wt. CaM and b) 0.14 mM O-FTyr 
CaM in their EDTA forms at pH -7.5. 
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Figure 6.4 Far-W CD spectra of a) wt. CaM and b) O-FTyr CaM in their 
EDTA- (dotted line) and Ca2+-saturated (solid line) forms. Both proteins 
in their two forms retain predominantly a-helical secondary structure. 



Table 6.1 R i  and R2 values Çom CD spectra of wt. CaM and O-FTyr CaM 

Cas+ 
EDTA 

wt. CaM 

Ca2+ 
EDTA 

CaM. As with the case of m-FTyr CaM, the Rz values for wt. C a .  and o- 

FTyr CaM in both the EDTA and Ca2+-saturated fonn have values that 
are approximately one. However, the R i  ratios are Iower for the apo-state 

of O-FTyr CaM compared to the unlabelled protein. There may be some 
deviations in the secondary structure of O-FTyr CaM in both states of the 
protein. Of course, different contributions to the far-W CD spectra 
between unlabelled or fluorinated aromatic amino acids may also account 
for these differences (Woody, 1978; Chakrabartty e t  al., 1993). Further 
investigations of any changes in the secondary structure of the proteins 
will require analysis by Fourier transformed infrared (FTIR) 
spectroscopy. 

Functional assays of O-FTyr CaM were also performed to discover 
any functional changes in the protein upon incorporation of FTyr. As in 

Chapter 5, the  ability of O-FTyr CaM to activate the calcineurin 
phosphatase was assessed. The results of this work are  illustrated in 
Figure 6.5. Virtually no differences were detected in the ability for O-FTyr 
CaM to activate CN compared to wt. CaM. 

Nondenaturing gel mobility shift assays were carried out to 
monitor changes in the binding properties of O-FTyr CaM to peptides 
derived fkom the CaM binding domains of myosin light chain kinase 
(MLCK) and cerebellar nitric oxide synthase (cNOS). Figure 6.6 shows 



Figure 6.5 Activation profiles of calcineurin by wt. and O-FTyr CaM. The 
profiles of both proteins are virtually identical. Closed circles represent 
wt. Ca2+-CaM, while open circles represent O-FTyr Ca2+-CaM. 



Figure 6.6 Nondenaturing urea-PAGE of O-FTyr Ca2+-CaM bound either 
to  the a) cNOS or b) MLCK peptides. The crude protein to peptide ratios 
in each case are as follows: lane A, 1:O; lane B, 1:0.5; lane C, 1:l; lane D, 
1:2. 
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two gels. The first one examines O-- Gaz+-CaM peptide binding to the 
cNOS peptide (Figure 6.6a), while the second gel analyzes binding of the 
same protein to the MLCK peptide (Figure 6.6b). As expected, O-ETyr CaM 
binds to both peptides in a 1:l ratio. These results are  identical to those 
obtained with wt. CaM (data not shown) and with m-FTgr CaM (fkom the 
previous chapter). Since the two Tyr residues are not actively involved in 
the formation of CaM's hydrophobic cavities (Babu e t  al., 1988), 
fiuorinating the two  residues should have little effect on CaM's ability to 
bind targets. Indeed, Tyr99 and 138 have not been shown to partake in 
any contact with the CaM-binding domains of skMLCK (Ikura e t  al., 
19921, smMLCK (Meador e t  al., 1992) or CaM kinase II (Meador e t  al., 
1993). The absence of any changes in the peptide binding ratios for the 
MLCK and cNOS peptides serve only to reinforce these conclusions. In 
addition, my results lend further support to the notion that  incorporation 
of FTyr does not change the binding properties of CaM. 

Additional nondenaturing urea gels were conducted on O-FTyr CaM 
in the presence of EDTA to check for binding of the cNOS and MLCK 
peptides (Figure 6.7). As expected, no binding was observed between the 
protein and the cNOS (Figure 6.7a) or  MLCK (Figure 6.7b) peptides since 
the protein assumed a conformation which had reduced hydrophobic 
binding surfaces. 

The 1D 19F spectrum of O-FTyr CaM in both the apo-fom and Ca2+- 

saturated are presented in Figure 6.8a and 6.8b, respectively. In 

particular, the Ca2+-saturated spectnrm shows a pair of well resolved 
resonances fkom the two FTyr residues of the protein at -39.18 ppm and 
-39.48 ppm. This confïrms that O-- was incorporated into CaM at two 

positions in the protein. ûverall, this spectnim looks similar to the one 
depicted in the preceeding chapter for m-FTyr Gaz+-CaM. However, there 
are two major differences. First, the separation between the two peaks is 
only -0.3 ppm compared to -0.6 ppm for the two m-FTyr resonances. 
Second, the absolute 19F chernical shifts between the two resonances for O- 

FTyr CaM and m-FTyr CaM differ by approximately 20 ppm. This latter 
property is a phenornenon of intrinsic dissimilarities in the 19F chernical 



Figure 6.7 Nondenaturing urea-PAGE of O-FTyr EDTA-CaM bound 
either to the a) cNOS or b) MLCK peptides. The protein to peptide ratios 
in each case are as follows: lane A, 1:O; lane B, 1:0.5; lane C, 1:l; lane D, 
1:2. 



Figure 6.8 1D 19F NMR spectrum of a) O-FTyr Ca2+-CaM or  b) O-FTyr 
apo-CaM at pH 7.5 and 310 K. Two resonances are evident in each 
spectrum which arise from O--99 and 138. A large difference in the 
chemical shifts is apparent for the pair of resonances between the two 
forms. The spectrum of O-FTyr apo-CaM also shows an appreciable 
increase in the linewidths of the peaks. Spectrum a) 4,000 scans; b) 3,000 
scans. The chemical shiR of fkee O-FTyr is -38.08 ppm. 
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shiRs of the two labelled amino acids. R e c d  from Chapter 4 that the 19F 
chemical shiR of fiee O-FTyr was -38.08 pprn while that of m-FTyr was - 
58.87 ppm. 

In the apo-form of O-FTyr CaM, substantial differences are evident 
in the 19F spectrum compared to O-FTyr C&+-CaM. Basically, two well 
resolved resonance are still evident in the spectrum, but their absolute 
chernical shifts, linewidths and separation are very unique. First, the 
exact 19F chemical shiRs of the two resonances have changed to -36.62 
pprn and approximately -34.8 ppm. This means that, upon removal of 
Ca2+, the average chemical shift of the two resonances have shifked by 
-4.5 ppm. This change is very large compared to the only -0.25 pprn 
change between the average chemical shifts of rn-FTyr apo-CaM and m- 
FTyr Ca2+-CaM. Furthemore, the separation between the two peaks 
(-1.8 ppm) is also much greater for O-FTyr apo-CaM compared to O-FTyr 
Ca2+-CaM. Another interesting feature of the spectrum is that the 
resonance which is most dowrdield in the spectrum has undergone a 
considerable increase in linewidth. This may mise from exchange 
broadening of the resonances since the C-terminal domain of apo-CaM 
has been shown t o  consist of major and minor conformations (Zhang et  al., 
1995; Kuboniwa e t  al., 1995). Figure 6.8b also shows a number of small, 
broad resonances between -37.5 pprn and -39.0 ppm. Since the positions of 
these peaks do not coincide with the chemical shifts for the O-FTyr 
resonances in the Cal+-saturated form of the protein, their exact origin is 
a mystery. However, these minor peaks could mise from O-FTyr  
incorporated a t  small number of phenylalanine positions within the 
protein. This possibility was suggested by analysis of the  ESI-MS 
spectrum of the protein earlier. An alternative explanation for the origin 
of these peaks could be fkom small quantities of partially denatured 
protein. This rationalization would account for the location of the 
resonances near the position for free O-FTyr (-38.08 ppm; see Chapter 4). 
Consistent with this line of reasoning, additional resonances were not 
present in the spectnim of O-FTyr Gaz+-CaM since the Ca2+-saturated 
protein is more stable compared to the apo-protein. Confirmation of these 
resul ts will require additional 19F NMR experiments with denatured O - 



The biophysical tests performed in this chapter have indicated that 
the overall structure of O-FTyr is preserved compared to wt. CaM. 
Nevertheless, it is interesting to compare how relatively small changes in 
the position of a fluorine atom from the meta-position to the ortho-position 
of an aromatic ring permits one to observe such large differences in the 
local environment of each position for the tyrosine residues of CaM. Since 
the fluorine atom is closer to the backbone of a protein in O-- CaM, one 
could hypothesize that it is more sensitive to local properties of the 
protein backbone compared to rn-FTyr CaM. Evidently, large changes in 
the 1D 19F NMR spectnun of O-FTyr apo-CaM compared to O-FTyr Ca2+- 

CaM support these notions. The large increase in linewidth for the 
downfield resonance of the protein can be explained by the more mobile 
state of the Ca2+-binding loops in apo-CaM (Tjandra e t  al., 1995; Zhang et 
al., 1995a). Alternatively, the fluorine atom a t  the ortho position of the 
aromatic ring may hinder the normal rotation of the Tyr ring about CB-CY 
(Wüthrich, 1986). Such a situation has been obsemed previously with O- 

FPhe in hen egg white lysozyme (Lian et  al., 1994). In this case, 
substitution of O-FPhe into the protein actually locked the aromatic rings 
in place so that  a pair of ring-flip conformers were produced in place of 
what was normally a single, but dynamic conformation. Ultimately, 
incorporation of O-FPhe into the protein resulted in the appearance of six 
peaks in the 1D i9F NMR spectrum for three phenylalanine residues. In 
contrast, a similar spectrum of hen egg white lysozyme that contained m- 
FPhe gave rise to only three resonances. Under these latter 
circumstances, ring-flip motions appeared to be unrestrained. Future 
temperature dependent 19F experiments should reveal if the resonances 
are d e c t e d  by chernical exchange processes. 

Attempts to assign the 19F resonances for the protein in both the 
apo- and Ca2+-form were carried out using a similar strategy to  the one 
outlined in the preceeding chapter for m-FTyr Gaz+-Cd. In the first step, 
a 1D 1H spectrum of O-FTyr Ca2+-CaM was acquired. The aromatic and B- 
sheet region of this spectrum is compared to that  of wt. Ca2+-CaM in 
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Figure 6.9. As was the case for rn-F"ryr CaM, the 1D iH spectnun of O- 

FTyr Ca2+-CaM shows some unique changes compared to wt. C&+-CaM. 
In general, peaks which arose from unlabelled Tyr99 or 138 have 
virtually disappeared while new resonances fiom O-FTyr99 or 138 are 
quite prominent. The most readily apparent changes in the spectrum 
appear in the region spanning -6.2 ppm to -6.85 ppm. Moreover, a 
substantial peak has appeared at -7.15 ppm. It should be noted that 
while dehi te  anomalies in the spectrum of O-FTyr CaM can be detected 
compared to wt. CaM, the new resonances fiom O-- are not as distinct 
as those in m-ETyr CaM. In other words, 1H resonances fkom the two O- 

FTyr rings overlap to  a greater degree than the m-FTyr 1H resonances. 
With m-FTyr CaM, the new 1H resonances could be easily distinguished 
fiom wt. CaM even in the 1D 1H spectrum. This was especially true for 
the 2H resonance of m-FTyrl38 in the Ca2+-saturated form of the protein 
at 5.88 ppm (refer back to Figure 5.7). The remaining regions of the 1D 1H 
spectrum are also relatively unchanged. For example, the paheet regions 
(5.0-5.5 ppm) of O-FTyr CaM and wt. CaM are very similar as shown in 
Figure 6.9. These resonances arise fÎom downfïeld shifted a-protons of 
residues that are found in the short segments of B-sheet in the four Cd+-  
binding loops of the protein. Moreover, they are extremely sensitive to 
changes in the Ca2+-binding properties and structure of the protein. 
Overall, the structure of O-FTyr CaM remains intact when compared to  
wt. CaM. This conclusion means that changes in the Ca2+-dependent 
band shift properties of O-FTyr Gaz+-CaM compared to wt. Gaz+-CaM 
discussed earlier during SDS-PAGE are a product of chemical differences 
between O-FTyr and Tyr rather than changes in local conformation. 

Preservation of protein structure is also apparent when one 
examines a two dimensional lH, 1H DQF-COSY spectnim corresponding 
to  the aromatic region of the protein. A DQF-COSY spectrum of O-FTyr 
Ca2+-CaM is shown in Figure 6.10. This 2D view of the 1H aromatic 
resonances clearly illustrates that there is no overall change in the 
secondary structure of the protein. Virtually al1 of the cross peaks in the 
spectrum have not changed position compared to wt. CaM. However, two 
new pairs of crosspeaks can readily be obsemed compared to unlabelled 



Figure 6.9 1D 1H aromatic and p-sheet region spectra of a) O-FTyr Gaz+-CaM and b) wt. Ca2+-CaM at pH 7.5. 
The proton resonances from unlabelled Tyr99 and 138 have almost disappeared. New, overlapping peaks are 
obvious from O-FTyr99 and 138. The number of scans collected for each spectrum was 1,000. 
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CaM. These cross peaks have been labelled in the figure. They arise fiom 
coupling between the 5H and 6H protons on the FTyr rings. One set has 
chemical shifts of -6.25 or 6.35 in each dimension while the other set has 
chemical shifts of -6.65 or 6.75 in each dimension- Resonances fkom 
residual quantities of unlabelled Tyr99 and 138 are also evident in the 
spectrum; these resonances have been labelled f?om known assignments 
of wt. Ca2+-CaM (Ikura et al., 1991b). 

As was the case in Chapter 5, the next step involved in assigning 
the 19F resonances fkom the 1D spectrum of the fluorinated protein was to  

acquire either a 2D (IH, 19F)-HMBC spectrum or (W', rH)-HETCOSY 
spectrum of the protein. In principle, this experiment should establish 
correlations between the 19F resonances and the LH chemical shifts from 
the aromatic protons at the  3H and 6H position of the two O-FTyr rings. 
I n  this way, complete side chain resonance assignments should be 
obtained. However, a 2D (19F, lm-HETCOSY spectnim (Figure 6.11) of o- 

FTyr Ca2+-CaM shows tha t  only a single correlation was observed 
between an aromatic proton and the fluorine atom for each residue, 
instead of the expected two. These crosspeaks arose fkom strong coupling 
between the fluorine atom at position 2F and the proton at position 3H, 
instead of the proton at 6H. Utimately, these results mean that definitive 
side chain chemical shiR assignments could not be made. Consequently, 
the 19F resonances of the protein could not be assigned by use of the same 
protocol as that for rn-FTyr CaM. 

In an attempt to circumvent this problem, correlations between the 
fluorine atom of each O-FTyr residue and its aliphatic (Pl protons were 
sought after in the same (lgF, lm-HETCOSY spectrum. It was hoped that 
by comecting each of the l9F chemical shifts to  their corresponding 
aliphatic protons, one would be able to make sequence specific 
assignments of the two 19F signals because of known 1H chemical shift 
assignments for Tyr138 in wt. Ca2+-CaM (Ikura et  al., 1991b). Figure 6.11 
shows that  some correlations were obsemed between the 19F nucleus at 
-39.8 ppm and aliphatic protons between -2 to  4 ppm in the IH 
dimension. However, the positions of the aliphatic protons could not be 
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Figure 6.11 2D (19F, 1H)-HETCOSY spectrum of O-FTyr Ca2+-CaM. 
Correlations between the fluorine atom and the aromatic proton at the 3H 
position of each FTyr are seen. In addition, unique couplings between the 
fluorine atom and the aliphatic protons are also seen for one of the 
residues. 



matched with any of the chernicd shifts fkom known assignments of Ca2+- 
CaM. This is not surprishg since NMR studies of the amino acid, O-FTyr 
have shown that the strong electron withdrawing effect of fluorine 
signifïcantly perturbs the chemical shiRs of the carbon and protons (see 

Chapter 4). 

It was also not possible to suggest any logical 19F chemical shiR 
assignments from the 2D NOESY spectrum of O-FTyr Ca2+-CaM. Figure 
6.12 shows the aromatic-aliphatic region of the spectnun. Compared t o  

wt. Ca2+-CaM, the NOE cross peaks of Tyr99 and especially Tyr138 are no 
longer visible. In the fluorinated protein, NOEs between one of the O-FTyr 
residues and the aliphatic protons are very visible. Unfortunately, they 
do not produce the same NOE patterns as for either of the unlabelled 
tyrosines of wt. CaM. 

A final attempt to assign the 19F resonances in O-FTgr Ca2+-CaM 
was made using the solvent isotope induced shiR (SIIS) effect. B was 

hoped that differences in the SIIS between the two residues would 
correlate with the SIIS observed for the same two residues fkom m-FTyr 
Gaz+-CaM. The SIIS for O-FTyr Cd+-CaM is shown in Figure 6.13 only. 
Due to the broad linewidths of the 19F signals in the apo-spectrum, it was 
not possible t o  accurately determine the SIIS effect for this state of the 
protein. According to the figure, the two O-FTyr residues undergo a very 
small SIIS in the Cal+-saturated form. This means that the residues 
continue to be solvent exposed in O-FTyr Ca2+-CaM. In the end, it is 
evident that unambiguous assignment of the 19F resonances of O-FTyr 
CaM will require the use of site specific mutants. Site-directed 
mutagenesis is still the most commonly employed method of resonance 
assignment in 19F spectroscopic work. In this way, substitution of a 

phenylalanine residue for a tyrosine residue will, for example, selectively 
remove one of the two peaks 19F peaks fkom the NMR spectrum and 
therefore permit definitive resonance assignment. A preliminary 
assignment of the resonances in the apo-spectrum can be made if one 
examines the large changes in the 19F chemical shifts compared to O-FTyr 
Ca2+-CaM. According to Figure 6.8, the downfield resonance of O-FTyr 





Figure 6.11 2D lH, lH, arornatc region NOESY spectra of a) wt. CaM and b) O-FTyr CaM at pH 7.5. New 
correlations are easily seen for one of the O-FTyrs between -6.2 to -6.4 ppm in the horizontal (F2 dimension) 
and 0.5 to 4.5 ppm in the vertical (the F1 dimension) for the fluorinated protein. 



Figure 6.13 1%' NMR Solvent deuterium isotope induced shiR of the two 
O-FTyr resonances of O-FTyr Ca2+-CaM. Both residues are solvent exposed 
in this form of the protein. 



apo-CaM experiences a larger change in going fkom O-FTyr 
O-FTyr apo-CaM than the other resonance. Since dowdïeid 

NMR are usually indicative of a change to a more 
environment, the resonance could arise fkom Tyr138 as tbis residue 

undergoes more significant changes than Tyr99 in the Ca2+-induced 
conformational transition of CaM. As stated earlier, confirmation of this 

assignment will require the construction of site directed mutants. 

While it remains disappointing that the l9F resonances could not be 
assigned with the use of only 1D and 2D NMR spectroscopic techniques in 

this case, the results presented here do not preclude the use of NMR based 
l9F NMR assignment strategies with other proteins. In addition, 
development of new NMR instruments and techniques may permit one to 
correctly assign the 19F resonances derived from O-FTyr CaM or other 
fluorinated proteins resonances in the future. 

In summary, this work has successfidly demonstrated that a new 
fluorinated amino acid analogue can be incorporated into proteins using 
biosynthetic techniques to levels approaching 95%. This new compound 

significantly broadens the choices available to scientists that want to 
study the tyrosine residues of proteins. Previously, only one fluorinated 
tyrosine amino acid analogue (m-FTyr) was available for this purpose. 
Furthermore, this amino acid analogue allows one to monitor the 
structural or  functional significance of Tyr residues in proteins through 
detailed cornparisons between the fluorinated and unlabelled protein 
using functional assays and spectroscopic techniques. 

The analogue O-FTyr is also unique fkom m-FTyr since substitution 
of a fluorine atom for a proton at the ortho-position of a tyrosine ring has 
less of an effect on the p& of the hydroxyl proton. The pKa of m-FTyr is 

between 8.2-8.3 (Browne & Otvos, 1976; Hull & Sykes, 1976; Came et al., 
1986; Vdovenko et al., 1993) while the pKa of O-FTyr is approximately 9.1 

(Azarnoush, Brokx & Vogel, unpublished results). These differences could 
have important implications in biochemical studies of tyrosine residues at 
catalytic sites of proteins. In studies with m-FTyr glutathione S- 
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transferase (GST), Parsons and Armstrong (1996) suggested that 
incorporation of m-FTyr altered the catalytic mechanism of the protein. 
This effect was a consequence of the low p& of m-FTyr. Indeed, work in 

our lab has suggested that incorporation of O-FTyr in place of rn-FTyr may 
have less of an effect on this enzyme's structure or function. Other 
studies have also shown signincant changes in enzyme kinetics when m- 
FTyr was incorporated into B-galactosidase (Ring & Huber, 1992). From a 
different perspective, incorporation of O-FTyr into this enzyme may 
produce smaller perturbations of the protein. In many other cases, the 
use of O-FTyr can provide a new and unique alternative to functional and 
structural studies of proteins. 



S- and Funct id  Investigations of 
Fluorophenglalanme Cabnomilin 

Abstract 

In this s tudy, three fluorinated aromatic amino acid analogues, 
para-, meta- and ortho-fluorophenylalanine (FPhe) were incorporated into 
the ubiquitous Ca2+-binding protein calmodulin (CaM) to levels ranging 
from -40-90%. These investigations highlight the first known cases 
where FPhe analogues have been incorporated into CaM. Al1 proteins 
could be purified using the same two cycle protocol of Phenyl-Sepharose 
chromatography as for wt. C d .  The amount of FPhe CaM obtained in a 
typical preparation was approximately 50-70% compared t o  wt. CaM. 
This observation suggested that the three FPhe analogues did not 
drastically affect CaM expression in E. coli. Electrospray ionization mass 
spectrometry (ESI-MS) established that the unnatural analogues were 
randomly incorporated into al1 eight phenylalanine positions of the 
protein. Furthermore, structural studies of the fluorinated proteins 
revealed significant perturbations in many of the spectroscopic properties 
of these fluorinated proteins. Unique changes were observed in the 
ultraviolet absorption (UV), far-W circular dichroism (CD), and one 
dimensional 1H NMR spectra of al1 three proteins in both the Ca2+- 

saturated and apo-forms. In most cases, these changes could be 
attributed to intrinsic differences in the biophysical properties of the 
FPhe analogues compared to Phe rather than specific changes in the 
overall structures of the labelled alloproteins. Functional assays 
involving nondenaturing urea polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (urea- 
PAGE) conveyed that p-, rn- and O-FPhe CaM could still bind synthetic 
peptides derived fkom the CaM binding domains of myosin light chah 
kinase (MLCK) and constitutive nitric oxide synthase (cNOS) in a one to 
one (1:l) ratio. In addition, m-FPhe CaM could activate the CaM 
dependent phosphatase, calcineurin (CN) in a similar manner to wt. CaM, 
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while p- and O-FPhe CaM appeared to have a somewhat higher Rf)?nity for 
the enzyme. One dimensional 19F NMR studies of all three proteins in the 
C a2+-saturated and Gaz+-fkee states revealed a complicat ed array of 19F 
signals. Moreover, the chernical shiR dispersion of the spectra ranged 
between 4 to 7 ppm and dramatic differences were observed in  the 

resonances depending on the level of Ca2+-saturation for the proteins, The 
spectrum for p-FPhe apo-CaM was located between -34 and -40 ppm while 
the corresponding resonances for p-FPhe Ca2+-CaM were between -33 and 
-40 ppm. In cornparison, the spectra for m-FPhe apo-CaM and rn-FPhe 

Ca2+-CaM were between -32.5 and -37 ppm. Finally, the spectra for o- 

FPhe apo-CaM and O-FPhe Ca2+-CaM were positioned between -34 to -39 
ppm and -35 to -38.5 ppm, respectively. Two dimensional (19F, 1H) 
HETCOSY NMR of the proteins detected generally well resolved 19F and 
1H couplings that simplified the 19F spectra for the series of proteins 
dramatically. Furthermore, higher levels of O-FPhe labelling produced 
fewer, more well defhed resonances in the ID i9F spectra of the O-FPhe 
CaM samples compared to protein with lower amounts of O-FPhe 

incorporation. These differences reveal that the FPhe residues of CaM are 
extremely sensitive to their surrounding environment. Overall, the 
results presented in this chapter demonstrate that FPhe substitution into 
CaM can serve as a sensitive probe in characterizing CaM's eight Phe 

residues. These techniques should uncover some of the functions played 

by the highly conserved Phe residues in CaM's diverse functions. This 
work also has widespread applications in other studies involving 19F 
NMR studies of proteins. 
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Introduction 

Calmodulin (CaM) is a s m d  (Mr = 16,700), acidic, predominantly a- 

helical, eukaryotic Ca2+-binding protein that is essentid for Me. It plays 
important regdatory roles in over 30 different life processes. Some of 
these events include signal transduction, cell motiliw, secretion, cell cycle 
control and cellular metabolism (O7Neil & DeGrado. 1990; Means et al., 
1991; Vogel, 1994; Crivici & Ikura, 1995; James e t  al., 1995; Vogel & 
Zhang, 1995; Ikura, 1996). CaM binds four Gaz+ ions in a positively 
cooperative manner using two pairs of EF-hand (helix-loop-helix) calcium- 
binding motifs (Rretsinger & Nockholds, 1973). In addition, metal ion 
binding is accompanied by a conformational change of the protein which 
exposes a large hydrophobic cleft in each of the two domains of the protein 
(Babu et  al., 1988). These hydrophobic cavities play critical roles in 
CaM7s association with its many targets (Meador e t  al., 1992, 1993; 
Crivici & Ikura, 1995). 

X-ray crystallography has shown that the Ca2+-satuated form of 
the protein resembles a dumbbell with the N-terminal domain connected 
to the C-terminal domain by a long solvent exposed a-helical linker region 
(Babu et al., 1988; Chattopadhyaya et al., 1992). According to NMR 
exchange, dynamics and NUE measurements, this linker is quite flexible 
in solution ( k a  et al., 1991; Spera et al., 1991; Barbato et al., 1992). In 
addition, these findings have also been supported by recent molecular 
dynamics simulations of the linker region (van der Spoel et al., 1996). 

Indeed, this flexible central linker actually unwinds to  allow the two 
domains of CaM to corne together and bind their target protein (Ikura et 
al., 1992; Meador et al., 1992; 1993; Crivici et al., 1995). The structure of 
the apo-protein has been determined by multidimensional NMR and it 
reveals two domains connected by a flexible linker region (Kuboniwa et 
al., 1995; Zhang et al., 1995a). 

Some of the most highly conserved amino acids in CaM are the Phe 
residues. In the case of mammalian CaM, eight Phe residues are present 

at positions 12, 16, 19, 65, 68, 89, 92 and 141 (Babu et al., 1988). In 
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cornparison, these same amino acids are found at  virtually identical 
positions in other eukaryotes such as Paramecium tetraurelia ( B a .  et al., 
1994), Drosophila (Taylor et al., 1991), Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Ohya & 
Botstein, 1994a; 1994b), Tetrahymena pyriformis (Yazawa et al., 1981) 
and Dictyostelium discoideum (Marshak et al., 1984). The presence of d 
eight Phes in similar positions from such a diverse range of organisms 
suggests that these residues play important roles in CaM's functions. 
Their importance has also been implied more directly through structural 
investigations with Ca2+-CaMltarget peptides where many of CaM's Phe 
residues are in close proximity to amino acids derived from these mode1 
peptides ( k a  et al., 1992; Meador et al., 1992; 1993). 

Recently, the Phe residues of yeast CaM were mutated to Ala in an 
attempt to  gain further insights into the roles played by Phe in the 
protein's msny hctions (Ohya & Botstein 1994a; 199413)- It waa thought 
that substitution of Ala for Phe would remove the large hydrophobie effect 
beyond the B carbon of the amino acid while still p r e s e ~ n g  the main 
chah  conformation of the protein. Of the seven single mutants 
generated, one (F92A) mutant produced a temperature sensitive 
phenotype. This mutation impaired many regulatory properties of CaM. 
The importance of Phe92 in CaM's h c t i o n  has also been established by 
biochemical studies of genetically engineered C-terminal fragments of 
human liver CaM (Meyer et al., 1996). This work has even suggested that 
Phe92 makes a critical contribution to the Ca2+-induced conformational 
transition in CaM's C-terminal domain. 

In previous chapters, I have demonstrated the use of far-UV 
circular dichroism (CD) spectropolarimetry, ultraviolet (UV) absorption 
spectrophotometry, electrospray ionization (ESI) mass spectrometry, 
biochemical assays as well as one and two dimensional proton and 
fluorine NMR in characterizing O- and m-fluorotyrosine CaM. In this 
chapter 1 have used these same techniques to probe for structural and 
functional perturbations upon substitution of O -, m - and p- 

fluorophenylalanine (FPhe) into CaM. This effort marks the fïrst case 
where these fluorinated amino acid analogues have been incorporated 
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into this versatile C@+-binding protein. Overall, my experiments indicate 
that substitution of FPhe into CaM can have a signincant effect on the 
spectroscopic properties these proteins. These large spectrocopic changes 
are associated with only minor structural and ninetional modifications of 

the protein. Furthermore, this chapter also demonstrates that fluorine is 
an ideal nucleus that can be used to monitor the Phe residues of CaM 
under different physiologically relevant conditions using a variety of 
biophysical methodologies . 



Materials and Methods 

Many of the materials and procedures used in this study have been 
outlined in detail in previous chapters. Therefore, only unique materials 
and methods will be described in this section- The chernicals that  were 

used exclusively in  this work include N-phosphonomethyl glycine 
(glyphosate) and p-, m -, and O-fluoro-DL-phenylalanine. Al1 of these 

compounds were purchased h m  the Sigma-Aldrich chemical company. 

Expression and Fluorine-19 Selective Labelling of CaM in E. coli - 
Two methods were used to selectively replace the Phe residues of CaM. 
Both methods involved pregrowing the bacterial cells in rich medium 
followed by expression in  minimal medium. These approaches were 

selected since growth of bacteria was not supported in minimal medium 
containing the fluorinated amino acid because of analogue toxicity. The 

&st procedure was based upon a method in which N-phosphonomethyl 
glycine (glyphosate) was used to selectively label H+-ATPase with 5-FTrp 
(Kim e t  al., 1990). Glyphosate acts upon the enzyme 5-enol- 
pyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase to inhibit endogenous aromatic 
amino acid biosynthesis. Accordingly, glyphosate was used to suppress 
endogenous synthesis of Phe, Tyr and Trp in E. coli strain MM294 which 
harboured the wild type pCaM plasrnid. 

Culturing of bacteria was started by taking a loopful of wild type, 
prototrophic, E. coli MM294 cells and inoculating 1 litre of LB broth in a 

2.8 litre Fernbach culture flask. The celIs were allowed to grow for 8-9 h 
a t  30°C and then harvested by centrifugation (8,000 rpm). The pellet was 
washed and resuspended in MOPS minimal medium (Neidhardt et al., 

1974) which contained substances such as ampicillin (100 mgAl, 
glyphosate (1gA) a n d  -80 mgA of either p - ,  rn -, or O-fluoro-DL- 

phenylalanine. The growth temperature was increased to 37OC and the 
cells were permitted to grow for approximately one hour to metabolize 

residual quantities of Phe and to produce multiple copies of the pCaM 
plasrnid. Protein expression was then induced by the addition of 80 mg/l 
IPTG. Ce11 growth was allowed to continue for -4-5 hours. After that, the 



cells were harvested again by centrifugation and fkozen at -20°C. 

In the second method of FPhe CaM expression, an auxotrophic 

stra in of E. coli (NK6024; provided by the E. coli genetic stock centre at 
Yale University) was used. This bacterial strain (DE(gpt-lac)5; LAM-; 
pheA18::TnlO; relAl; spoT1; thi-1) is different h m  seain MM294 in that 
Phe is not synthesized endogenously; it must be supplied externally in the 
growth medium. Cell growth was begun by innoculating 1 1 of LB broth 
fkom a single colony of bacterial cells. These cells were allowed tu  grow for 
-5 hours at 30°C or witil the ceUs reached mid-log phase. At this point, 
the temperature of the incubator was increased to 37OC and cell growth 
was continued for another 2-3 hours. This step increased the copy 
number of the pCaM plasmid within the cells. Following this, the cells 

were harvested by centifigation at 8,000 rpm, washed and resuspended 
in MOPS minimal medium that contained -80 mgil of fluorinated Phe and 
100 mg of ampicillin; no glyphosate was present in the culture media. The 
pCaM plasmid was induced by the addition of -100 mg/l of IPTG and 
expression was carried out for -5-6 hours at 37°C. The cells were then 
hanrested and stored as mentioned earlier. For both methods of FPhe 
CaM synthesis, purification of protein was perfomed by following the 
same protocol that was used for wt. CaM (see Chapter 3). 

Fluorine49 NMR Spectroscopy - AU 19F NMR measurements were 
recorded at 40°C on a wide-bore Bruker AM400 o r  AMX2-300 
spectrometer equipped with a 5 mm lHy l9F probe operating at a 
resonance fkequency of 376.48 MHz or 282.37 MHz, respectively. Typical 
1D l9F spectra were acquired using inverse gated 1H decoupling to avoid 
nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) buildup. Each experiment consisted of 8 

K data points, had a spectral width of 10,000 Hz and a recycle time of 3.91 
S. The number of scans acquired for each spectrum have been listed in 
the spectrum's figure legend. The FID was apodized by exponential 
multiplication using a line broadening of 3 Hz prior to Fourier 
transformation. Data was processed using either a Bruker Aspect 1000 
data station o r  SwaN-MR (Balacco, 1994) running on an Apple Power 
Macintosh 6100/60 persona1 computer. Al1 19F spectra have been 
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referenced with respect to  neat tilfluoroacetic acid (TFA) contained 
within a capillary tube. 

P F ,  1 H)-Heteronuclear Correlation Spectroscopy (HETCOSY) NMR 
Spectroscopy - HETCOSY eqeriments were carried out on a Bruker 
AMX2-300 spectrometer at 40°C according to the pulse sequence 
published by Collier et al. (1996) and were performed using the time 
proportional phase increment (TPPI) technique (Marion & Wüthrich, 
1983). The spectrum for p-FPhe apo-CaM consisted of 160 experiments of 
720 scans with a sweep width of 3000 Hz in the F1 dimension and 833.33 
Hz in the F2 dimension, while the m-FPhe apo-CaM spectrum consisted of 
160 experiments of 144 scans with a sweep width of 2000 Hz in the F1 
dimension and 1000 Hz in the F2 dimension. The spectra for O-FPhe Ca2+- 

CaM and O-FPhe apo-CaM consisted of 128 experiments each (480 and 440 
scans, respectively) with a sweep width of 1500 Hz in the FI dimension 
and 600 Hz in the F2 dimension. Data was processed using nmrPipe and 
nmrDraw (Delaglio et al., 1995) on a Silicon Graphies Indy workstation 
and was zero filled to 512 in the FI dimension and 1K in the F2 
dimension. A cosine squared window function was applied in both 
dimensions prior to Fourier transformation. 
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Results 

As with any work in which amino acid analogues have been 
incorporated into proteins, the fkst step is to determine the extent of 
incorporation of the labelled compound. According to quantitative amino 

acid analysis, the extent of FPhe incorporation ranged from 40-90%. 
These results are compiled in Table 7.1. In two cases, these results could 
be determined directly since p-FPhe elutes after Phe while O-FPhe 
coelutes with Tyr during arnino acid analysis. No results could be 
obtained regarding the level of rn-FPhe incorporation by amino acid 
analysis since m-FPhe coeluted with Phe. Therefore, it was impossible to 
distinguish fluorinated Phe fiom unlabelled Phe in this protein usîng this 
approach. This last situation is similar to the one encountered in Chapter 
5 where m-FTy. was found to coelute with Tyr thereby preventing direct 
calculation of rn-FTyr substitution (see Chapter 5).  

The extent of FPhe incorporation appeared to Vary with the method 
used to express the fluorine labelled protein. For example, -90% of CaM's 
Phe residues were replaced with O-FPhe when E. coli strain MM294 
(prototrophic bacterial strain) and glyphosate were used while only -43% 
replacement was achieved when E. coli, NK6024 (auxotrophic bacterial 
strain) was used. The low Ievels of FPhe substitution with El coli MC6024 
was suprising since the bacteria were unable to  synthesize Phe 
endogenously. Possible explanations for these results are discussed in the 
next section. At the same tirne, the auxotrophic cells were also unable to 
synthesize large quantities of CaM (-20% amount of fluorinated CaM was 
obtained compared to wt. CaM). Such low levels of protein synthesis may 
be attributed to the large number of mutations in the bacterial strain's 
metabolic pathways. These changes would decrease rates of protein 
expression. In contrast, the prototrophic strain of E. coli was able to 
synthesize more labelled CaM (usually -50-70% that obtained for wt. 
CaM) than the auxotrophic strain of bacterial under similar conditions. 

A more detailed description regarding FPhe incorporation into CaM 
is necessary. Initially, FPhe CaM was expressed using the prototrophic 
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strain of E. coli (MM2941 and glyphosate only. At that tirne, the level of 
FPhe incorporation ranged from only 50-70% (Table 7.1). 

Table 7.1 Percent Incorporation of Three FPhe Analogues Using Two 
Methods of FPhe CaM Expression 

Percent Incornoration of FPhe 

MM294 + G1-hosate NK6024 (no inhibitor] 

p-FPhe CaM -6 1(-70++ ) -61-66 

O-FPhe CaM -65-90 (-70*) -43 

Approximated from electrospray ionization mass spectrometiy results. 

Although quite successful, other approaches were pursued which would 
increase the levels of FPhe incorporation. An alternative method using 
an auxotrophic strain of E. coli was then tried using the same growing 
conditions that were followed for the prototrophic strain of E. coli (that is, 
pregrowth of the cells in LB broth for 8-9 h followed by expression in  
minimal medium for 4-5 hours.) Unfortunately, this method produced 
practically no protein. It seemed that  low levels of protein expression 
using the auxotrophic strain of E. coli were a result of the slow and 
inefficient metabolic properties of the strain. In an attempt to overcome 
the problem of low protein expression, the temperature of ce11 growth was 
increased to 37°C after only 5 hours of pregrowth in rich LB medium 
during another preparation. The cells were then allowed to grow at this 
elevated temperature in the absence of IPTG for another 3 hours before 
being harvested, washed and resuspended in MOPS minimal medium 
where CaM expression was begun. It was hoped that this step would 
cause the cells to increase their plasmid copy number because of two 
factors. First, higher temperatwes would cause the vector to lose control 
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over its copy number. Secondly, nutient rich LB medium would permit 
the auxotrophic strain to replicate its plasmid more readily than if it were 
growing in minimal medium. Higher vector copy numbers would results 
in more CaM synthesis once expression was begun. This approach 

appeared to be successhl since signincant quantities of FPhe CaM were 
synthesized (data not shown). However, the amounts of protein made 
were still less than if E. coli strain MM294 was used. Furthermore, 

amino acid analysis revealed that levels of incorporation in some 
preparations was lower when compared to protein synthesized with the 
prototrophic strain of E. coli in the presence of glyphosate (refer back to 
Table 7.1). The lower success of labelling can be explained by two 

phenornena. First, growth of the auxotrophic cells at 37OC for 3 hours in 
Phe rich media d e r  only -5 hours of pregrowth at 30°C meant that the 
pCaM copy number was increased hours before the induction of CaM 
expression. A lack of complete repression over CaM expression during 
this time may have produced some protein with no fluorine labels. In 
addition, contaminating sources of Phe may have also lowered FPhe 
incorporation once CaM expression was started. Examples of Phe sources 
include residual amounts of LB broth that were not completely washed 
away when the cells were transferred to minimal medium as well as Phe 
released during normal processes of protein degradation and turnover 
within the cell. When the amount of protein expressed is low (as is the 
case when the auxotrophic strain of E. coli is used), these contaminating 
sources of Phe are preferentially used over the FPhe analogues and 
incorporated into CaM. Therefore, a larger probability exists that the 
expressed protein will contain low levels of FPhe substitution. 

During high levels of CaM expression however, contaminating Phe 
sources are used up and the percentage of FPhe substitution increases as 

more and more CaM is expressed over time. This situation would explain 
the overall higher levels of FPhe incorporation when CaM was expressed 
in E. coli MM294. In light of these results, FPhe CaM expression was 
attempted once again using E. coli MM294 and the inhibitor glyphosate. 
The most recent preparation of O-FPhe CaM achieved an over 90% level of 
substitution of fluorinated analogue. In this case, extra precautions were 
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followed during protein preparation compared to previous times that this 
method was used. First, the cells were grown for not more than 9 hours in 
rich LB medium so that they were still in log phase when harvested. This 
action ensured that the cells were not too old and were still able to 
synthesize large amounts of CaM. Secondly, extra care was taken to 
wash the cells after growth in LB broth, before resuspending them in 
MOPS minimal medium. Finally, CaM expression was not induced until 
after the cells had been grown in MOPS minimal medium containhg O- 

FPhe for approximately one hour. This last step ensured that Phe in the 
medium would be metabolized. Future work wil l  be done to incorporate 
both p-FPhe and m-FPhe into CaM to high levels as well. 

Another noteworthy point is that the levels of incorporation 
obtained by amino acid analysis are consistent with those obtained by 
electrospray ionization (ESI) mass spectrometry (Table 7.1). However, the 
degree of fluorination appears to be somewhat higher when mass 
spectrometry was used to gauge the success of labelling. This difference 
perhaps reflects greater accuracy in the technical aspects of mass 
spectrometry. 

Mass spectrometry was also useful in establishing that 
incorporation of the fluorinated amino acids was completely random. 
Figure 7.la is a transformed true mass scale ES1 spectrum of virtually 
salt  fkee O-FPhe apo-CaM. Accordhg to the figure, the preparation is a 
heterogeneous mixture of fluorinated calmodulins. Recall that CaM 
contains eight Phe residues. This large number creates a complex 
situation when fluorine labelling falls below 100%. Under these 
circumstances, a single CaM preparation may contain a partial qumtity 
of protein that is completely labelled at al1 eight residues. At the same 
time, it may &O consist of protein that is labelled at only seven residues, 
or  six residues, or five residues and so on and so forth. Finally, it could 
also contain protein that is not labelled at al1 (that is, wt. CaM). It is 
important to note that the relative proportion of protein that is labelled at 
a given number of residues depends on two factors: the extent 
(percentage) of FPhe incorporation and whether or  not incorporation of 
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Figure 7.1 a) Electrospray ionization mass spectrum of desalted O-FPhe 
apo-CaM transformed to the true mass scale. Wt. CaM has a calculated 
mass of -16,702 Da. The spectrum shows a series of eight proteins that 
are each shifted by mass of -18 Da. (Molecular weight of fluorine = 19 
glmol, while the molecular weight of hydrogen = 1 glmol: 19 - 1 = 18) b) 
Bar graph showing the theoretical distribution of FPhe CaM assuming 
65% incorporation in a single preparation. 
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the amino acid analogue is random at each targeted position in the 
protein sequence. In this particular preparation, O-FPhe apo-CaM was 
labelled to -65%. Therefore, assuming random incorporation of FPhe, the 
relative amounts of protein that contained either eight, seven, six, five, 
four, three, two, one or no fluorophenylalanines could be predicted. These 
estimates have been plotted in Figure 7.lb. Accordingly, the largest 
portion of the O-FPhe CaM preparation should contain five fluorinated 
and three unlabelled residues. Likewise, the second largest portion of the 
sample should contain protein that is labelled at  six sites (with two 
unlabelled sites); followed by protein that is labelled at four sites (four 
unlabelled sites); then seven sites (one unlabelled site); three sites (five 
unlabelled sites); eight sites (no unlabelled sites); two sites (six unlabelled 
sites); one site (seven unlabelled sites) and finally no sites (eight 
unlabelled sites). The latter form of protein constitutes only a minute 
haction of the overall sample, however. Cornparison of Figures 7.lb with 
the actual ratios from the O-FPhe apo-CaM spectnim (Figure 7.la) reveals 
remarkable similarities between the two figures. This confirms that dl 
eight phenylalanines bear an equal chance of being substituted by a 
FPhe. However, the pair of illustrations are not completely identical. In 
the ES1 MS spectnim of O-FPhe apo-CaM, the most abundant portion of 
CaM contains six fluorinated sites instead of five as was expected fkom 
theoretical calculations. This means that more than 65% incorporation of 
fluorine was achieved in this particular O-FPhe CaM sample (the actual 
value is probably a little over 70%). 

More thorough analysis of Figure 7.la reveals that labelling of CaM 
with six FPhe residues produces a protein with a mass of -16,811 g/mol. 
This is approximately 109 units larger than wt. C d ' s  mass of -16,702. 
Since fluorine has a molecular weight of 19 g/mol and a hydrogen atom 
has a molecular weight of 1 g/mol, this clifference (6 residues multiplied by 
(19 - 1 = 18 g/mol)) agrees with the results that were obtained in the MS 
spectrum, within experimental error. The spectrum also indicates that 
the O-FPhe CaM sample contained significant amounts of protein that 
was labelled at five sites (second largest component of the preparation), 
followed by seven sites, then four sites, three sites, eight sites, two sites, 
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one site and Einally no sites (smallest component of the preparation), 
respectively. The most important feature of the spectrum is that  each of 
its peaks differ in mass by -18 g/mol; the same mass of a fluorine atom 
minus a hydrogen atom, as noted above. Therefore, each peaks represent 

a quantiSr of protein that is labelled with a specinc number of fluorines. 

Another point to consider with the ESI-MS data is that even 
though a portion of the sample is labelled with a specific number of 
fluorine atoms (for example, six fluorines per CaM molecule) to give a 
uniform mass, this sample is not necessarily homogeneous. In fact, the 
sample can still consist of a mixture of structural isomers. In the 
simplest case, let us consider O-FPhe apo-CaM that is labelled at only one 
site. This portion of the sample will appear as a single peak in the ESI-MS 
spectrum. However, this sample can still be labelled at any one of CaM's 
eight phenylalanine positions. This variability creates a mixture of 
proteins. More importantly, fluorine could perturb each of the eight 
residues to different extents. Consequently, these structural isomers may 
have unique physical or  functional properties. Evidently, work with 
amino acid analogues is challenging when 100% labelling at all sites in a 
protein is not achieved. 

Figure 7.2 is an SDS-PAGE gel of FPhe and wt. CaMs in both the 
Ca2+-saturated and EDTA-forms. According to the figure, p-FPhe Gaz+- 
CaM, m-FPhe Ca2+-CaM and O-FPhe Ca2+-CaM exhibit similar mobilities 
when compared to wt. Ca2+-CaM. Poorer dehi t ion  of the bands as well as 

small changes in the positions of the bands compared to wt. CaM may 
signify heterogeneity in the overall conformations of the proteins since 
the sample is a mixture of CaMs containing different amounts of fluorine 
labelling. However, al1 three preparations of FPhe CaM are homogeneous. 
No other contaminating proteins appear to be present in the sample. ESI- 
MS results were consistent with this point as well. These observations 
demonstrate that  the three fluorinated proteins can be purified using 
identical methods to those used for wt. CaM and that all three FPhe CaMs 
can still bind to Phenyl-Sepharose in a Ca2+-dependent manner. Figure 
7.2 also illuskates that the mobilities of the three fluorinated alloproteins 
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Figure 7.2 15% SDS-PAGE gel of wt., p-FPhe, m-FPhe and O-FPhe CaM. 
Al1 proteins demonstrate a Cas+-dependent band shiR to similar extents. 
Lane A, wt. EDTA-CaM; lane B, p-FPhe EDTA-CaM; lane C, m-FPhe 
EDTA-CaM; lane D, O-FPhe EDTA-Ca&& lane E, wt. Gaz+-CaM; lane F p- 
FPhe Ca2+-CaM; lane G, m-FPhe C&+-CaM; lane H O-FPhe Cd+-CaM. 
Approxiamte levels of incorporation are 61% for p-FPhe CaM, 45% for rn- 
FPhe CaM and 43% for O-FPhe CaM. The &st unmarked lane contains 
low range molecular weight standards from Bio-Rad laboratories. 
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in their EDTA foms are virtually identical to wt. EDTA-CaM. Moreover, 

dl three groups of protein experience the characteristic Gaz+-de pendent 
band shift of wt. CaM (Klee et al., 1979; Grab et al., 1979) to similar 
extents. Consequently, these results show that there may be some small 
changes in the macromolecuIar structure of the FPhe CaMs compared to 
wt. C a *  

The UV spectra of a) wt. CaM, b) p-FPhe CaM, c) m-FPhe CaM and 
d) O-FPhe CaM are shown in Figure 7.3 in the presence of EDTA. Drastic 
changes are evident in the W spectra of all three fluorinated proteins. In 
general, each of the unnatural alloproteins produce a pair of prominent 

peaks between 250 to 280 nm. This is in contrast to wt. CaM where a 
greater number of smaller maxima are visible in the analogous spectrum. 
Overall, it seems that changes in the UV spectra of the FPhe CaMs arises 
fkom changes in the UV absorption properties of the fluorine substituted 
phenylalanines compared to natural, unlabelled Phe (see chapter 4). 
Quantitative amino acid analysis revealed that the r values for the 
labelled samples changed considerably, as expected. The E values which 
were calculated for the three forms of CaM were ~271.31%=5.16 for p-FPhe 

CaM (-61% incorporation), ~zsa.gl%=4.87 for m-FPhe CaM (-45% 

incorporation) and ~zss.41%=4.16 for O-FPhe CaM (-43% incorporation). 

Naturally, these coefficients must be recalculated each time a new 
preparation of FPhe CaM is synthesized that contains a different 
quantity of substituted fluorines from previous samples. Obviously, s m d  
changes in the amount of fluorine labelling in a sample will alter the ratio 
of CaM to a set quantity of aromatic chromophore (the latter of which are 
responsible for UV absorbance). This reassessment step ensures that 
protein concentrations for the sample can still be determined accurately 
from W absorbance values even though there have been changes in the 
nature (Phe vs. FPhe) or quantity of the aromatic chromophore. This 
point can best be illustrated in Figure 7.4, which corresponds to UV 
wavelength spectra of O-FPhe EDTA-CaM with either -43% or -90% 

incorporation of fluorinated phenylalanine. While the overall profiles of 
the two samples are similar, there are significant differences in the 
relative intensities among various sections of the two spectra. In 
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Figure 7.3 W absorption spectra of a) 0.151 mM wt. CaM, b) 0.054 mM 
p-FPhe CaM, c) 0.087 mM rn-FPhe CaM and d) 0.083 riiM O-FPhe C d  are 
shown in the presence of EDTA. 
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Figure 7.4 UV absorption spectra of 0.083 mM O-FPhe CaM (solid line) 
with -43% incorporation or 0.088 mM O-FPhe (dashed line) with -90% 
incorporation. 
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particular, the absorbance values of the two peaks in the O-FPhe CaM 
sample with -90% incorporation are much greater (wavelengths 
spanning -250-275 nm) than the corresponding absorbances of the 
sample with only -43% incorporation. Consequently the E value for the 
former protein has increased to em3.4146=5.20. At the same t h e ,  the 

ultraviolet profiles of the two samples are almost identical in all other 
regions of the spectra. These areas include wavelengths below 250 n m  or 
above -275 nm. Remarkable similarities between the spectra in these 
regions suggests that these areas are not afEected by the level of FPhe 
incorporation. Overall, the O-FPhe CaM sample with -90% incorporation 
has a higher ratio between the absorbance value at 268.4 nm (wavelength 
of maximum absorbance for O-FPhe CaM) compared to 276 n m  
(wavelength of maximum absorbance for wt. CaM) than the sample with 
only -43% incorporation. A simple cornparison of these two points c m  

provide a crude estimate of the success of fluorine labelling in other FPhe 
CaM preparations as well. 

Far-UV CD spectra were also obtained for the FPhe labelled 
proteins and compared to wt. CaM (Figure 7.5). The spectra show that a.U 
three proteins, p-FPhe CaM (Figure 7.5a), m-FPhe CaM (Figure 7.5b) and 
O-FPhe CaM (Figure 7.5~) remain predominantly a-helical in both their 
EDTA and Ca2+-saturated forms. In addition, the spectra are quite 
simiiar to  those obtained for wt. CaM (Figure 7.5a). However, significant 
changes in the fa -UV CD spectra are visible for p-FPhe Ca2+-CaM 
between 205-230 nm and -195 n m  and for O-FPhe Ca2+-CaM at -195 m. 
Further analysis of the figures by examining the Ri and R2 ratios 

c o h s  these changes (Bruch et al., 1991). As a reminder, R i  represents 

the ratio of the maximum ellipticity found between 190-195 nm and the 
minimum ellipticim found between 195-210 nm. Similarly, Ra is the ratio 

of the ellipticity found at 222 nm and the minimum ellipticity found 
between 195 to 210 nm. Table 7.2 summarizes these values for the four 
sets of proteins. In al1 cases, the R2 values for the proteins are 

approximately 1.0 where the difXerence between the largest R2 value and 

the smallest is only 0.08. The R i  values however, show significantly 
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Figure 7.5 Far-W CD spectra of a) wt. CaM, b) p-FPhe CaM; -6195 
incorporation, c) m-FPhe CaM; -45% incorporation and d) O-FPhe CaM; 
-43% incorporation. Al1 fluorînated proteins retain predominantly a- 
helical secondary structure in the EDTA- (dotted iine) and Gaz+-saturated 
(solid line) forms. 



Table 7.2 Ri and R2 values fiom CD spectra of wt. CaM, p-FPhe CaM, m- 
FPhe CaM and O-FPhe CaM 
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larger Werences.  Compared to wt. EDTA-CaM, each of the fluorine 

labelled proteins show significantly lower ratios. In particular, rn-FPhe 

EDTA CaM, has a small Ri value of only -0.08. The other two FPhe CaMs 

have ratios that are approximately three quarters (p-FPhe CaM) and half 
(O-FPhe Cam of that for wt. EDTA-CaM. In cornparison, the Ri values 

show equally large Merences  for the three labelled proteins in their 
Ca2+-form compared to wt. Ca2+-CaM. In the case of p-FPhe CaM and m- 
FPhe CaM, the Ri values are approximately half of those for wt. CaM, 

while for O-FPhe CaM the number is actually larger. Overall, it is 
~ c u l t  to conclude whether any significant changes have occurred in 
the structures of the fiuorinated proteins. This is especially true since 
aromatic amino acids are known to contribute to far W CD spectra 
(Woody, 1978; Chakrabartty et  al., 1993). It appears, however, that there 
may be some small physical perturbations in each of the labelled proteins. 
Perhaps more conclusive results regarding o v e r d  structure might be 
obtained by other spectroscopic techniques such as  Fourier transformed 
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). 

Nondenaturing urea-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (Erickson- 
Viitanen & DeGrado, 1987) was the next technique used to biochernically 
determine if fluorine labelling had imposed any structural o r  function 
changes on the set of three FPhe CaMs. The results of these experiments 
are shown in Figure 7.6. It can be seen that substitution of a fluorine 
atom at either the p-, m-, or O-, positions on the phenylalanine rings of 
CaM do not exert significant eEects on each protein's ability to bind to 
synthetic peptides derived fkom MLCK or cNOS. In al1 three groups, 
FPhe CaM continues to bind to the two different target peptides in a 1:l 
ratio. 

Functional assays with calcineurin (CN) were also performed on 
the fiuorinated proteins. The results have been summarized in Figure 
7.7. In particular, noticeable changes are  evident in  the activation 
profiles of p-FPhe CaM (Figure 7.7a) and O-FPhe CaM (Figure 7.7~). Both 
proteins appear to have a greater afEnity for calcineurin and seem to be 
more effective at activating the enzyme. On the other hand, rn-FPhe CaM 
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Figure 7.6 Nondenaturing urea-PAGE of a) p-FPhe Ca2+-CaM b) m-FPhe 
Ca2+-CaM and c) O-FPhe Ca2+-CaM bound either to  the MLCK or cNOS 
peptides. The crude protein to peptide ratios are as follows: (cNOS) lanes 
A, 1:O; lanes B, 1:0.5; lanes C, 1:l; lane D, 12; (MLCK) lanes E, 1:O; lanes F, 
1:0.5; lanes G, 1:l; lanes H, 1:2. Levels of fluorine substitution for the 
various analogues were -61% for p-FPhe CaM, -45% (estimated) for rn- 
FPhe CaM and -90% for O-FPhe CaM. 
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(Figure 7.7b) appears to possess a synonymous abiliw, compared to  wt. 

CaM, to  activate CN. Additional studies will have to be completed with p- 

FPhe CaM and m-FPhe CaM with higher levels of fluorine labelling to 
determine how the activation properties of FPhe CaMs vary with respect 
to the degree of FPhe incorporation. 

More specinc structural work using 1D VI NMR indicated that p-, 
m-, and O-FPhe CaM have retained their overall structures. Figure 7.8 is 

1H NMR stackplot corresponding to the aromatic and p-sheet regions of 
the three fluorinated proteins and wt. CaM in their Ca2+-saturated state. 
The $-sheet region of the spectra mise fkom downfield shïfted a-protons of 
residues in each of the four Ca2+-binding loop of the protein. These 

portions of the 1H NMR spectrum are very sensitive to changes in the 
Gaz+-binding properties and structure of the protein. Comparison of the 
spectra for the four samples between 5.0-5.5 ppm reveals that p-, m-, and 
O-FPhe Ca%+-CaM continue to possess p-sheet secondary structure. Only 
minor changes appea. to have taken place in these areas, but the extent of 
these changes must await high resolution structure determination. In 
regards to  the aromatic regions of the 1H spectra between 6.25 to 7.5 ppm, 
significantly larger changes have taken place in the fluorinated proteins 
compared to wt. CaM. Considerable changes in the spectra are shown for 
O-FPhe Ca2+-CaM with its unique downfield resonance at -7.6 ppm and rn- 
FPhe CaM with its upfield resonance at -6.2 ppm. Such variations are 
not surprising since NMR analysis of the FPhe amino acids in Chapter 4 

have shown that fluorine can significantly alter the proton NMR 
spectrum of an amho acid. Comparison of more general features of the 
aromatic region spectra does reveal some similarities among the various 
proteins, however. For instance, the three FPhe CaM spectra gives rise to 
a large number of overlapping resonances between -6.75-7.5 ppm but 
significantly fewer resonances between -6.3-6.8 ppm. Overd,  changes in 
the spectra between p-, m-, and O-FPhe Ca2+-CaM and wt. Ca2+-CaM can 
be attributed tu changes in the nature of the fluorinated amino acid 
analogues rather than the gross alterations in physical structure when 
levels of analogue incorporation range fÎom 45-90%. 
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Figure 7.8 1D 1H NMR aromatic region stackplot of a)  1.1 mM wt. Gaz+-CaM, b) 1.21 mM O-FPhe Ca2+-CaM; 
-90% incorporation, c) 0.7 mM m-FPhe Ca2+-CaM; -45% incorporation and d) 0.8 mM p-FPhe Ca2+-CaM; -61% 
incorporation. The pH of the samples was 7.5 and each spectrum consisted of 1000 scans. 
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19F NMR experiments of the three FPhe CaMs in both their Ca2+- 

saturated and apo-forms were carried out as a next step in characterizing 
these proteins. The ID 19F spectra of p-FPhe Ca2+-/apo-CaM, rn-FPhe 
Gaz+-/apo-CaM and O-FPhe Ca2+-/apo-CaM are shown in Figures 7.9, 7.10 
and 7.11, respectively. Since CaM contains eight phenylalanines, the LD 
19F NMR spectra derived fkom each FPhe CaM sample should consist of 
o d y  eight resonances. Clearly, the ID, 19F spectra ofp-FPhe and m-FPhe 
CaM are more complicated than expected. These proteins produced 
spectra with a large number of overlapping resonances. In contrast, 
samples labelled with O-FPhe yielded much simpler spectra. Explanations 
regarding these differences will be outlined in subsequent sections. 

The I D  19F NMR spectra for the various proteins have a number of 
distinct features. In the  case of p-FPhe CaM, the  resonances are  
dispersed over a chemical shift range of -7 pprn from -33 pprn to -40 pprn 
(Figure 7.9). Moreover, the Ca2+-saturated spectrum appears to be shifted 
slightly downfield compared to the apo-spectrum and larger linewidths 
cause its resonances to overlap to a larger extent. In cornparison, the 19F 

resonances of m-FPhe CaM, are dispersed over a range of -4.5 pprn fkom - 
32.5 pprn to 3 7  pprn (Figure 7.10). This means that the m-FPhe Ca2+-CaM 
and m-FPhe apo-CaM peaks are dispersed over a similar chemical shifl 
range. As was the case with the p-FPhe Ca2+-CaM sample, the resonances 
of the Ca2+-saturated protein appear to be much wider compared to the 
resonances for the apo-protein. This attribute may explain why the rn- 
FPhe Ca2+-CaM spectrum seems to consist of many fewer resonances 
compared to  the rn-FPhe apo-CaM spectrum. Finally, the  ID 19F 

resonances of O-FPhe CaM are distributed over a range of -5 pprn fiom - 
37.5 ppm to -40 pprn (Figure 7.11). Basicdy, the seven most prominent 
peaks in the O-FPhe apo-CaM spectrum are confïned to an  area spanning - 
39.5 pprn to -41.7 ppm with only a small, broader resonance residing at - 
37.6 ppm. In contrast, the spectrum for O-FPhe Ca2+-CaM is dispersed 
over the range of -38 pprn to -41.5 pprn and consists of a large peak and 
five smaller peaks. As was the case for the other samples, the resonances 
of this spectrum are wider compared to the resonances for the apo-protein. 
Furthermore, integration of the signals has demonstrated that the 



Figure 7.9 1D 19F NMR spectrum of a) 1.1 mM p-FPhe apo-CaM and b) 
0.8 mM p-FPhe Ca2+-CaM at p H  7.5. Spectrum a) 6,000 scans; spectnim b) 
13,916 scans. 



Figure 7.10 1D 19F NMR spectrum of 0.7 mM a) m-FPhe apo-CaM and b) 
m-FPhe Gaz+-CaM at pH 7.5. Spectrum a) 7,000 scans; spectrum b) 6,000 
scans. 



Figure 7.11 1D 19F NMR spectnim of a) 1.21 mM O-FPhe apo-CaM and b) 
1.2 mM O-FPhe Gaz+-CaM with -90% incorporation at pH 7.5. Spectrum 
a) 4,000 scans; spectnim b) 2,000 scans. 
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largest peak is approximately three times more intense than the 
remaining resonances. Consequently, it appears that both spectra of o- 

FPhe CaM produce only a single resonances for each of the FPhe residue 
at each of the eight different locations in the protein. These hding are a 
large contrast to the results obtained with the other FPhe analogues 
where the number of resonances were significantly more than eight. 

This last point is better Uustrated by comparing the 1D 19F spectra 
for O-FPhe CaM with dissimilar levels of analogue substitution. Figure 
7.12 consists of two spectra. The first spectrum was acquired from a 
sample of O-FPhe apo-CaM with only -43% incorporation, while the other 
spectrum was obtained from a similar sample with -90% labelling. 
Evidently, changes in the Ievel of FPhe substitution drastically affects the 
spectra for the two samples. In the spectrum with lower FPhe 
replacement, many overlapping resonances are present which are quite 
indistinguishable. Moreover, the number of peaks is much greater than 
would be expected if FPhe replaced the Phe residues at alI eight positions 
in CaM (a situation which should theoretically give rise to only eight 
resonances). In contrast, the spectnun of O-FPhe apo-CaM with over 90% 
labelling produces a spectrum with greatly increased resolution. 
Furthermore, the number of resonances in the spectrum appears to be 
reduced. Seven prominent peaks are evident between -39.5 to -41.7 ppm, 
while a broader peak is apparent at -37.6 ppm. T w o  smaller resonances 
are evident at -39.9 and -40.4 ppm (between the first and second as well as 

the third an fourth resonances, respectively) in the cluster of seven peaks 
on the right half of the spectrum, but these peaks appear to be relatively 
minor. The remarkable differences in the spectra of O-FPhe apo-CaM with 
both low and high levels of analogue subsitution clearly indicates that the 
FPhe residues of CaM are very sensitive to their surrounding 
environment. Recall that the Phe residues of CaM are close to one 
another in the three dimensional structure of CaM. This means that in 
situations of intermediate analogue substitution, a greater probability 
exists that a single FPhe residue is adjacent to either another FPhe or 
unlabelled Phe residue than in situations where the amount of fluorine 
labelling is high. In the latter case, a single FPhe residues will only be 



Figure 7.12 1D 19F NMR spectrum of a) 1.21 mM O-FPhe apo-CaM with 
-90% incorporation and b) 0.9 mM O-FPhe Ca2+-CaM with -43% 
incorporation at pH 7.5. Spectrum a) 4,000 scans; spectrum b) 10,800 
scans. 
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proximate to other FPhe residues. Consequently, each FPhe residue in 

the former situation may be dected differently depending on whether it 
has FPhe or Phe residues as its neighbours. This situation could produce 
different chernical shifts for a single FPhe residues and this would 
complicate the 1D 19F spectrum of the protein dramatically. 

Large changes in the l9F spectra were also detected when the 
samples were in their Ca2+-saturated form compared to their apo-form for 
all three FPhe CaMs, as mentioned earlier. These changes confïrm that 
the Phe residues of CaM experience drastic shifts in their local 
environments and that 19F NMR is exquisitely sensitive to these 
variations. The former point is consistent with the large Ca2+-induced 
conformational transition of CaM. 

Two dimensional (19F, 1H)-HETCOSY experiments (Collier et al., 
1996) ofp-, rn- and O-FPhe CaM have been rather successful in detecting 
signifïcant W?, 1H couplings in the three labelled proteins. These spectra 
are shown in Figure 7.13 for p-FPhe apo-CaM, 7.14 for m-FPhe apo-CaM 
and 7.15 for O-FPhe apo-CaM. In addition, a 2D (19F, 1H)-HETCOSY 
spectrum is shown in Figure 7.16 for O-FPhe Gaz+-CaM. At this point, this 
is the only Ca2+-saturated sample that produces prominent 19F, 1H 
couplings (Figure 7.11). Success in acquiring 2D heteronuclear spectra 

for this sample reflects the greater resolution of the FPhe peaks compared 
to the 1D 19F peaks of p- (Figure 7.9) and rn-FPhe Gaz+-CaM (Figure 7.10). 

In al1 four 2D (19F, 1H)-HETCOSY spectra, the nurnber of 19F, 1H 
couplings (dong the fluorine dimension) is approximately equal to the 
number of Phe residues (8) in CaM. These prominent 19F, 1H 
heteronuclear couplings have been numbered in al1 spectra. 
Furthemore, many of the fluorine atoms exhibit coupling to more than 
one proton in the phenyl ring of the amino acid analogue. This effect 
produces a pair of couplings for some of the more distinct 19F resonances. 
For example, in the spectnim of O-FPhe apo-CaM (Figure 7.15) a pair of 
cross peaks are apparent at -39.7 ppm in the 19F dimension and between 
7.0-7.3 ppm in the 1H dimension. 
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Figure 7.19 2D (W', 1H)-HETCOSY spectrum of 1.1 mM p-FPhe apo-CaM 
at pH 7.5. 
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Figure 7.14 2D (19F, 1H)-AETCOSY spectrum of 0.7 mM rn-FPhe apo- 
CaM at pH 7.5. 





Figure 7.16 2D PF, 1H)-HETCOSY spectrum of 1.2 mM O-FPhe Ca2+- 

CaM at pH 7.5. 
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Ultimately, the 2D (IgF, 1H)-HETCOSY spectra have further 

improved the resolution of the individual 19F resonances compared to the 
1D spectra. These two dimensional NMR experiments will be invaluable 
in assigning the individual 19F resonances for the three forms of 
fluorinated CaM under their Ca2+-saturated, Ca2+-fkee or Ca2+-/cornplex 
forms. Once residue specifïc assignments have been made, the second 
dimension to the 19F NMR CaM spectra will undoubtedly permit rapid 
monitoring of chemical shift changes or  variations in the intensities of 
the crosspeaks for the labelled CaMs under their various conditions. 

Other approaches were used to characterize the complex 1D 19F 
spectra. For example, temperature dependent spectra were collected on 
samples of p-FPhe Ca2+-CaM (Figure 7.17) and p-FPhe apo-CaM (Figure 
7.18) to  assess if the spectra were undergoing chemical exchange. In the 
case of p-FPhe Cd+-CaM, signincant changes took place in the spectra as 
the temperature of the sample was increased fkom 33.8"C to 62.5"C. The 
large cluster of resonances between -33 ppm and -37.5 began to overlap to  
a larger extent when the temperature was increased. In contrast, the 

prominent group of ovelapping resonances between -37.5 ppm to -40 ppm 
changed to  a lesser extent. At 62.5OC, it seemed that much of the sample 
was still intact since a completely denatured sample would produce a 
sample with a chemical shift that was approximately equal to the 
chemical shift for the fkee amino acid. The less stable nature of O-FPhe 
apo-CaM compared to  O-FPhe Ca2+-CaM c a n  be seen in the temperature 
dependent spectra of the apo-protein (Figure 7.18). At 23.6"C, the apo- 
sample gives rise to its most resolved spectrum. As the temperature was 

increased, however, the sample began to rapidly denature. At the highest 
temperature of 70°C, the resonances had virtually collapsed into a single 
resonance. Furthermore, the chemical shift of this denatured protein 
peak was approximately equal to the chemical shiR of free p-FPhe amino 
acid (-37.98 ppm). As the temperature was lowered, the structure of the 
denatured protein began to return since the spectrum acquired after 
heating was very similar to the first spectrum obtained at room 
temperature. Overall, it appears that the p-FPhe CaM samples may 
experience some chemical exchange. Supplementary experiments must 



Figure 7.17 Temperature dependent ID 19F NMR spectra of 0.8 mM p- 
FPhe Ca2+-CaM at pH 7.5. a) 33.S°C; b) 40.1°C; c) 57.g°C; d) 625°C e) 

33.8"C after heating. 



Figure 7.18 Temperature dependent 1D 19F NMR spectra of 1.1 mM p- 
FPhe apo-CaM at pH 7.5. a) 23.6OC; b) 33.8"C; c) 43.0°C; d) 50.1°C e) 

62.5"C; 0 70°C g) 23.6"C after heating. 
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be done on the Gaz+-saturated form of the sample to  determine whether 
the protein will denature at even higher temperatures. In addition, 

temperature denaturation studies m u t  be completed with samples of m- 
FPhe CaM and O-FPhe CaM. 

Attempts were made to partidy assign the FPhe CaM spectra by 
generating TRiC and TRzC fragments (see Chapter 1) of the labelled 

proteins. Theoreticdy, 1D 19F spectra of these nagments would consist 
of only a fraction of the peaks compared to spectra obtained fkom the 
intact protein. For example, TRiC spectra would consist of only 5 

resonance (5 Phe residues in the N-terminal domain), while TRzC spectra 

would consist of only 3 resonances (3 Phe residues in the C-terminal 
domain). Preliminary 1D 19F results with p-FPhe apo-TRiC and p-FPhe 

Ca2+-TRiC with -70% labelling still show many overlapping peaks. 

Temperature dependent studies outlined above suggest that p-FPhe CaM 
undergoes chemical exchange which complicates the spectra. Therefore, 
the p-FPhe TRiC fragments may also experience such complicating 

factors . 

In contrast, 1D 19F spectra of O-FPhe Ca2+-TRiC and O-FPhe Ca2+- 

TRiC show only  five major peaks. These result are promising, but the 

chemical shifts of these resonances do not match with any of the eight 
major resonances £kom the spectra of O-FPhe apo-CaM or O-FPhe C a k -  
CaM. One important points can be dram from these results but it is Grst 
necessary to describe how the labelled TRiC and TRzC fragments are 

generated. Briefly, methods exist to express TRiC in E. coli. Therefore, 

this fragment can be purified to relative homogeneity with ease. On  the 
other hand, TRzC must be generated by trypsin digestion of intact 

protein. Uafortunately , virtually homogeneous TRzC cannot be generated 

unless additional steps are carried out t o  purify the fragment. This 
explains why fluorine labelled TRiC fragments were made first. Of 

course, bacterial expression of TRiC introduces another problem. Unless 

the level of FPhe incorporation in the expressed TRiC fkagment is exactly 

identical to the level of incorporation for the intact protein, there is no 
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guarantee that the chernical shifts of the 19F resonances for the fragment 
will match up to any of the peaks from the protein. This conclusion is 
evident because we have seen pretriously that individual 19F resonances 
in CaM are sensitive to their surrounding environment and to the level of 
FPhe incorportion. Consequently, it should not be surprishg to  see that 
the individual chemicals shifts of peaks fkom the TRiC fkagment do not 

match up exactly with peaks fiom the intact protein. The two samples 

most Iikely have dissimilar levels of FPhe substitution since they were not 
expressed under exactly identical conditions. This means that one must 
generate actual proteolytic fragments from intact protein rather than 
express the domains separately in order to accurately compare the 19F 
spectra. 

To summarize, the 1D 19F spectra for the fluorinated proteins are 

very complicated unless the degree of fluorine labelling is very high. 
Even when the number of resonances is reduced, single peaks are still 
sometimes difficult to resolve. HETCOSY experiments have proven 
somewhat useful in separating the 19F resonances by the addition of 
second 1H dimension to the spectra. Be that as it may, it remains a 
challenge to  draw specific conclusions about the individual FPhe residues 
in CaM at this point in time. 
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Discussion 

The eight Phe residues of CaM are highly conserved among 
eukaryotes. In mammalian CaM, these amino acids are located at 
positions 12, 16, 19, 65, 68, 89, 92 and 141. According to the x-ray crystal 
and solution structure of Ca2+-CaM, the f h t  three Phe residues are 
located in the f i s t  helix of EF-hand 1 (EF-l), the second pair (Phe 65, 68) 

are found in the second helix of EF-2, the third pair (Phe89, 92) are located 
in the fkst helix in EF-3 and the last Phe residue is found in the middle of 
the second helix of the last Ca2+-binding loop (EF-4; Babu et al., 1988; 
Ikura et al., 1991). It should be noted that Phel6, Phel9, Phe65, and 
Phe68 of the N-terminal domain are in comparable positions to  Phe89, 
Phe92, Tyr138 and Phe 141 of the C-terminal domain (Babu et al., 1988). 
This arrangement produces a cluster of aromatic side chains in each half 
of the protein. Four of the eight amino acids (Phel9, Phe68, Phe92 and 
Phel41) contribute to the formation of the prominent hydrophobie patch 
in each lobe of the protein (see Chapter 1). Furthermore, the aromatic 
rings of Phel6 and Phe65 are virtually perpendicular to each other. This 
same relationship holds for Phel9 and Phe68. By comparison, the three 
Phe and one Tyr residues of the C-terminal domain have a similar spatial 
organization to the four Phe residues of the N-terminal domain. ûverall, 
the Phe residues of apo-CaM and Ca2+-CaM complexed to a target peptides 
are found in areas of sirnilar secondary structure compared to Ca2+-CaM 
(Ikura et al., 1992; Meador et al., 1992; 1993). These similarities can be 
seen easily in Figure 7.19. 

The importance of Phe in the binding of CaM targets is apparent by 
surveying the close proximity of CaM's Phe residues to axnino acids 
originating £rom mode1 peptides corresponding to the CaM binding 
domains of skeletal muscle myosin light chah kinase (skMLCK), smooth 
muscle myosin light chain kinase (smMZICK) and CaM kinase II (Ikura et 
al., 1992; Meador et al., 1992; 1993). According to Table 7.3, seven of the 
eight Phe residues are within 5 A of a skMLCK amino acid. In particular, 
six of these seven phenylalanines are proximate to more than one 
skMLCK residue. For example, Phel9 is within 5 A of ne9, Valll, ALalO, 



Figure 7.19 Three dimensional structural ribbon diagrams of a) apo- 
CaM, b) Ca2+-CaM and c) Ca2+-CaM/smMLCK cornplex. Carbon atoms of 
the Phe residues are represented by grey circles. The residues have been 
labelled according to their position in the protein's amino acid sequence. 
The figures were generated using Molscript (Kraulis, 1991) and are based 
on the PDB files mentioned in Chapter 1. 



Table 7.3 Interactions of the Phenylalanines of Calmodulin with the skMLCK, smMLCK and CaM KI1 peptides 

CaM Phenylalanine skMLCKresiduesT smMLCKresiduesl CaM KU residuesfi 
-- - -. 

HislO 
none 

Alal l ;  Alal4; Ile16 
none 

Alal4 
none 

Th&; Va112 
none 

t Ikura et al., 1992 
$ Meador et al., 1992 
O Meador et al., 1993 
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Na13 and Ala14. Moreover, many of these same Phe residues are nea. 
amino acids derived from other CaM target peptides. In the case of the 
smMLCK peptide, four Phe residues are within 4 A of seven peptide amino 
acids. In cornparison, 5 Phe residues are within 4 A of seven CaM h a s e  
II amino acids. As was the case with the skMLCK peptide, many of CaM's 
Phe residues are adjacent to  more than one peptide amino acid in the 
complexes with smMLCK and CaM kinase II. This means that CaM 
interacts with multiple sites on its targets through its Phe residues. 

In light of the high degree of conservation of phenyldnnine in CaM, 
the number of these residues that contribute to the formation of CaM's 
hydrophobic patches and the large nurnber of phenylalanines that are in 
close proximity to peptide residues of the three known CaMftarget peptide 
cornplex structures, it is evident that Phe makes significant contributions 
to CaM's structure and function. These observations led Ohya and 
Botstein (1994a; 199413) to construct 7 single mutants and 26 multiple 
mutants of CaM in which the Phe residues were systematically mutated 
to alanine. In essence, Phe to Ala substitutions permitted removd of the 
large hydrophobic side chah at these positions beyond the carbon 
without significantly altering the backbone conformation of the protein 
(Ohya & Botstein, 1994a). Intragenic complementation analysis of the 
mutants revealed the presence of four complementation groups. Each 
group had specific defects in ce11 growth. Further analysis of these 
groups revealed that the Phe residues of CaM have distinct roles in yeast. 
Briefly, Phel6 and Phel9 are involved in subcellular localization of CaM 
in yeast buds; Phe65 and Phe68 play a role in nuclear division; Phe89 and 
Phel40 function in bud emergence; Phe92 is responsible for actin 
organization and Phel2 is unique in that it works in conjunction with the 
other seven residues (Ohya & Botstein, 1994b). 

More important conclusions regarding the roles played by CaM's 
Phe residues are apparent by examining the functional relationships 
between specific Phe residues. Of the seven single and twenty six 
multiple mutations created by Ohya and Botstein (1994a), three mutant 
categories of yeast phenotype could be distinguished: fdly lethal, lethal 
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on synthetic medium and temperature sensitive. Obviously , mutations 
that are most severe will produce lethal phenotypes. Similady, less 

potent mutations will produce yeast that is lethal on synthetic medium 
oniy, while relatively minor mutations will result in temperature 
sensitivity. Finally, mutations that have no effect on the structure or 
function of yeast CaM will result in a wild type phenotype. 

Only one single amino acid substitution (F92A) produced a 
significant change in yeast phenotype; namely temperature sensitivity. 
The remaining single amino acid mutants produced no noticeable 
changes in yeast phenotype (Le. wild type phenotype). These results 
clearly indicate that Phe92 is the most important Phe residue in yeast 
CaM. Substitution of this amino acid alone, will alter the structure 
and/or function of yeast CaM. However, it is important to note that the 
F92A mutation only produced a temperature sensitive phenotype. 
Therefore, the F92A mutation would be regarded as a less severe 
mutation than a single amino acid substitution which produces a lethal 
phenotype. It should also be noted that, Phel6 and Phel9 were always 
mutated as a pair in this study since the two residues are in very close 
proximity to one another in the three dimensional structure of CaM. 

Other Phe to Ala replacements could also produce distinct growth 
phenotypes, but these deficiencies were evident only when double or 

multiple Phe mutations were created in the protein. In particular, 24 of 
the 26 double or multiple mutants produced distinct growth phenotypes. 
The large number of double and multiple mutants compared to only one 
single residue mutant suggests that the Phe residues of CaM are 
redundant in their function. Functionally redundant associations 
between Phe residues of CaM are revealed when two Phe residues are 

mutated simultaneously. Furthermore, the severity of the mutant 
phenotypes conveys the importance of the two mutated Phe residues to 
the overall structure o r  function of CaM. In total, 19 of the 21  double 
mutations of yeast CaM produced a mutant yeast phenotype. A diagram 
illustrating these specific functional relationships among CaM's Phe 
residues is shown in Figure 7.20. Basically, five double Phe lethal 
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Figure 7.20 Schematic diagram illustrating functional interactions 
between the Phe residues of CaM. The associations are drawn by analysis 
of double Phe to  Ala mutations in the CaM gene of Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae. Phe residues of the 5 double mutants that produced fully 
lethal phenotypes are connected by a line in a). The four double Phe 
mutants with lethal phenotypes on synthetic medium are connected in b), 
while the remaining 10 double Phe mutants with temperature sensitive 
phenotypes are shown in c). Thicker lines in the figure denote functional 
redundancy between very important Phe residues while thinner lines 
imply functional redundancy between Phe residues that are less 
important to the structure or fiinction of CaM. 
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mutants were detected. This group represents pairs of functionally 
redundant Phe residues that play the most significant roles in the 
structure or function of CaM. Meanwhile, the four sets of Phe double 
mutants that were lethal on synthetic medium and the 10 sets of Phe 
double mutants that were temperature sensitive also imply functional 
redundancy between the targeted residues, but these amino acid pairs 
play less of a role in the structure or h c t i o n  of CaM. As a result, their 
phenotypic effects are less extreme. 

Analysis of the mutants also established a relative hierarchy of Phe 
importance (Ohya & Botstein, 1994a). Cdcdation of the frequency to 
which each of the eight Phe residues contributed to mutant phenotypes 
showed that Phe92 was the most important residue. This observation 
agrees very well with single amino acid mutations of yeast CaM where 
F9ZA was the only mutant that produced a noticeable growth phenotype, 
as mentioned earlier. A rank that describes the importance of the 
remaining Phe residues is as follows: Phe92 > Phe89 = Phel40 = 
PhelG/PhelS >,= Phe68 >,= Phe65 > Phel2. ( R e c d  that Phel6 and Phel9 
were mutated together so that their relative importance could not be 
determined.) Apparently, the three Phe residues in the C-terminal 
domain of CaM are more important than the five residues in the N- 
terminal domain. 

The vital importance of Phe92 to the regdatory function of CaM 
was confirmed by studies with human liver CaM (Meyer et al., 1996). 
Basically, it was discovered that Phe92 plays an important role in CaM's 
Ca2+-induced conformational change in the C-terminal domain of the 
protein. Such a fûnction is consistent with the residue's close proximity 
to the fïrst Ca2+-binding loop of the C-terminal domain (it immediately 
preceeds the loop) and its large change in position in apo-CaM (phenyl 
ring is partially solvent exposed; Finn et al., 1995; Kuboniwa et al., 1995; 
Zhang et al., 1995a) compared to Cal+-CaM (phenyl ring is almost 
completely buried; Babu et al., 1988). Conclusions regarding the h c t i o n  
of Phe92 were based upon experiments with wild type and genetically 
engineered C-terminal domain fragments of CaM. The genetically 
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engineered domains contained Phe92 to Ala substitutions andlor a novel 
Cys residues at positions 85 and 112 of the fragments. The latter 
mutations were constructed to lock the C-tenninal domain of CaM in a 
closed, apo-like conformation. Phe92 to Ala mutations indicated that 
binding of CaM to a synthetic target peptide or to hydrophobic probes like 
1, 1'-bis(4-ani1ino)-naphthalene-5, 5'-disulphonic acid were diminished. 
This meant that  the F92A mutant protein had diminished hydrophobic 
binding surfaces. This implies that the protein was unable to undergo its 
characteristic Ca2+-dependent conformational change. Furthemore, the 
F92A C-terminal Çagment displayed an increased affinity for Gaz+. 
Increases in the apparent Ca2+-binding constant could be explained by in 
the absence of Phe92 in the C-terminal domain which would allow Ca2+ to 
associate with the Ca%+-loop ligands more effectively without causing a 
typical C-terminal domain conformational change (Meyer, 1996). 

The above investigations clearly indicate tha t  CaM's phenylalanine 
residues play important roles in the protein's many functions. It appears 
that  these aromatic residues are required to varying extents and in 
different combinations when interacting with the diverse array of CaM- 
target proteins (Ohya & Botstein, 1994a). Therefore, a more specific 
understanding of CaM's Phe residues would be invaluable in  
underst anding how this rnultifiinctional protein w orks . 

Generally,  spectroscopic techniques a r e  invaluable i n  
characterizing specifïc amino acids in proteins. Of the many biophysical 
techniques currently available, NMR spectroscopy is one of the most 
versatile. However, detailed analysis of individual residues in proteins 
cannot begin until complete resonance assignment of the  targeted 
residues have been carried out. Traditionally, side c h a h  assignments of 
Phe residues in proteins have been notoriously difficult to obtain despite 
advances in 3D and 4D NMR. This limitation can be attributed to large 
13C-13C J couplings and poor dispersion of 13C chernical shifts (Vuister et  
al., 1994; Grzesiek & Barr, 1995). Consequently, much of the Phe specific 
NMR information such as long range NOE constraints, is lost. It is this 
lack of structural data  that  often makes accurate determination of a 
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protein's solution structure very difficult (Grzesiek & Bax, 1995). 
However, recent techniques involving incorporation of natural 
abundance residues into an otherwise uniformly 13C labelled protein have 
made it feasible to detect NOE interactions with greater sensitivity 
(Vuister et al., 1994). In other cases, techniques involving audio- 
modulated nutation for enhanced spin interaction (AMNESIA) between 
aromatic ring carbons and side chain 13CB spins have permitted virtually 
complete side chah assignment of the Phe residues in a CaMlskMLCK 
target peptide complex (Grzesiek & Bax, 1995). 

Despite success in developing novel NMR techniques that overcome 
assignment problems for Phe residues in proteins, significant drawbacks 
to 3D and 4D N M R  still remain. One non-negligible disadvantage is the 
large cost associated with preparing d o d y  labelled protein, especially 
with 13C. Moreover, large amounts of protein and long acquisition times 

are required when conducting multidimensional and multiisotope NMR 
experiments. Over the years, a viable alternative to these technically 
demanding experiments has emerged in the field of 19F NMR. Fluorine49 
NMR has a number of favourable attributes, particularly high (-83%) 
sensitivity compared to lH, a lack of background signals, 100% natural 
isotopic abundance, large chemical shift dispersion, sensitivity to 
surrounding environmental changes and short acquisitions times (Gerig, 
1994; Danielson & Falke, 1996). In addition, fiuorinated protein samples 
are relatively simple to prepare with generally good yieid and a high level 
of fluorine labelling. Furthemore, the cost of preparing a fluorinated 
sample is considerably lower than for a unifomly labelled 13C protein. 

In this chapter, 19F NMR has proven to be a somewhat usefûl 
method with which to study the functionally important phenylalanine 
residues of mammalian CaM. Apparently, incorporation of three 
fluorinated amino acid analogues, p-FPhe, m-FPhe and O-FPhe, to levels 
ranging £kom -40090% did not produce dramatic changes in the overall 
structure of the proteins. These conclusions were based upon findings 
from UV absorption spectroscopy, far-UV circular dichroism 
spectropolarimetry, SDS-PAGE and 1D 1H NMR spectroscopy. Moreover, 
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electrospray ionization mass spectrometry clearly indicated that 
incorporation of the fluorinated Phe analogues was random at all eight 
Phe positions in the protein sequence. Funtional assays such as 
nondenaturing urea-PAGE demonstrated that the fluorinated 
d o  proteins were still capable of binding to synthetic peptides derived 
fkom the CaM-binding domains of MLCK and cNOS in a 1:l ratio. In 
addition, little difference was seen in the ability of mF-Phe CaM to  
activate the calcineurin phosphatase, while p-FPhe CaM and rn-FPhe 
CaM demonstrated a somewhat increased proficiency at activating the 
enzyme. 

All in all, it is interesting to note that only minor structural and 
functional perturbations were detected in the fluorinated proteins even 
when levels of FPhe substitution were over 90%. Work described in 
Chapter 4 demonstrated that many of the natural properties of aromatic 
amino acids are altered when a proton is replaced by a fluorine atom on 
the phenyl ring of an aromatic amino acid. Such substitutions shodd 
affect weakly polar protein stabilizing interactions cornmonly found in 
proteins as well. Generally, these interactions are based on segregation of 
positive and negative partial electronic charges that are usually found in 
aromatic moieties (Burley & Petsko, 1988; 1989). Examples of such 
weakly polar interactions in proteins include edge-to-face interactions 
between aromatic amino acid side chains, sulphur-aromatic interactions, 
oxygen-aromatic interactions and amino-aromatic interactions. In the 
first three cases, 6(+) centres that include hydrogen atoms of aromatic 
rings are brought near s(-) centres such as oxygen, sulphur or  the R- 
electron cloud of aromatic amino acids. In the last case, the S(+) amino 
group is brought near the &) ammatic ~r-electron cloud instead (Burley & 
Petsko, 1989). 

Analysis of known protein structures has revealed that in folded 
proteins, more than 50% of methionines are in contact with aromatic 
groups (Reid et al., 1985). Associations between Met and aromatic amino 
acids consists of hydrophobie and significant electrostatic interactions 
between the two amino acids (Burley 8 Petsko, 1989; Stapley et al., 1995; 
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Viguera & Serrano, 1995). Ultimately, fluorinated aromatic amino acids 
would be expected to  have modified charges in their aromatic rings. 
These changes could affect the "partial" electrostatic interactions 
between these residues and methionine. Furthemore, edge-to-face 
aromatic interactions, oxygen-ar omatic and amino-aromatic interactions 
could also be af5ected. These changes could alter protein stability. 
Experiments using differential scanning calorimetry would be useful in 
comparing the stability of fluorinated proteins with unlabelled samples. 

While the 1D 19F spectra for both apo- and Gaz+-CaM labelled with 
either p-FPhe, m-FPhe or  O-FPhe to levels ranging fkom 45.65% produced 
more complicated spectra than expected, (19F, 1H)-HETCOSY NMR 
experiments have demonstrated that the overlapping 19F resonances 
could be effectively dispersed by the addition of a second dimension. In 
this regard, the 19F, 1H correlations were much easier to distinguish than 
typical lH, 13C couplings for conventional Phe residues in unifomly 
labelled CaM. Moreover, the ID 19F spectra of O-FPhe CaM with over 90% 
labelling in both its Ca2+-saturated and apo-forms were much simpler 
than protein with lower levels of labelling. This difference suggests that 
the FPhe residues of the protein are exquisitely sensitive to the presence 
or absence of neighbouring FPhe residues. Ultimately, intermediate 
levels of FPhe labelling could produce distinct FPhe resonances depending 
on whether the residue was near a FPhe or unlabelled amino acid. 
Obviously, higher levels of FPhe substitution will minimize these 
complicating effects since the sample will contain only FPhe labels. On 
the other hand, simpler spectra could also be obtained if the degree of 
fluorine labelling was very low (~10%). Under these conditions, a single 
FPhe residue and its corresponding 19F resonance should only be afTected 
by unlabelled Phe residues. It should also be mentioned that the 
sometimes unremarkable ID l9F spectra of the fluorinated proteins may 
be a result of chemical exchange between different conformations of the 
labelled proteins. Indeed, temperature dependent work of p-FPhe Ca2+- 
CaM and p-FPhe apo-CaM has suggested that chemical exchange may 
influence the 19F spectra of the two samples. Finally, the 19F spectra may 
have been complicated by unusual through-space coupling involving the 
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fluorine atoms of the protein- Through-space coupling between fluorine 

atoms (Kimber et  al., 1978; Ernst et al., 1994) has been known to occur. In 
addition, through-space hydrogen-fluorine couphg  may also be possible 
since through-space carbon-fluorine coupling has been observed (Jones e t  
al., 1996). 

In  conclusion, this chapter has revealed that 1D as well as 2D 19F 
NMR spectroscopic experiments can serve as sensitive tools to monitor 
the local environment of FPhe residues biosynthetically incorporated into 
proteins. In addition, unique spectroscopic properties of p-, m-, and O- 

FPhe compared to Phe can serve as potential probes of protein structure 
and function. 



~ 1 e u C m e s  Biochemica'l and 

Fluorine NMR Studies of a Unique Aliphatic 
AminoAcidAnalaguemCahaodulin 

Abstract 

A new aliphatic amino acid analogue, 5, 5, 5-trifluoromethyl-DL- 
leucine (tFLeu) has been incorporated into the important Ca2+-binding 
protein CaM to levels ranging from -45963%. Characterization of the 
protein by UV absorption spectroscopy, far-UV circular dichroism 
spectropolarimetry, SDS-PAGE, non-denaturing urea-PAGE and one 
dimensional 1H NMR have indicated that the overall structure of CaM is 
preserved. Nevertheless, activation of the CaM dependent phosphatase, 
calcineurin is impaired slightly compared to wt. CaM. This suggests that 
small changes in local conformation may have taken place surrounding 
the Leu residues of the protein. The one dimensional 19F spectnim of both 
tFLeu Ca2+-CaM and tFLeu apo-CaM revealed largely overlapping spectra 
confined to a narrow chernical shift range of -4 ppm. The spectnim of 
tFLeu Gaz+-CaM is located mostly between -3.5 and -6.5 ppm while the 
spectrum of tFLeu apo-CaM is shifted downfield and located 
predominently between -4 and -7.5 ppm. These attributes of the l9F 

spectra suggest that tFLeu is a useful amino acid that can be used to 
study 19F chernical shielding of aliphatic amino acids incorporated into 
proteins especially when used in conjunction with other aliphatic amino 
acids that contain a single fluorine atom. 
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Introduction 

Fluorine is a spin = 1/2 NMR nucleus that has been used extensively 
in biology to study proteins, nucleic acids and membrane systems (Sykes 
& Weiner, 1980; Gerig, 1994; Danielson & Falke, 1996). Its widespread 
use in NMR stems from the fact that fluorine49 has a number of 

favourable characteristics. Some of its most important attributes are its 
high sensitivity (approxhately 83% that of IH), its large chemical shift 
range, sensitivity to changes in its surroundhg environment and 100% 
natural abundance. In addition, the absence of fluorine fkom naturally 
occurring systems means that there are no background signals with 
which to contend in an NMR spectnim. 

The most widely used fluorinated amino acid analogues in protein 
related work have been aromatic amino acids. These compounds have 
included m-fluorotyrosine, O-, n- and p -fluorophenylalanine and 40, 5-, and 
6-fluorotryptophan. In chapter 6, 1 highlighted novel biochernical and 
NMR studies of a new fluorinated aromatic amino acid, O-fluorotyrosine. 
This analogue had been successfidly incorporated into the important 
Ca2+-mediator protein, calmodulin (CaM). In this chapter, 1 present 

another case in which a new fluorinated amino acid, 5, 5, 5, 
trifluoromethyl-DL-leucine (tFLeu), has been biosynthetically 
incorporated into the same protein. This fluorinated compound is unique 
in two respects compared to the other fluorinated analogues. First, it is 
an aliphatic, rather than an aromatic fluorinated a m h o  acid. Second, it 
contains a trifluoromethyl group rather than a single fluorine atom 
attached to an aromatic ring. 

CaM is suitable for 19F NMR studies because of its small size (16.7 
kDa), thermal stability and ease of biosynthetic labelling. It is a 
ubiquitous, predominently a-helical, eukaryotic second messenger protein 
that translates changes in intracellular Ca2+ concentration into highly 
specific responses by the activation of well over thirty target proteins 
(O'Neil & DeGrado, 1990; Means et al., 1991; Vogel, 1994; Crivici & Ikura, 
1995; James et al., 1995; Vogel & Zhang, 1995; Ikura, 1996). Many of 
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CaM's tight and highly specific interactions with its targets are 
furnished by hydrophobic and, to a lesser degree, electrostatic 
interactions with specific CaM-binding domains in the target protein. 
CaM binds four Ca2+ ions and possesses two prominent hydrophobic 
binding cavities. One hydrophobic pocket is located in  each of the two 
domains of the protein (Babu et  al., 1988). These hydrophobic clefts are 
largely solvent exposed in Ca2+-CaM, but are essentially absent in apo- 
CaM (Bang et  al., 1995a). The conformational changes which expose 
CaM's hydrophobic binding surfaces are caused by changes in  the 
relative orientation of pairs of a-helices in adjacent EF-hand (helix-loop- 
helix) Ca2+-binding motifs in each lobe of the protein. 

In this chapter, 1 present preliminary results from studies of tFLeu 
CaM in which 5, 5, 5, trifluoromethyl-DL-leucine bas been substituted 
into CaM to levels ranging fkom -46-63%. This is the only known study in 
which this fluorinated amino acid analogue has been substituted into any 
protein using biosynthetic methods and characterized by 19F NMR. 
Structural  perturbations of CaM were appraised by ultraviolet 
spectroscopy, far-W circular dichroism spectropolarimetry and NMR 
spectroscopy. Functional changes in the protein were characterized by 
SDS-PAGE, nondenaturing urea-PAGE and assays with the CaM 
dependent enzyme, calcineurin (CN). These experiments show Iittle 
change i n  the protein's overall structure, however, some changes were 
noted in the ability of tFLeu CaM to activate t h e  phosphatase, 
calcineurin. The techniques and materials outlined here could have 
widespread applicability to other 19F NMR based studies of aliphatic 
residues in  proteins . 
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Materials and Methods 

Expression and Fluorine-19 Selective Labelling of CaM in E. coli - 
Transformation of E. coli strain NK6732 (leu-82::TnlO; LAM-; IN (d- 
rrnE)l), a gi f t  from the E. coli genetic stock centre at Yale University, 
with the pCaM plasmid was performed using the standard CaClz method 

(Sambrook et al., 1989). TFLeu CaM was then expressed using the 
following protocol. One litre of LB broth was inoculated by a loopfid of E. 
coli cells in a 2.8 1 Fernbach culture flask. The media was shaken 
vigorously at 30°C for approximately 7 hours. The temperature of the 
incubator was increased to 37°C and the culture was permitted to grow 
for another 1-1.5 hours. Afterwards, the cells were harvested by 
centrifugation at 8,000 rpm for 10 minutes. The ceU pellet was rinsed and 
resuspended in a MOPS minimal medium (Neidhardt et al., 19741, that 
contained ail the natural amino acids. In place of leucine however, the 
medium contained -90 mg/l of tFLeu. This compound had been 
synthesized using the scheme oulined in Chapter 3 by Dr. D. D. McIntyre 
in the lab of Dr. H. J. Vogel at the University of Calgary. The MOPS 
medium also contained 80 mg/l ampicillin. Protein expression was 

induced by the addition of 100 mgA IPTG and expression was allowed to 
continue for -5 hours at  37°C. Following this, the cells were hamested 
again by centrifugation. The cell pellet was stored at -20°C. Purification 
of protein was done using the same protocol as for wt. CaM. 

Fluorine-19 NMR Spectroscopy - Alll9F NMR measurements were 
recorded at 40°C on a wide-bore Bniker AM400 spectrometer equipped 
with a 5 mm lH, 19F probe operating at a resonance fkequency of 376.48 
MHz. D20 in the sarnple was used as a spectrometer frequency lock. One 

dimensional 19F spectra were acquired using inverse gated 1H decoupling 
to  avoid nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) buildup. Each experiment had 
a spectral width of 5,000 Hz where 1,000-2,000 scans of 8 K data points 

were averaged using a recycle time of 1.82 S. The FID was apodized by 
exponential multiplication using a line broadening of 3 Hz prior to 
Fourier transformation. Data was processed using either a Bruker 
Aspect 1000 data station or SwaN-MR (Balacco, 1994) riinning on an 
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Apple Power Macintosh 6100/60 personal cornputer. AU 19F spectra have 
been referenced with respect to neat trinuoroacetic acid (TFA) contained 
within a capilIary tube. AU remaining procedures have been outline 
previously in Chapter 3. 



Results 

Quantitative amino acids analysis revealed that the extent of 
tFLeu incorporation into CaM ranged from -45963% when an E. coli 
leucine auxotroph was used to express protein (data not shown). It was 
easy to determine the amount of fluorine labelling in the protein since 
tFLeu coelutes with Val during amino acid analysis. Therefore, Leu and 
tFLeu were readily distinguishable. However, a typical preparation of 
tFLeu CaM yielded only a small fraction (-5%) of the total amount of 
protein that could be obtained in an average wt. CaM preparation. This 
suggests that tFLeu significantly inhibited protein expression in E. coli. 
Basically, low levels of CaM expression increase the probability that 
unlabelled Leu becomes incorporated into the protein. There are two 
obvious sources of Leu during expression processes. The first source 
includes residual quantities of LB media which are not washed away 
completely when the E. coli cells are transferred to minimal medium. The 
second supply of Leu originates from normal processes of protein 
degradation and turnover during cell growth. Both conditions will lower 
the levels of fluorine labelling since bacteria preferentially use the 
natural amino acid over the fluorinated substrate. In contrast, high 
levels of protein expression generally increase the levels of fluorine 
substitution since residual supplies of Leu fkom rich LB medium or 
protein degradation are used up over time as more and more CaM is 
synthesized. 

SDS-PAGE was performed on tFLeu CaM as a preliminary step in 
characterizing the purity of the fluorinated protein. At the same tirne, the 
protein's ability to undergo the characteristic Ca2+-dependent CaM band 
shift was also verified (Klee et al., 1979; Grab et al., 1979). The results are 
presented in Figure 8.1. TFLeu CaM appears as a single band in both its 
EDTA- (lane B) and Ca2+-saturated forms (lane D). These results clearly 
show that tFLeu CaM can be purified using the same two cycle protocol of 
Phenyl-Sepharose chromatography as for wt. CaM. The figure also 
reveals that tFLeu CaM (lane D) is capable of undergoing a Ca2+- 

dependent band shiR to an identical extent as that obsemed for wt. CaM 



Figure 8.1 15% SDS-PAGE gel of wt. CaM and tFLeu CaM (-45% 
incorporation. Both protein preparations are homogeneous and can 
undergo a characteristic Ca2+-dependent band shif2. Lane A, wt. EDTA- 
CaM; lane B, tFLeu EDTA-CaM; lane C, wt Ca2+-CaM; lane Dy tFLeu Ca2+- 
CaM. Low range molecular weight standards are from Bio-Rad 
laboratories . 



The W wavelength spectrum of tFLeu EDTA-CaM was wtually 

identical to that of wt. EDTA-CaM (Figure 8.2). This result was expected 
since tFLeu is an aliphatic amino acid analogue. As such, it does not act 
as a biological chromophore and should not contribute to the UV 
absorption spectrum of proteins. The fact that spectra of tFLeu CaM and 
wt. CaM are vvtually superimposable suggests that the overall structure 
of the labelled protein has not been altered. 

The absence of structural perturbations in tFLeu CaM compared to 
wt. CaM are further supported by far-UV CD work of the two proteins in 
both their Ca2+-saturated and EDTA-states as well (Figure 8.3). 
Prominent maxima at -195 n m  and well defhed minima at -208 and 222 
n m  reveal that both forxns of wt. CaM and tFLeu CaM are predominently 
a-helical with regards to their secondary structure. Furthemore, the 
amount of a-helicity appears to be slightly less for tFLeu EDTA-CaM than 
for tFLeu Ca2+-CaM. This result is consistent with Figure 8.3a for wt. 
CaM and with previously reported increases in a-helicity for wt. Ca2+- 
CaM compared to wt. EDTA-CaM (Martin & Bayley, 1986). Calculation of 
the ratios, R i  and R2 according to Bruch et al., (1991) provides a more 

quantitative cornparison of the CD spectra for tFLeu CaM and wt. CaM. 
Table 8.1 summarizes the results obtained for the different proteins. In 
the case of Ri, both tFLeu EDTA-CaM and tFLeu Ca2+-CaM have 

significantly lower values (approximately haln the comesponding values 
for each state of wt. CaM. In contrast, the R2, values are virtudly 

identical (-1.0) for all four of the forms of CaM studied. Taken together, it 
appears that a small change in the secondary structure of tFLeu CaM 
may have taken place. Once again, these questions can perhaps be 
answered more clearly pending further analysis by Fourier transformed 
idkared (FTIR) spectroscopy. 

The abilitg of tFLeu CaM to activate the CaM-dependent target 
phosphatase, calcinewin (CN) has been examined and these results have 
been compared to those obtained for wt. C d .  Accordhg to Figure 8.4, it 
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Figure 8.2 W spectra of a) 0.153 mM wt. CaM and b) 0.042 mM tFLeu 
CaM (-63% incorporation) in their EDTA forms at pH -7.5. Small 
changes can be seen in the Phe fine structure around 265-270 nm, which 
may arise fkom changes in Leu-Phe interactions. 
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Figure 8.3 Far-W CD spectra of a) wt. CaM and b) tFLeu CaM (-45% 
incorporation) in both the EDTA-form (dotted line) and Ca2+-saturated 
form (solid line). Alpha-helical secondary structure predominates in both 
proteins under each condition. 



Table 8.1 Ri and R2 values fkom CD spectra of wt. CaM and tFLeu CaM 

wt. CaM 

Ca2+ 
EDTA 

tFLeu CaM 

Gaz+ 
EDTA 

appears that tFLeu has an impaired ability to activate CN. More 

precisely, full activation of CN was not possible using the same 
concentrations of tFLeu Cas+-CaM as wt. C&+-CaM and the Kact of the 

protein was slightly higher than for wt. CaM. 

Nondenaturing urea-PAGE gels were also performed on the 
fluorinated sample in order to determine whether there were any changes 
in the protein to target peptide binding ratios between tFLeu CaM and 
synthetic peptides derived £kom CaM-binding domains of MLCK (Figure 
8.5a) and cNOS (Figure 8.5b). When peptide is added to an otherwise pure 
sample of CaM, any formation of complexes between CaM and target 
peptide is reflected by a signinicant change in the electrophoretic mobility 
of the complex compared to free CaM. In general, the larger molecular 
weight of a CWpeptide complex impedes mobility compared to £kee 
protein. In the presence of Ca2+, tFLeu with -63% incorporation was still 
able to bind to both the MLCK and cNOS target peptides in a 1:l ratio. No 
further changes were detected in the gels when the peptide to protein 
ratio was increased beyond 1:l. (Figure 8.5a and b; lanes C and D). 
Furthemore, control experiments conducted in the presence of EDTA 



Figure 8.4 Activation of the CaM-dependent phosphatase calcineurin by 
wt. CaM and tFLeu CaM (-63% incorporation). Full activation of  CN was 
not possible using equivalent amounts of tFLeu Ca2+-CaM and wt. Ca2+- 
CaM. Closed circles represent wt. Ca2+-CaM while open circles represent 
tFLeu G a z + - C d ,  
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Figure 8.5 Nondenaturing urea-PAGE of tFLeu Ca2+-CaM (-63% 
incorporation) bound either to the a) cNOS (crude protein to peptide 
ratios: lane A, 1:O; lane B, 1:0.5; lane C, 1:l; lane D, 1:2) or b) MLCK 
peptides (protein to peptide ratios: lane E, 1:O; lane F, 1:0.5; lane G, 1:l; 
lane H, 12). 
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showed that no binding occurred between tFLeu CaM and the target 
peptides in the presence of EDTA (data not shown). This confïrms that 

CaM's hydrophobie binding surfaces are diminished in the absence of 
Ca2+ for the fluorinated protein and that no interactions can take place 
between the protein and the target peptide as a result. Moreover, these 
results show that tFLeu CaM is still capable of undergoing a Ca2+- 
dependent conformational change like wt. CaM. 

One dimensional 1H NMR spectra were acquired of tFLeu CaM in 
both the apo- and Ca2+-form to extend spectroscopie studies of the protein. 
The 1H NMR spectnun of tFLeu Ca2+-CaM is compared to the spectnim of 
wt. Ca2+-CaM in Figure 8.6. Figure 8.7 compares the 1D 1H NMR spectra 
of both proteins in the apo-form. In general, the main features of all 
spectra are quite similar. These obsemations reinforce the notion that no 
drastic changes were produced in the overall structure of CaM upon 
substitution of tFLeu for Leu. In other words, subsitution of tFLeu into 
CaM has little effect on folding of the protein. It should be noted that 
many of the minor differences between the 1D 1H NMR spectra of wt. CaM 
and tFLeu CaM in the aliphatic region can be attributed to missing 1H 
resonances that were originally part of CaM's nine Leu residues. 

Fluorine-19 NMR spectra were acquired on tFLeu apo-CaM and 
tFLeu Ca2+-CaM to determine if the tFLeu residues in the protein gave 
 se to well defined resonances. According to Figure 8.8, both tFLeu apo- 
CaM and tFLeu Ca2+-CaM produced complicated 1D l9F NMR spectra 
with many overlapping signals. In both cases, the resonances overlapped 
were dispersed over a chernical shift range of -4 ppm. The centre of the 
19F spectrum for tFLeu apo-CaM was located predominently between -4 
and -7.5 ppm, while the tFLeu Gaz+-CaM spectrum was shifted upfield 
between -3.5 and -6.5 ppm. No clear single resonances could be 
distinguished in either form of the protein which would enable resonance 
assignment of the tFLeu residues in the protein. Attempts to acquire two 
dimensional (19F, 1H)-HETCOSY spectra on the proteins proved 
unsuccessful for reasons that are not known. Consequently, only a 
limited amount of 19F NMR related information c m  been obtained about 



Figure 8.6 One dimensional 1H NMR spectra of a) 1.5 mM wt. Ca2+-CaM 
and b) 0.8 mM tFLeu Ca2+-CaM at 310 K. Substitution of tFLeu to levels 
approximating 43% in this case produce no drastic changes in the spectra 
of the fluorinated protein compared to wt. CaM. 



Figure 8.7 One dimensional 1H NMR spectra of a) 1.4 mM wt. apo-CaM 
and b) 0.7 mM tFLeu apo-CaM at 310 K. Substitution of tFLeu to levels 
approximating 43% in this case produce no drastic changes in the spectra 
of the fluorinated protein compared to wt. CaM. 



Figure 8.8 One dimensional 19F NMR spectra of a) 0.8 mM tFLeu Gaz+- 
CaM and c) 0.7 mM tFLeu apo-CaM at 310 K. The resonances are 
dispersed over a range of only -4 ppm. The fkee amino acid of tFLeu 
resonates at -4.54 ppm. 
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each tFLeu residue at this point, Further investigations by 19F NMR 
involving temperature denatured tFLeu apo-CaM and tFLeu Ca2+-CaM 
should provide additional information about these proteins. However, 
other more generd conclusions can be drawn about the spectra and these 
wiU be discussed in more detail in the foIlowing section. 
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Discussion 

Nine Leu residues are present in mammalian CaM. They are 
located at positions 4, 18, 32, 39, 48, 69, 105, 112 and 116 in the protein's 
primary sequence. Of these nine residues, four contribute to the 
formation of CaM's hydrophobie cleRs according to the x-ray structure of 
Ca2+-CaM (Babu et al., 1988). In the N-terminal domain, these residues 
include Leu32 and Leu48 while in the C-terminal domain these residue 
comprise Leu105 and Leull6. In particular, Leu32 and Leu105 are in the 
same position relative to each other in their respective domains. Leu32 is 
at the beginning of helix B while Leu105 is at the beginning of helix F. In 
contrast, the other pair of Leu residues that form part of the hydrophobic 
pockets of Ca2+-CaM are located at different positions relative to one 
another. For example, Leu48 from the N-terminal domain occupies an 
analogous position to Val121 in the C-terminal domain while Leu116 is in 
a similar location compared to Pro43 (Babu et al., 1988). 

The remaining five Leu residues are scattered in other parts of the 
protein. Leu4 is found just before the beginning of helix A while Leu18 is 
located near the end of the same helix. Leu39 and 112 are found just 
outside helices B and F, respectively and occupy analogous positions in 
the two domains of the protein. Finally, Leu69 is located within helix D 
(Babu et al., 1988). The relative positions of al1 residues can be seen 
clearly in Figure 1.5 in Chapter 1. In addition, the residues which 
contribute to the formation of Ca2+-CaM's hydrophobic patches are listed 
in Table 1.3 of the same chapter. It is also possible to compare the relative 
location and spatial orientation of CaM's nine Leu residues in apo-CaM, 
Ca?+-CaM and Ca2+-CaMharget peptide complex with the CaM-binding 
domain of smMLCK in Figure 8.9. In most instances, the nine Leu 
residues are found in similar areas of secondary structure in al1 three 
states of the protein (Babu et al., 1988; Meador et al., 1992; Zhang et al., 
1995a). 

To date, the detailed three dimensional structure of only three Ca2+- 
CaMItarget peptide complexes have been solved ( k a  et al., 1992; 



Figure 8.9 Three dimensional structural ribbon diagrams of a) apo-CaM, 
b) Ca2+-CaM and c) Ca2+-CaM/smMLCK cornplex. Carbon atoms fkom the 
nine leucine residues are represented by grey circles. The residues have 
been labelled according to theK position in the protein's amino acid 
sequence. The figures were generated using Molscript (Kraulis, 1991) 
and are based on the PDB files mentioned in Chapter 1. Note that Leu4 is 
undefined in the x-ray structures of Ca2+-CaM in b) and c). 
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Meador et al., 1992; 1993). In dl three cases, a number of CaM's Leu 
residues have been shown t o  be in close proximity t o  residues derived 
fkom the model peptides. Table 8.2 lists the Leu amino acids that are 
within 4 to 5 A of an amino acids that belongs either to the skMLC& 
smMLCK or CaM kinase II model peptides and vise versa. According to  

the table, six Leus (18, 32, 39, 105, 112, and 116) appear to  be near 
residues derived fkom either the skMLCK and srnMLCK peptides. In a 

number of cases, these leucines are proximate to  more than one peptide 
amino acid. A careful glance at the data for the CaM kinase II peptide 
reveds that four of the nine leucines interact with a total of six peptide 
residues. Moreover, these same four Leu residues are involved in 
proteidpeptide interaction with both the smMLCK and skMLCK 
peptides. It is uiteresting to  note that Leu32, Leu48 and Leull6, which 
are involved in the formation of CaM's hydrophobic binding pockets as 
stated earlier, do not appear to be close to a peptide residue in a number of 
cases. For example, Leu32 and Leu116 have not been shown to be near 
any CaM kinase II amino acids. In a more extreme example, Leu48 does 
not seem to interact with any of the three peptides for which CaMfpeptide 
complex structures are known (Ikura et al., 1992; Meador et al., 1992; 
1993). Owing to the vast number of possible CaM target enzymes 
however, these residues may interact with target residues in other CaM 
binding domains. 

Alternatively, the ieucine residues of CaM may also play important 
roles in the folding and overall stability of the protein. The nine leucine 
residues of marnmalian CaM are conserved in other organisms such as 
Drosop hila rnelanogaster (Taylor et al., 1991), Parameciurn tetraurel ia 
(Ban et al., 1994), Tetrahymena pyriformis (Yazawa et al., 1981) and 
Dictyostelium discoideum (Marshak et al., 1984). Drosop hila CaM 
contains only nine Leu residues just like its mammalian counterpart. 
However, other organisms contain additional Leu residues in place of 
hydrophobic amino acids. For example, Dictyostelium CaM contains an 
extra Leu residue at a position analogous to position 130 of mammalian 
CaM. In cornparison, Tetrahymena CaM contains additional Leu residues 
at positions 71, 85, and 99 (relative to mammalian CaM) for a total of 12 



Table 8.2 Interactions of the Leucines of Calmodulin with the skMLCK, smMLCK and CaM KI1 peptides 

CaM Leucine skMLCKresiduest srnMLCKresidues* CaM KI1 residuesg 
-. -- . .- - 

none 
AGalO 

Alul4; Phel7 
Va l l l ;  Ala14 

none 
none 
Trpl 

Asn7; AlalO; V a l l l  
Asn7 

- -- - 

none 
Lys7; Alal l  

Leu18 
Ilel 5 
none 
none 
Trp5 

Thr8; Alall  
Lys4 

t Ikura et al., 1992 
$ Meador et al., 1992 
§ Meador et al., 1993 
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Leu residues, while Pararnecium CaM contains an additional Leu residue 
compared to Tetrahymena CaM at position 5 for a total of 13 leucine 
residues. 

Some of the largest differences in the number of Leu residues 
compared to mammalian CaM cari be found in yeast (Davis et al., 1986). 
By identifying the yeast CaM gene, Davis's group discovered that CaM 
fkom Saccharomyces cerevisiae contains a total of 18 Leu residues. Unlike 
the other organisms listed above however, not all of the nine Leu residues 
of mammalian CaM are conserved in this organism. Yeast CaM contains 
two substitutions in this respect. The tbst change is a Val for Leu 
replacement at position 48 while the other change is an ne  for Leu 
exchange at position 112 (compared to marnmalian CaM). Meanwhile, the 
presence of additional Leu residues at positions 71, 85 and 99 are similar 
to changes found in Pararnecium CaM. Other modifications include new 
Leu residues at positions 41, 86 and 125. However, the most interesthg 
substitutions occur at positions 51, 71 (noted above), 76, 109, 144 and 145 
compared to  mammalian CaM (Davis et al., 1986). Recall that in 
mammalia. CaM, amino acids at these locations are normally methionine 
residues. These amino acids have been shown to play crucial roles in 
CaM's overd function (Babu et al.., 1988; O'Neil & DeGrado, 1990; Ikura 
et al., 1992; Meador et al., 1992; 1993; Vogel, 1994; Zhang & Vogel, 1994b; 
Vogel & Zhang, 1995; Zhang et al., 1995a; Chin & Means, 1996). The nine 

methionines in mammalian CaM account for -6.2% of the total amino acid 
composition of the protein, which is approximately three times higher 
than the statistical average for the occurence of Met in other proteins. 
Together, eight of CaM's nine methionine residues contribute -46% of the 
solvent accessible surface area of the two hydrophobie patches of CaM 
(O'Neil & DeGrado, 1990). According to these statistics alone, Met should 
play important roles in the structure and function of CaM. Clear proof of 
Met's functions has accumulated over the years. 

Methionine is ideally suited for its roles in sequence-independent 
binding between CaM and its many targets because of the amino acid's 
inherent flexibility and polarizability (Gellma., 1991). Methionine's fïrst 
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characteristic is a product of the low energy barrier of rotation about the 
side chain's CrS bond (due to the longer C-S bond compared to  a C-C 

bond) while the second trait is a result of sulphur's greater polarizabilitg 
compared to aliphatic carbons. The importance of both features in the 

functions of CaM's Met residues have been confhned by eloquent studies 
in which the Met residues of CaM were systematically replaced with Leu 
residues (Zhang et al., 1994b). In this way, the malleable and polarizable 
properties of the protein were removed at specific locations. In many 
cases, these subsitutions produced proteins that were poor activators of 
target enzymes. Similar studies involving Met t o  (more polar) Gln 
substitutions demonstrated the importance of C a ' s  Met residues to high 
afinity binding with targets (Chin & Means, 1996). It should also be 
noted that many of the findings regarding Met to Leu mutations are 
supported by large differences in the ability of Leu rich yeast CaM to 
activate many proteins recognized by Met rich mammalian CaM such as 
cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase, myosin light chain kinase and 
phosphorylase kinase (Ye & Bretscher, 1992; Lu & Means, 1993). Further 
studies should provide valuable information regarding the function of Leu 
residues in CaM fiom different organisms. These studies will explain 
why nature has selected organisms to contaîn a specac number of Leu 
residues in their CaM proteins. In particular, some investigations could 
provide clues about the function of the consewed Leu residues of 
mammalian CaM. 

In this work, 1 have highlighted the first use of tFLeu as a 

structural and functional probe of Leu residues in proteins by use of 19F 
NMR and other spectroscopic techniques. Previously, tFLeu has been 
used only to study various aspects of leucine transport or its effects on the 
metabolism of microorganisms (Fenster & Anker, 1969; Chianelli et al., 
1996). In this chapter, structural experiments using far-W CD 
spectropolarimetry, 1H NMR spectroscopy, ultraviolet absorption 
spectroscopy and SDS-PAGE have shown that incorporation of tFLeu to 
levels ranging from 45-632 impart only minor changes on the overall 
structure of CaM. In addition, fùnctional assays such as nondenaturing 
urea-PAGE show that no differences were encountered in the protein to 
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peptide binding ratios between tFLeu CaM and synthetic peptides 
corresponding to  the CaM-binding domains of cNOS and MLCK. 
However, tFLeu CaM was unable to Mly activate the calcineurin 
phosphatase and the Kaa of the reaction was increased compared to wt. 

CaM. These results imply that the trifluoromethyl groups of tFLeu may 
produce local changes in CaM which affect the protein's ability to activate 
CN. 

The chemical shift dispersion of the resonances in the 1D 19F 
spectrum were restricted to a narrow range of only -4 ppm for both the 
Ca2+-saturated and apo-forms of the protein. Moreover, the resonances 
were largely indiscriminate. While l9F NMR has traditionally been 
limited to  the use of fluorinated aromatic amino acid analogues, recent 
studies have appeared in which fluorinated aliphatic amino acids have 
been successfidly incorporated into proteins and characterized by this 
sensitive spectroscopie technique (Feeney et al., 1996; Duewel, 1997; Yuan 
et al., 1997). Significant findings fkom these studies should provide 
interesting insights into the results presented here for tFLeu CaM. In 
the first case, the monofluorinated aliphatic amino acid, (223, 4s)-5- 
fluoroleucine (5FLeu) was incorporated into Lactobacillus casei 

dihydrofolate reductase to levels approximating 22%. In the second case, 
trifiuoromethionine (tFMet; S-(trif1uoromethyl)-homocysteine) was 
incorporated into n bacteriophage lysozyme to  levels ranging from 31-70% 
(Duewel et al., 1997). In the third example, dinuorornethionine (dFMet; S- 
(difluoromethy1)-homocysteine) was incorporated into bacterially 
expressed mammalian CaM to levels approaching -80%. Studies of tFLeu 
CaM represent a logical corollary to these studies since a trifluoromethyl 
group is used to specincally label Leu. 

Careful examination of studies involving incorporation of BFLeu, 
tFMet and dFMet into proteins can provide an indication of 19F chemical 
shift ranges that could be expected fkom proteins labelled with fluorinated 
aliphatic amino acids. In this regard, studies of 5FLeu labelled 
dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) were particularly intriguing since they 
provided an explanation of factors which were thought to influence 19F 
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shielding for aliphatic amino acids in general (Feeney et al., 1996). The 
largest 19F chemical shift dispersion observed in any protein sample to 
date has been -16.8 ppm in 4FTrp labelled hen egg white lysozyme 
complexed to an inhibitor, N, N', IV"-triacetglchiototriose (NAG)3 (Lian et 

al., 1994). This large chemical shift range is expected (assuming that 
electrostatic field effects are the predominent determinant of 19F shielding 
in proteins (Augspurger et al., 1992; refer to  section on computation of 
fluorine chemical shifts in Chapter 4) because fluorinated aromatic amino 
acids are highly polarizable and the interior of proteins is rich in 
electrostatic fields (Feeney et al,, 1996). However, the C-F bond in a -CHiF 
group is less polarizable. This means that the theoretical 19F chemical 
shift dispersion will only be -5 ppm when this fluorinated group is 
substituted into a protein, In the case of 5FLeu DHFR, the observed 
chemical shift range was 15.2 ppm for the protein's thirteen residues. 
Clearly, electrostatic effects could not solely account for the large 
chemical shift ranges observed for this labelled protein. Other factors 
which could influence 19F shielding had to be considered in order to 
account for these results. For 5FLeu, it was suggested that local side- 
chain conformational changes in the amino acid could produce electronic 
structural effects. In the past, y-gauche effects have been shown to play a 
role in shielding of gauche over trans conformations in 13C NMR. 
Estimates involving this theory have revealed that the y-gauche effect 
could increase the chemical shift range for fluorinated aliphatic amino 
acids in proteins by an additional 12 ppm (Feeney et al., 1996). Therefore, 
y-gauche conformational effects could play a significant role in L9F 
chemical shielding under these circumstances. In the example of 5FLeu 
DHFR, it is interesting to note that information on nuclear shielding in 
proteins could be obtained fkom a spectrum where no assignment of the 
resonances had been performed. This clearly illustrates the power of 19F 
NMR and novel fluorinated amino acid analogues in probing protein 
structure and understanding fùnction. 

In contrast to the study of 5FLeu DHFR, the trinuoromethyl group 
of tFLeu should not undergo y-gauche effects in 19F shielding because the 

amino acid's side chah is uniformly substituted with fluorine atoms. In 
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other words, tFLeu should not expenence si-cant differences in side 
c h a h  conformation. As a result, electrostatic field effects should play the 
predominent role in 19F shielding of this aliphatic amino acid analogue 
and the chemical shiR dispersion of the resonances should be restricted to 
a theoretical range of -5 ppm. It would be interesting to  compare the 19F 

spectra of a trifluoroleucine labelled protein to a monofluoroleucine 
Iabelled protein to c0zdït-m if y-gauche effects of proteins do indeed play a 

role in 19F chemical shielding of aliphatic amino acids in proteins. 

Overail, a number of factors may have played a role in producing 
the complicated 19F spectra obtained for both tFLeu Ca2+-CaM and tFLeu 
apo-CaM. First ,  CaM contains nine Leu residues. Hence, in  
circumstances where labelling is significantly below 100%, (consider a 

level of incorporation of only 5096, for example) then a single tFLeu 
residues rnay be affected differently depending of whether it is near 
another unlabelled Leu or a tFLeu residue. As a result, a single tFLeu 
residue may give rise to two distinct 19F resonances with different 
chemical shiEts. Such an effect was responsible for the complicated 1D 19F 

spectra of O-FPhe CaM with only 43% incorporation since spectra of O- 

FPhe CaM with 90% incorporation were much simpler (see Chapter 7). 
Second, the three fluorine atoms on each tFLeu residue codd each have 
given rise to nonequivalent chemical shifts. Third, tFLeu used in these 
studies was an  impure mixture of stereoisomers- It consisted of (2S, 4s)-, 
(2S, 4R)-, (2R, 423)- and (2R, 4R)-5, 5, 5-trifiuoroleucine. As shown 
previously in Chapter 4, the lgF, 1H HETCOSY spectrum of free tFLeu 
produced two distinct 19F resonances for the four different stereoisomers 
found in the mixture. Each resonance arose fkom a pair of enantiomers 
that  possessed distinct chemical and NMR properties. More specifïcally, 
the enantiomers (2S, 4R)- and (ZR, 4s)-5, 5, 5-triauoroleucine produced a 
19F resonance that  was distinct fi-om the one produced by the enantiomers 
(2S, 423)- and (2R, 4R)-5, 5, 5-trifluoroleucine. In reality, bacteria wiU only 
incorporate two of the four possible stereoisomers into CaM. However, 
these two metabolites will still be chemically unique since they are  
diastereomers. Ultimately, this means that a pair of 19F resonances may 
be produced by the  two different forms of tFLeu which have been 
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incorporated at a particular site in the protein. It may be possible to 
simplifg t h e  19F NMR spectra of tFLeu CaM considerably by 
incorporating single, stereochemically well defined tFLeu instead of a 
mixture of stereoisomers. Fourth, through-space coupling between 
fluorine atoms (Himber et al., 1978; Ernst e t  al., 1994) has been known to 
occur. In addition, through-space hydrogen-fluorine coupling may also be 
a possibility since through-space carbon-fluorine coupling has been 
abserved (Jones e t  al., 1996). Each effect may have introduced 
unnecessary multiplet structures in  the individual l9F resonances. In 
summary,  any one of these factors rnay have given rise to the unsolvable 
spectra of tFLeu CaM in both its Ca2+- and apo-forms. 

Work with difluorornethionine (dFMet) labelled CaM (80% 
incorporation) has shown that the 19F NMR spectrum of the protein in 
both the Ca2+-saturated and apo-from of the protein are resticted to only 
-6 ppm (Yuan et al., unpublished results). These results are  intriguing 
since dFMet would be expected to undergo y-gauche conformational 
effects. However, it h a s  been demonstrated tha t  the Met side chah is 
inherently more flexible than the side chains of either Leu or Ile because 
of the longer CH3-S-CC bond (Gellman, 1991). This attribute as well as 

the observation that gauche and t r a m  conformation of the  methionine 
side c h a h  are similar in energy Mply that y-gauche 19F shielding effects 
could play less of a role in determining chemical shifts  than for 
fluorinated Leu. This would explain the narrow chemical shiR range of 
dFMet CaM compared to 5FLeu DHFR. 

Investigations on triauorornethionine labelled A lysozyme have also 
demonstrated the utility of other aliphatic a m h o  acid in 19F NMR studies 
of proteins (Duewel e t  al. 1997). This work showed that  incorporation of 
the analogue to levels ranging fkom 31-70% did not signifïcantly alter 
enzyme function according to activation and inhibition studies. The 1D 
19F NMR spectrum of the  protein produced four, well resolved resonances 
fkom only three *Met residues. The presence of a -CF3 group on the side 

c h a h  of tFMet suggests that the analogue will not be affected y-gauche 
effects. Consequently, the chemical shiR dispersion of the resonances 
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should be restricted to a relatively narrow range. Indeed, the 19F peaks 
were only dispersed over a range of -1 ppm (Duewel et al. 1997). 

The presence of four peaks in the 19F NMR spectrum from only 
three tFMet residues in this same investigation was attributed to  subtle 
conformational changes in the protein's stucture when tFMet was 
substituted for Met at specific locations in the protein's sequence (Duewel 
et al. 1997). Such a conclusion was made since changes in the intensities 
of the fluorine resonances were obsemed with varying levels of tFMet 
incorporation. Therefore, it was suggested that one of the three Met 
residues was in a different environment when tFMet was incorporated at 
either low or high levels in the protein. High levels of incorporation 
affected the natural structure of the protein, while low levels of 

incorporation did not. Wtimately, two resonances arose fkom one of the 
Met residues under the two conditions. Small changes in protein 
structure are not unreasonanble since a trifluoromethyl group is 
significantly larger than a methyl group; such substitutions could be 
expected to have substantial structural consequences (Gerig, 1994). 

The last point indicates that tFLeu may produce local changes in 
the environment surrounding the Leu residues of CaM. While 
biochemical and spectroscopie data indicate that the overall structure of 
tFLeu CaM remains intact, functional assays of CN with tFLeu CaM 
demonstrate a decreased ability in tFLeu CaM to activate the target 
enzyme (Figure 8.4). This suggests that some of the Leu residues of CaM 
participate in binding to the CaM binding domain of CN. Confirmation of 
these theories must await complete structural determination of the Ca2+- 

C a W N  target peptide cornplex. 



Understanding the relationship between protein structure and 
function is one of the foremost ambitions of modern biochemistry. This 
objective is fueled by a basic desire to understand how the genetic rnakup 
of an organism directs its activities. In many ways, efforts to sequence 
the intact genomes of organisms have been central to this cause. Grnino 
acid sequences can be determined from these nucleic acid sequences. 
Furthemore,  the structure a n d o r  function of these new amino acid 
sequences can then be predicted when compared to homologous sequences 
that have been characterized in detail elsewhere. A central part to this 
effort is the ever increasing number of known structures deposited into 
the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank. In addition, the oagoing development 
of novel biochemical materials and biophysical techniques has egpanded 
the choices available to scientists in characterizing structure and 
function relationships. Researchers now have powerfid techniques such 
as multidimensional and multinuclear nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR) spectroscopy, x-ray crystallography, Fourier transformed infrared 
spectroscopy (FITR), circular dichroism (CD) spectropolarimetry, 
ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) absorption spectrophotometry, electron 
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, fluorescence spectroscopy, 
Raman spectroscopy, light scattering, differential scanning and titration 
calorimetry, surface plasmon resonance, mass spectrometry and many 
computational approaches at their disposa1 to help glean important 
physical information about biological systems. In addition, perpetual 
developments in theoretical and  computational chemistry, protein 
chemistry, protein purification, organic, inorganic and synthetic 
chemistry, chromatography, nucleic acid synthesis and  sequencing, 
electrophoresis and techniques of amino acid analysis and sequencing 
have been instrumental in propagating biological research as well. 

Notwithstanding, one of the greatest advances in science bas been 
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the development of molecular biology. Breakthroughs in this field have 
made cloning, overexpression and site-specific mutation of proteins now 
almost routine work for biochemists. However, a h d a m e n t a l  limitation 
s a  exists in areas of molecular biology, particularly in the area of site- 
directed mutagenesis. For the most part, scientists are limited to the 
choice of the twenty naturally occurring amino acids that  can be 
substituted into proteins in place of other residues. In reality, the 
number of potential alternatives is much less because of the substantial 
differences in the chemical or physical properties of some rimino acids. 

Through the  use of amino acid analogues however, one can 
significantly increase t h e  number of potential choices when 
characterizing proteins. Moreover, isostructural analogues can be 
selected that have either minor or major changes in their chemical or 
physical properties compared to natwal Rmino acids that are targeted for 
replacement. This approach allows one to gauge the extent to which 
amino acid analogues can perturb a system. Most importantly, many 
unnatural amino acids have unique attributes which makes them 
amenable to study by a number of spectroscopic techniques. Recently, 
77Se NMR studies of selenomethionine substituted proteins have been 
reported (Zhang & Vogel, 1994b). However, fluorinated Iiminn acids have 
consistently demonstrated their utility in understanding proteins by 19F 
NMR (Gerig, 1994; Danielson & Falke, 1996). 

19F NMR is a viable alternative to conventional lH, 13C and 15N 
NMR techniques because of its high sensitivity, lack of background 
signals and great sensitivity to local environmental changes. In addition, 
19F is  naturally abundant and is generally incorporated easily into 
proteins using biosynthetic techniques. Furthermore, fluorinated 
sarnples are easy to prepare at relatively low cost. 

To date, the most commonly used fluorinated amino acids in  
biological research have been aromatic compounds such as  rn- 

fluorotyrosine, p-, m -, and O-fluorophenylalanine and 4-, 5- and 6- 
fluorotryptophan. Comparative analysis of a number of these fluorinated 
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analogues in Chapter 4 indicated that fluorine imparted noticeable 
changes on the spectroscopic properties of these compounds. In addition, 
a b  initio theoretical calculations revealed that fluorine drastically 

influenced the partial charges and overall dipole moment of these 
analogues because of the fluorine atom's strong electron withdrawing 
character. Such changes would be expected to affect "partial" 
electrostatic interactions between aromatic residues and sulphur, 

oxygen, or arnino groups as well as between aromatic residues 
themselves. These forces play a major role in stabilizing protein 
structures and protein-protein interactions (for a review, see Burley & 
Petsko, 1988). 

In this thesis, typical and novel fluorinated aromatic amino acids 
were used to probe the tyrosine, phenylalanine and leucine residues of the 
ubiquitous, intracellular Ca2+-regulatory protein, calmodulin. CaM is an 
important second messenger protein that is able to translate changes in 
the concentration of intracellular Ca2+ into over thirty different 
physiological responses. Such events include smooth muscle contraction, 
protein phosphorylation and dephosphorylation, cyclic nucleotide 
metabolism, calcium homeostasis, maintenance of cellular structure and 
ce11 cycle control to name but a few. The protein is amenable to 
biochemical and spectroscopic studies because of it small size, high 
stability, well characterized structure and known mechanism of action. 

Incorporation of m-FTyr into CaM to levels ranging fkom 65-90% 
(using a Tyr auxotrophic strain of E. coli) clearly demonstrated potential 
applications of 19F NMR in characterizing arnino acids of CaM. These 
high levels of analogue substitution produced only minor changes in the 
overall structure and function of the protein. However, Merences were 
detected in the protein's ability to activate calcineurin. One dimensional 
19F spectra of m-FTyr Ca2+-CaM revealed a pair of i9F resonances which 
could be assigned using 2D homonuclear (lH, 1H) and novel heteronuclear 
('HP 19F) NMR experiments. The pair of resonances were also assigned for 
three other physiological states of the protein. Unambiguous resonance 
assignment reinforced information about the extent of solvent exposure of 
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the two m-FTyr residues as well as their overall mobility by 19F NMR. 

In chapter 8, p-, m- and O-FPhe could be incorporated into CaM to 
levels ranging fkom 45.90%. High levels of analogue substitution were 
achieved by expressing the protein with a prototrophic strain of E. coli in 
the presence of the glyphosate, an inhibitor of aromatic amino acid 
biosynthesis (Kim et al., 1990). Furthemore, FPhe labelling appeared to 
produee no changes in the overd structure of CaM, but smaller, more 
localized modincations could not be conclusively d e d  out. On the other 
hand, large changes were detected in the fluorinated proteins compared to 
wild type CaM as studied by various spectroscopie techniques. However, 
these properties could be attributed to fundamental ciifferences in the 
chernical properties of the fluorinated analogues compared t o  the 
unlabelled amino acids rather than changes in the protein themselves. 
The ID 19F spectra of the proteins produced largely overlapping spectra 
with many resanances, especially when the level of fluorine labelling had 
reached only intermediate levels. High levels FPhe incorporation (over 
90%) simplified the l9F spectra significantly in the case of O-FPhe CaM. 
This suggested that the FPhe residues of CaM were sensitive t o  the 
presence of neighbouring fluorinated or unlabelled residues. The 
complicated ID 19F spectra may have also been afEected by conformational 
changes in the protein or  through-space coupling. The l9F spectra could 
be resolved with greater success through the use of (lgF, 1H)-HETCOSY 
experiments. These techniques should prove useful in h t w e  resonance 
assignment strategies for  the fluorinated proteins. Generally, no large 
changes were detected in the biochemical properties of the FPhe CaMs, 
but p-FPhe CaM and O-FPhe CaM appeared to give rise to a somewhat 
enhanced activation of calcineurin. 

Work in this thesis has also demonstrated for the f i s t  thne that O- 

FTyr and 5, 5, 5-tFLeu can be successfully incorporated into a protein and 
studied by 19F NMR. Additional work in our laboratory has shown that 
other novel fluorinated amino acids such as 4-fluoroproline (Brokx & 
Vogel, unpublished results) as well as tri- and di-fluorornethionine (Yuan 
& Vogel, unpublished results) can also be readily incorporated into E. coli 
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expressed CaM. These new analogues significantly extend 19F NMR 
studies of proteins by increasing the choice of available unnaturd amino 
acids that can be substituted into proteins. However, these approaches 
are not universally applicable; for example, attempts to  incorporate 
difluorinated Phe analogues into CaM have been unsuccessful to date 
(Fukamizo, Mchtyre & Vogel, unpublished observations). 

In addition, work in this thesis has shown that two dimensional 
P F ,  1H)-HETCOSY NMR experiments were capable of detecting unusual 
aromatic-aliphatic couplings in one of the O-FTyr C a .  residues. The 
analogue tFLeu is also unique in that it is a fluorinated aliphatic rather 
than aromatic amino acid. 95% labelling of CaM with O-FTyr and 45-63% 
Iabeiling of CaM with tFLeu produced little change in the overall 
structures and bctions of the proteins as demonstrated by spectroscopie 
techniques and biochemicd assays. A minor change was detected in the 
ability of tFLeu CaM to activate calcineurin. The 1D 19F spectra of O-FTyr 
CaM gave rise to two distinct resonances. Both of them underwent large 
changes when Gaz+ was removed f?om the sample. In contrast, the 1D l9F 
spectra of tFLeu CaM produced indiscriminate spectra. The resonances 
underwent only s m d  changes in chernical sh8t when Ca2+ was removed 
fkom the sample. 

Overall, it seems that incorporation of amino acid analogues into 
CaM produces only smdl changes in the structure or  function of the 
protein. These findings contrast other studies where the biological 
activity or physical properties of a protein is changed upon fluorine 
labelling (see Table 4.7). Consequently, it appears that CaM is a highly 
adaptable protein that can tolerate large changes in the nature of its 
amino acids without experiencing excessive changes in its physical o r  
functional attribut es. 

In the future, difficulties regarding assignment of individual 19F 
resonances for O-FTyr CaM can be overcome by making site specific 
mutants. Meanwhile, higher (>go%) or lower (<IO%) levels of FPhe 
incorporation with correspondingly better (19F, 1H)-HETCOSY spectra 
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should make it easy to assign the individual FPhe resonances using site- 
directed mutagenesis as well. These two situations should simplify the 
19F spectra significantly. At the same t h e ,  improvements in NMR 
techniques (development of 19F, 1H HOESY experiments) and 
instrumentation should help in assigning the tFLeu CaM spectra. It 
would also be interesting to develop 19F, 13C NMR heteronuclear 
correlation experiments to aid in resonance assignment by enhancing the 
resolution in the spectra. One interesting idea would be to see if 
antibodies could be produced to the different fiuorinated calmodulins. 
This techniques could aid in separating producing pure protein if 

calmodulin with different degrees of fluoring labelling could be separated 
fFom one another. Obtaining a sample with a defined number of fluorine 
labels would make it easier to  draw more meaningful conclusions about 
the effects of fluorine on the structure and h c t i o n  of proteins. 

A final point worth mentioning is that the rapid advances in the 
area of protein chemical shift prediction over the last couple of years could 
lead to  a more thorough understanding of the origins of chemical shifts in 
proteins. These theories could be invaluable in extracting pertinent 
information about the structural o r  fUnctional and chemical shift 
relationship of fluorine atoms incorporated into proteins. 
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